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Azrock-the best buy in flooring ...

for Office Buildings
Azrock vinyl asbestos ti le is the best buy in
flooring, because it serves more office bui ld ing
req uirements better than any other type of
f looring. Yet it costs less than ha lf of wha t it
did 20 years ago. Here's why yo u can specify
Azrock with confidence:
Styled to coordinate with contemporary interiors
Long lasting durab il ity
• Low-cost no-wax maintenance
Low initia l cost
Permits max imum flex ibi lity in office alterations
Fire safe, w i ll not support combustion
Shock proof
• Resi lient underfoot comfort
Lowest motion res istance
Non-allergen ic, mi !dew proof, no odor retention
Exceeds federal specifications

V inyl asbestos ti le is one of t he most wide ly
used f loo rings in office buildings today . Offer
cl ients a co lorfu l, high-style f loor and cut maintenance and replacement problems with lowcost Azrock vinyl asbestos tile-the best buy
in floo ring.
Fluor shown : Pebbled -O nyx, one of over 150 colors and st yle s.

1'11•;.::I

the vinyl asbestos
floor tile people ~~

W ri te fo r free sa mple s and No-Wax Maintenance informat ion.
Azro ck Floor Products, 526A Fros t Bldg ., San An t oni o, Texas 78292.
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Rugged light Weight Construction
No Weights or Counter Balances
Manually Operated or
Automatically Op.erated
Level Track
Vision lites Available
Automatic Closing in Case of Fire

Steelcraft Industrial Sliding Doors
have up to 3-hour U.L. fire rating*-also
available non-lat5elea •Easily operatea •
Attractive· Maintenance-free·
Panelized design enaoles Steelcraft
Distributors to provide wide range of
sizes, quick delivery, low cost installation.
*Doors are avai lable
with 314-hour,
11/2 -hour and 3-hou r
U.L. and F.M. labels.

Excellence
through
Engineering

Write or call for complete information .

An American-Standard Company

9017 Blue Ash Road I Cincinnati, Ohio 45242 I Phone (513) 791-8800

Cirr.le No . 381 . on RP.;irlm SP.rvice Card
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Bally has a new
edition of its
Working Data Catalog
ready for you.

It's the world's most comprehensive reference on
Walk-In Coolers/Freezers and Refrigerated Buildings. Has 182 pages of detailed technica l information for everyone involved with design and specifications. Includes more than 400 photos, drawings
and charts. Provides weight and size data, refrigeration and electrical capacities, details !.about floors and doors. Use your letterhead to send for your free copy today. - - .
Bally Case & Cooler, Inc., Bally, Pa. 19503 ~®
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"Address all correspondence to Dept. PA-11"
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Cover: A glass and brick enclosure in an older building (p. 86) is the
new main office for the Municipal Bank of Buenos Aires. Photo courtesy
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neling System for every interior.
distinctive Wilsonwall Paneling Systems offer the
er wide esthetic choices.
ices that include the visual impact of a reveal system
continuing beauty of two V-groove systems, and the
efficient appearance of an aluminum molding system
mies a Class 1A fire hazard rating .
because all four systems feature Wilson Art laminated
c they offer exceptional long range maintenance

System

610

A Class 1A fire hazard
classification system,
featuring acrylic-coated
extruded aluminum moldings.
Mineral core.

s.
Dor-Surf, 1/8" thick Wilson Art door facing material,
, u have realistic one source design control capabilities.
1 more than 150 woodgrains, solids, and patterns to
from you can design to create any desired mood from
· uiet, and traditional to wild, bright, and wayout. For
information on Wilsonwall Paneling systems write for
ete technical data.

em 110 installation details and

ifications.

System 3 1 0
SmDoth-fitting V-Groove joints
give the appearance of a
continuous wall utilizing
hidden extruded aluminum
moldings.

System

FU AAING
STRIP

210

Featuring a standard V-Groove
joint system ... allows
continuity of woodgrain
where desired.

WALL PANEL

Is:

ness: nominal 7/16"
3/8" particleboard (CS-236-66)
cing: 1/32" Wilson Art laminate (LD1-1971), Velvet
all Wilson Art woodgrains and sol id colors

1,

: 15%'' and 24" widths; 96" and 120" lengths (other
quoted on request)
ii strips: 1/16" thick Wilson Art laminate; 1/2", 3/4"

I" widths; 96" and 120" lengths

~I I WllSODWALL®

WILSON

PANELING

E: Upon request, panels meeting Class I fire hazard
ification are available for use in this system .
>ur Architectural Design Representative nearest you.

lNTA
377-0731

MIAMI
305-822-5140

SAN FRANCISCO
415- 782-6055

:AGO
437-1500

NEW JERSEY
609-622-4747
or 215-923-5542

SEATTLE
206-228-1300

ANGELES
723-8961

NEW YORK
212-933- 1035

TEMPLE
8 17-778-2711

RALPH W IL SO N P L ASTI CS CO MPAN Y

T EMP LE . TE X A S
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SMOK-CHEK ID:
a major breakthrough in fire/life safety
door control ... economically combines
early-warning fire detection with automatic door release and closing . •. for
patient sleeping rooms, cross-corridor
applications, stairwell enclosures,
high-rise areas of refuge, and elevator
lobbies ... to swiftly confine lethal
smoke, save lives.

SMC)K-CHEK ill:
developed by fire protection professionals and proven in extensive fire
testing* ... meets or surpasses every
applicable code or guideline ... establishes improved detector positioning ...
and sets new standards for others to
follow.
From Firemark, the fire/life safety
specialists:

RIXSON,.FIREMARK, INC.
9100 W. Belmont A\•e.
f anklin Park, IL6013l

In Canada: Ri. son-Firem;u·k <Can.) Ltd.
Circle No. 424, on Reader Service Card
*California State Fire.Marshal's"Project Corridor" facility and I. I. T. Research Institute, patient room study
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LOAD BEARING
CONCRETE MASONRY
HIGH RISE STRUCTURES
Featuring fast low cost constr uction and early return on investme nt
~

ph for a genius
s an overdue epitaph to an unsung
mrewarded genius, Paul Chelazzi,
n Engineer Arch itect who, according
offical reports, passed away in his na>erugia, Italy, a few years ago.
ng before the profession as a whole
n to recognize the value of the use of
on members and the suspension prinin structures, Paul Chelazzi was turnut ideas in that field and airing them in
c.
the time, regular practitioners who
1ened to notice his publications con·ed him a crank and gave his writings
t shrift.
Jm the time that the idea of suspended
:tu res started to catch on, many of his
shave been real ized in structures with
~cognition whatsoever to him.
iaders of Progressive Architecture with
memories may recall a series of ars by Mr. Chelazzi in the period
l-60 . Among the ideas presented there
the so-called "Suspenarch ." The ba.tructure consisted of an arch above
the suspended cable below-the arch
st being used to balance the cable ten. Most bridge engineers would recogthe arrangement as nothing more than
'w form of the well-known tied arch.
1ever, it was a completely new concept
uilding designers and many highly
lified and widely recognized engineers,
•should have known better, dismissed
basic idea as producing an unstable
cture.
nis whole subject comes to mind now
ause of the new Federal Reserve Bank
ding at Minneapolis. The main support
:he entire building, in its future, finished
1, includes a perfect example of the
penarch. The article which caught the
itinued on page 9]

Connecticut

Trode Union Plaza /
77 Unit/ 9 Building Low Income Housing Project/
New Hoven, Connecticut

Structura l Cost: $3.42

The Ro ya le Riviero / 7 -stor y apartments/
Vero Beach, Florido

Structural Cost: $1. 73

P.S.F.

(not includ ing foun da tio n cost) .

P.S.F .

(including " In -Block" bearing walls, roof and
floor slobs, footings , foundation and beams) .

Minnesota

Clamor Monor/ 4-story apa rtment

Structural Cost: $3.00

P.s.F .

(Includes appliances , carpet, loan costs and ove rhead)

Ohio

Kent W o y, Kent, Ohio / 7-story apartment

Structura l Cost: $5.45

II

Vice President, Ma rketing Services
National Concrete Masonry Association
P.O . Box 9185, Rosslyn Station, Arlington, Virginia 22209
Please send, without obligation, further information on
load-bearing concrete masonry.
NAME

P.s.F.

(Include s: concrete, masonry, stee l, general require me nts, profit)

Need more evidence? Just send this coupon for a free brochu re and
information on our computer fea si bility study for load-bearing high-rise structures.

COMPANY
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s attention appeared in the June
;sue of Acier-Stahl-Steel, t he Belublication. However, the story had
usly been published in many Ameri urnals. I hope this can be published
' some little recognition to a genius
Juld never slow down enough to let
ies catch up with him . I was privito be closely associated with Paul
~zi during several years . Many of his
1eeded harnessing and taming to
hem really practical, but many of the
ideas were completely sound in conmd my own imag ination was greatly
1ed by the association. Also, I had the
ire of being instrumental in making it
>le for him to carry his message to
col lege campuses and I do not doubt
1e imaginations of many students of
!riod were fired by his contagious en.sm and creative thinking.
3irdsal/
1lting Engineer
'ork City

Lighting design
Some issues of Progressive Architecture
are worth their weight in gold . . . . Your
September issue on lighting is so very valuable that I must make some effort to get it
into the hands of our students.
William S. Oliver, Chairman
Architectural Technology Department
Onondaga Community College
Syracuse, N. Y.
We have been involved in the lighting business for many years and I have never seen
such a fine issue-especially one edited by
architects-on lighting design .
It would be interesting to see what type
of lighting your staff works under.
Blair Perkins
Oklahoma City, Okla.
(Please , don 't ask . Ed .)
Congratulations for the excellent presentation of some long needed insights on the
importance of light and vision in archi-

tectural education. I believe , however, that
the need for visual education is even
broader than you indicate.
Gerald B. Ewing
Norfolk, Va.

Eloquence and clarity
I want to thank you for your thoughtful artic le on Unity House in August. You were
able to sum up many of the ideas we had
and you did it with eloquence and clarity.
Lo-Yi Chan
Prentice & Chan, Ohlhausen
New York City
Shot in the arm
As a P/A reader, I have greatly enjoyed the
lively new format and the variety-particularly the piece on Ant Farm and the
awards history (June issue). What a shot in
the arm to the usually gray and somber architecture world!
James Wines
New York, N. Y.

@EPOXY GROUTS

MEAN SJ!ecification

Without Speculation
You take the guesswork out of grouting tile floors when you
specify Atlas epoxy grouts and setting beds. Because our
ready-to-use, 3-component package is pre-measured to
guarantee foolproof mixing, easy workability and proper
curing ... every time, every job.
Atlas epoxy grouts are of the highest quality and durability.
Competitively priced, too. They've proven their ability to resist
acids, alkal ies, cleaning agents, salts and greases, while
exhibiting low absorption and resistance to freeze-thaw cycles.
Remember, the cost of grout is less than 10% of the total floor
cost. But using the wrong grout causes 90% of the failures.
So next time, don't speculate on the grout for tile floors ...
spec ify Atlas Epoxy Grouts.

l@I~ I

ATLAS MINERALS & CHEMICALS
DIVISION
ESB INCORPORATED .
Mertztown, Pennsylvania 19539 (215) 682-7171

.
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lntroducinc
the new Brigg~-

conseRven

·iggs brings you an everyday answer to the growing
essure tor cutting costs, saving water, reduc ing waste .
e idea of a closet using less water has been around. And now
ggs has found the way to make it wo rk ... simply .. . most efficiently.
Th e secret of the new Briggs Conserver two-piece water closet is in its
alanced" design . . . the balance of less water and positive flu shing action.
Th e vol um e of water nee ded has been reduced, yes ... actually 30% less
rn most ordinary two -piece closets . Yet because of the way
ggs has designed the Conserver, there 's no loss in operating efficiency.
Th e Conserver saves. And it wo rks ' Already it's an important factor where
ving water is not only desirable , but re quired . It's ideal for
;titutions, motels and hotels; and for hi gh density apartment areas
1ere less waste is important. You' ll in sta ll it in single family homes,
) ... especially in areas of high wate r and sewage rates. Everybody likes
~ everyday savings (water and money) the Briggs Conserver offers.
Choose from two syphon jet model s, elongated front or a round front design.
1th are avai lab le in all Briggs decorator co lors , and bla ck or white.

What a
beautiful
idea!

lBriggs
5200 WEST KENNEDY BOULEVARD ,
P. 0. BOX 22622, TAMPA, FLORIDA 33622

Circ le No. 335, on Reader Service Card
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Narrower
tank uses
less water
with no
loss of
efficiency

Decorative hardboard paneling in
in bold or subtle
colors that stay
like new for ages.

Original designs and
patterns for wet-area
applications to solve
moisture problems.

A creative
source for
custom
fabrication of
components
for walls, fixtures and
displays.

12
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door and fram~ system
at cuts installation time
)m hours to minutes.

A complete
system for office
partitions and open
planning to make
the most of your
space.

Easy-to-handle
16" x 8' Planks
with tongueand-groove
joints for fast
application.

uthentic designs and deepnbossed textures add new
mensions to walls.

Fire-Test
paneling that
meets bui lding
codes for fire
resistance.

Thinkinq
about walls?
Find out about
Marlite interior
building produqts.
Marl1te.
Dept. 1114,
Dover, Ohio
44622.

We make walls for special places.

Ul®Marlite

11 . 7 _~

Prnnn:u::::c::i\/A Arrhitort11rA
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You may

never see
this label

but building
materials
makers
want you
to know
itSthere.

14
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Unless you inspect a build ing while it's being built, it's
unlil.t\ely you'll spot this evidence of the building materials
manufacturer's concern for your safety. It's the Underwriters
Laboratories Classification Marl.t\ing. It signifies that UL has
tested and evaluated the product, material or assembly
design with respect to specific hazards or with respect to
performance under specified conditions. It also signifies that
the manufacturer has voluntarily entered into ag reement
w ith UL to maintain the standards that earned him the
Classification Mark
But testing is by no means the last word. Before a
Classification is published, we set up a Factory Follow-up
Service with the manufacturer. This requires our inspectors
to mal.t\e periodic examinations and/or in-plant tests to
determine that the product still meets our requirements.
From time to time, our men may also select samples from
the open marl.t\et.

We publish the names of manufacturers whose products
are eligible for Classification in the Classified Product Index,
Fire Resistance Index, and Building Materials Directory. The
Classification Marl.t; on the product or its container identifies
such products. Our findings benefit jurisdictional authorities,
safety experts, building inspectors, contractors and
consumers.
Underwriters Laboratories' unique contribution is to add
independent third-party certification to safety evaluation.
We are the world's largest independent, not-for-profit testing
laboratory. Our dedication is to the safety of the public.
Which is why today's safety-minded manufacturer wants
you to l.t\now that his product has earned the right to bear
the Classification Marl.t; of Underwriters Laboratories.

Underwriters Laboratories, Inc.
An independent laboratory testing for public safety.

Chicago and Northbrool'\, Ill., Melville, N.Y., Santo Clora, Col., Tampa, Flo.

Most water coolers look pretty
much the same on the outside.
Only one looks like this
on the inside.
Halsey Taylor .
Not that you 'd recogni ze it.
Very few people ever have to
look at the inside of our water
coole rs. Including repairm en.
That's because we concentrate on what really countsf.unction. Besides , where could
anyone get the idea that an arch itect specifies functional products
on appearance alone?
The ultimate pay-off is a cold ,
satisfying drink of water. But the
pay-off that counts is yea rs of
service , extremely low maintenance , quality construction-and
knowing that the product you
specify is as good as your own
reputat ion .
We put a lot more into it so
your customers will get a lot
more out of it. Cold water included . Here 's how:

16
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r.i1 Exclusive 2-stream bubbler. Buil ds
W a large , drinkable mound of wate r.

•

Squ irt-proof and va ndal resistant.
One piece chro me-plated brass forgin g prevents co ntam inati on.

r.il
L:.l

Cooler top. Satin finish st ainl ess
stee l. polished and buffed for beauty
and ease of cleaning . Separate drai n
strain er removab le for easy c lean in g
wi th out remov in g coo ler top.

r.;i Pr e-cooler. In com ing water lin e
~ coi led arou nd and ti n-bonded to cold
water drain. Boosts coo lin g capacity
by 60%
Cooling storage tank. All copper,
hot-dipped pure tin lining . In co ming
water coil is t in-bo nd ed to refri gera nt
coi l to coo l water befo re it e nte rs
tank.
Condensing unit assembly. Hermetica ll y sea led, lubricated for life. A utomati c re- set ove rl oad protector
preve nts ove rh eating . Capacitor ins ures compressor start up . A l I
components des igned and coo rd inated fo r top effic ie ncy and lo ng life.

Cabinet. One-piece unitized body of
heavy gauge bonderized steel.
Baked-on e name l resists wea r, mo isture, heat , sunligh t . Cabinets also
ava ilabl e in stain less and vinyl-clad
stee l.

1-il Dual temperature controls. Two
L!J thermostats, primary and seco nd ary,
provide doubl e protection ag ain st
freeze-up

fOl

Automatic regulating/operating
~ valve. M ain ta in s co nstant stream
heig ht under line pressures varyin g
fro m 20 p.s.i. to 90 p.s .i. Easy to service. Tamp er-p roof. Large orifices
resist deposits and c logging Al l
parts are corrosion-resistant.

Halsey Taylor Divis ion, 1554
Thomas Road, Warren, Ohio
44481.

Circle No. 351, on Reader Service Care

Alo ha H igh Schoo l , Po rtland , Oregon
Arch itects: Hew lett . Jamison & Atkinson . Portland

DOOR.WAY NOTES .. .
GLASS-PANELLED CUSTOM
DOORS RE:QUIR_E FVLL
CONTROL OF OPENING
AND CLOSING SWINGS.

CONCEALED CLOSERS
ANSWER_ THE NEED FOR_
OUT- OF-SIGHT CONTROL
AGAIN.ST ABUSIVE TR..AFFlC
AND VNUSUAL DRAFT
CONDITIONS. LC N Al.l..OW-5
THE WIDEST CHOICE OF
CLOSER_.5 CATALOG
ON
I
R_EQUEST. SWEETS, SEC. 8.

LCN 5010 Series closers provide the neces·
sary concea led door control. Gene ral speed ,
latch speed and spr ing power all ad j ustab le.
Hyd rauli c back check standard.

LCN CLOSERS , Princ eton , Ill inoi s 61356

Circle No. 362, on Reader Service Card

In 1965, Ford Motor Company cemented double Jute-backed carpet to
concrete subflooring in their new Ford Motor Credit Company building
in Dearborn . No separate padding , no attached cushion. Gained were
carpet's acoustic, aesthetic, thermal and easy maintenance advantages.
"Bonuses" were lower initial cost, proteGtion for seams, easy mobility
for cart wheels and secretarial chai r casters without floor pads. Ford
office planning personnel report al l anticipated benefits realized, w ith
no problems evident. They give much credit to the double Jute backing , which has held fast to the floo r and at seams through heavy traffic
and rigorous maintenance. Not even chair casters riding 8 years in the
same paths daunted the Jute backing!
• Jute 's mesh weave and fibrous composition absorb and retain adhesive , for
secure bond.
• When carpet is rolled out , some floor
ad hesive penetrates Jute to the primary
backing , for greater tuft bind and delamination protection.
• Jute , over twice as thick as other nopad backings, prevents cracks in old
flooring from being felt or out lin ed.

• Jute doubles seam sealing area.
• Jute's dimensional stabi lity is essen- ·
tial for floor cut-outs.
• Jute backing facilitates clean carpet
remova l, intact for re-insta ll ation.
• Jute wo rks with all standard mu lt ipurpose and release adhes ives.
• Jute helps qualified carpets meet fire
codes.

WR ITE FOR ARCH ITECTURAL GUIDE SPECIFI CATION AND CASE HISTORIES

JUTE CARPET BACKING COUNCIL· 25 Broadway• New York, NY 10004

.

American Industr ies, Inc . • Bemis Co .. Inc. • BMT Commodi ty Corp. • C. G. Trading Corp. • Cosmic Intern at ional, In c. •
De lea Int ernationa l Corp. • Dennard & Pritchard Co ., Ltd . • A. de Swaan, In c. • Robert F. Fitzpatrick & _Co. ·. Gillespie & _Co.
of N. Y., Inc. • Guthrie Industries. In c. • Hanson & Orth, In c. • 0 . G. Inn es Corp. • Jute Industries Div. , S1dlaw Industries ,
Ltd. • Lou Me ltzer Co . • William E. Peck & Co. of N. Y. , In c. • R. L. Prit chard & Co. • Revonah Spinning Mills • Ste in , Hall
& Co .. In c. • White Lamb Finlay Inc. • Wil lcox Enterprises, In c. • WLF In c.

20
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Top - double Jute-backed car
below-grade computer cente r, 8
later. • Middle - carpet in b1
grade cafeteria , 8 years later.
double Jute backing, remained
through a flood without mil
shrinkage. • Bottom - double
backing helps resist casters 8 )
Circle No. 358, on Reader Servic
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News report

Solution for John Hancock: reglaze
After months of agonizing publicity and behind-the-scenes
research, there seems to be a solution to the glazing problems that have plagued the John Hancock Tower in Boston.
The answer, recommended by I. M. Pei & Partners and accepted by the owner pending the final outcome of a series of
tests, is a simple , if gigantic job : reg laze all 1 0,300 windows in
the tower with Yz in . reflective tempered glass-a high
strength monolithic glass different from the original dual-wall
insulating glass.
So far, according to a John Hancock spo kesman, some
3500 insulating glass units have been removed and replaced
with plywood . The reglazing seems to elim inate any possibility
of the building becoming the world's first plywood-sheathed
high-rise structure; it also fits well with the previously announced tentative occupancy date of next September.
Da llas/Fort Worth airport dedicated
There was one guest at the dedication of the Dallas / Fort
Worth Airport Sept. 22 that drew almost as much attent ion as
the 17,500-acre airport itself. A supersonic Concorde SST
flew in to symbolize the north Texas region 's spectacular leap
into the air transportation world of the 21st Century. Only two
things marred the dedication ceremonies , which were headed
up by former Treasury Secretary John B. Connally: anno uncement that the airport cannot be opened to passengers
an d freight befo re mid-January, and mammoth traffic jams on
the highways that forced many human VI P's also to fly in .
The ai rport, exactly half way between Dallas and Fort
Wo rth , will not really be complete until 2001, when its 14 ter[continu ed on page 22)

John Hancock now and after propose d reg lazing
Concorde SST at DFW dedication
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News report continued from page 21

min al buildings are expected to handle more than two mi llion
travelers a month . Tippetts-Abbett-McCarthy-Stratton are
prime consultants, planners and engineers; architects for the
terminal buildings are Hellmuth , Obata & Kassabaum and
Brodsky, Hopf & Adler. Results of their work will appear in full
in next month's PI A.
Ready for renovation
It's not a disaster, but prog ress, that has given the Cooper
Union Foundation Bu ilding its bombed-out look. The 11 4year-old New York City landmark is being completely renovated to provide classrooms , studios and offices for art and
architecture students and faculty. And a year after its last appearance in PIA (Nov . 1972, p . 93) all that is left of the interior
is the round elevator core , which at last gets a round elevator.
William Wurster dies at 77
Wi lliam Wilson Wu rster, founding dean of the University of
California 's College of Environmental Design at Berkeley,
died in September at th e age of 77. He had joined the un iversity in 1950 as chai rman of the architecture department, and
in 1959 was named the fi rst dean of the college , holding th e
position until his retirement in 1963.
He started his practice in San Francisco in 1926, and in
1945 was joined by partners Theodo re C. Bernardi and Don n
Emmons. The partne rship accounted for a number of highly
regarded projects, the most widely known , perhaps, being
Ghira rdelli Square. T he firm won the AIA 's annual Architectu ral Firm Award for 1965, and Wurster himself won the
AIA Gold Medal in 1969.
Early houses aro und the San Francisco area made Wu rster's reputation as a leader of the " Bay Style," and acco rding to Phill ip J. Hubbard , Sr. former publisher of PIA, he " had
mo re to do with the establishmen t of contempo rary architecture and converting modern architecture to a sensible era
than anyone else. " Wurster also played a part in the early
days of PIA, remem bers Hubbard : " Bill had mo re to do with
the changing of Pe nc il Poi nts to the new Penci l Points and to
Progressive Architecture than possibly any other one individual by giving us inspiration and encou ragement. "

Cooper Union Foundation Building

'Ode to Buckm inister Fuller' from 'Dreamhousing'
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AIA Honor Awards jury named
David A. Pugh of Po rtland , Oregon has been named chairman of the 1974 AIA Honor Awards ju ry. Serving with him are
Richard M. Bennett, Charles Gwathmey, Ellamae Willis
League and John Ca rl Becker, student representative.
"Dreamhousing " at Whitney Museum
During September, visitors to the Whitney Museum cou ld
view an unusual architectu ral exhibit-a slide show with tap ereco rded commentary expressing the highly personal po int of
view of its creator, Mark Balet, in a series of environmental
transformations of cities, houses, gardens, highways.
" Dream housing ," sponsored by the Architectu ral League,
represents "those possibil ities of our environment which are
promised but remain unrealized ," says Balet, a graduate of
the Rhode Island Sc hool of Design and winner of this year' s
Prix de Rome. " The experience is environmental. The models
aren 't meant to be sc ulptural or tangible . They are meant to
be part of a special realm , another place. I have decided what
the scale should be. Dream houses exist only within the context of the film ."

Twisted pipe, tortured c oncrete mark demolition of AFL Medical
Service Plan Building , downtown Philadelphia 's only building by Loui s
Kahn . Photo (left) by Philadelphia Inquirer; others by John Ebstel
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Downtown Philadelphia loses its only Kahn building
Louis I. Kahn's four-story American Federation of Labor
Medical Service Plan Building, his only structure in midtown
Philadelphia, his home city, was hammered into oblivion during late July and early August. Only 17 years old, it was killed
by an in-city highway.
Demolition plans were announced seven years ago, almost
on the eve of Kahn's Museum of Modern Art solo exhibit,
prompting a surprised Arthur Drexler to observe wryly, "This
is probably the first time the wreckers will have gotten to an
important building before we have even had a chance to exhibit it." Pennsylvania Department of Transportation expects
to let construction contracts this fall for a depressed road to
be banked with 5-ft-high "hanging plant gardens."
Ironically the encroaching road is one of the last gasps of
an expressway system (7 of the 10 planned roads already
scrapped) that was devised as part of the Philadelphia area
transportation plan in the 1940s. Vine St., then planned for lo-

cal traffic, is now to be linked with an interstate highway.
The $1 .5 million building was unique in two ways. Acclaimed as "a temple of medical service" for union members
and their families because the facility was part of organized
labor's first full-scale health program, the concrete building
also represented a line of development in the work of one of
the world's great architects. A.F. of L. showed us the structural evolution of Kahn's now-famous "service spaces," a
concept that would find full expression later in his mature
works. The widespan structure's ceiling trusses were deliberately made deep with openings th rough which ran the mechanical distribution system. Those hollow beams were carried on a few regularly spaced columns. This heavy-set frame ,
clad in glass and gray granite, housed a central service core.
(Indoor parking of 17 cars was converted to office space without consulting Kahn.)
While the demolition was in full swing several blocks away,
[continued on page 26]
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::;.irders. The advantages they
ver I-beams were more than
~h for Berlin Steel to specify
for the Sage-Allen Department
they were building in West
:)fd, Connecticut. So much

why joist girders are easier to specify
and erect. By explaining that the
simple span design of joist girders
make ponding calculations easy. And
shorten design time.
By telling them about the larger
bay areas possible with joist girders.
And by talking about the fewer
foundations and columns needed with
joist girders than with I-beams.
Then came the subject of the
advantages joist girders offer after
they're erected.
And to explain that topic Vulcraft
talked about the modified Warren
truss configuration used in joist
girders. And that it gave joist girders
a high strength to weight ratio.

>t girders have a simple span design. Which
why ponding calculations are easier. And
ign time is shortened.

Joist girders have top chord panel points
that show joist location. Which makes a lot of measuring unnecessary.

for anything over 10,000 square feet.
It wasn't surprising to Vulcraft,
though. Because architects and
engineers all over the country are
discovering the advantages joist
girders have over I-beams.

that eleven days later they
ied them again. Only this time
ational Plastics and Plating
y Co. in Plymouth, Connecticut.
1ere did Berlin Steel learn about
advantages? From meeting with
aft. The people who knew as

Joist girders have a modified Warren truss
configuration using hot rolled double angle sections
for top and bottom chords and single and double
angle sections for web members. What that means
is a high strength to weight ratio.

st girders need fewer foundations and

>. Which means fess work for you and larger

1s for your

clients.

about joist girders as Berlin
>out steel fabricating.
d the first thing the Vulcraft
1eers did was show Berlin Steel

1

They mentioned further, that bar
joist erection was faster. Because top
chord panel points show joist location, eliminating a lot of measuring.
Finally, the matter of ducts, pipes
and conduits came up. And Vulcraft
explained how these things go right
through a joist girder. Something no
one can say about an I-beam
What it all added up to for Berlin
Steel was a change. A change from
I-beams to another roof-framing system.A roof-framing system that was
more economical and easier to erect

joist girders already have spaces for pipes,
conduits, and ducts to run through. So you don t
have to cut them yourself

If you'd like more information
about how joist girders can work for
you, send for Vulcraft's Joist Girder
Specification Guide. Just contact
your local Vulcraft sales office. Or
write P.O. Box 17656, Charlotte,
N.C. 28211. Or call (704) 366-7000.
You'll find a few things even Berlin
Steel didn't know. Until they asked.

WLCRAFT

lien Department Store, West Hartford, Connecticut; Architect: Associated Architects, Farmington, Connecticut I General Contractor: Bartlett-Brainard &
Inc., Bloomfield, Connecticut I Consulting Engineer: Hallisey Engineering Associates, Inc. , Hartford I Steel Fabricator: Berlin Steel Construction Comic., Berlin, Connecticut. National Plastics and Plating Supply Co. , Plymouth, Connecticut: Architect: Andrew C. Rossetti, Bristol, Connecticut I General
ct or: S. Carpenter Construction Co., Bristol I Consulting Engineer: Hallisey Engineering Associates, Inc. I Steel Fabricator: Berlin Steel Construction Co. , Inc.

News report continued from page 23

Furniture-Muebles-by Antoni
Gaudi on display at
the Spanish Institute

from his downtown office, Lou Kahn disclosed his "very
mixed feelings" about the affair: "I learned a great deal from
doing A.F. of L.," he reminisced. "It was one of my first experiences with concrete, the straight reinforced kind ."
"I didn't trust concrete then," he explained . "The Vierendeel open structure was a diaphragm used freely without wo rrying if it's just right. T hat was also the first time I used metal
in its true unpainted form by introducing myself to stainless
steel. And I used granite to sheathe the building, not permitting the wall that does the work to also keep out the weather.
At Bryn Mawr and the Salk Center I developed this sheathing
method further. I like to believe Mies' saying 'God is in the
details.'"
One detail that Kahn abhored was the penthouse cooling
tower on top of his building. "I hoped it would present itself
differently when two more stories were added to the building ,
but they never materialized ." Kahn 's favorite feature was the
two-story entrance hall, which he felt had to be "very friendly
and generous just because the users were working people,
poor people." This palatial entry reinforced the fact, that it
was their place. "It wasn't something given to them," he explained, "but through their own faith in joining the union and
the strength they got from it they readily accepted, at least in
my mind, a rather noble entrance."
" The building was a kind of street with little alleys where
you meet or wait your turn . You never felt the sting of too
much closeness to the place where you might feel some pain
or where you felt you might get some startling news, which is
never very welcome in a place which deals with medicine. A
good place to be examined-it had this quality. For most clinics, at that time particularly, they measured the length of every knee as it would touch another knee, and called it sufficient. I think I spread the knees pretty far from each other,
and that was good ."
"There is a lesson in the building-the most valuable part of
a man's work is that it doesn't belong to him. What belongs to
him is how he expressed it. How he composed it-he must be
satisfied with that alon e." [Victoria Donohoe, Art Critic, Philadelphia Enquirer]
Gaudi's muebles
Everyone is familiar with Antoni Gaud i's famous architectural masterpieces in Spain , but not many people know
that he also designed a substantial body of furniture, or
muebles (literally, that which is conceivably movable) , to complement his architecture . In his furniture as in his buildings,
everything is calculated , meticulously thought out and
planned to work toward the totality of an architectural concept. In this respect , Gaudi was to create "environments"
long before the term came into popular usage. A large photographic exhibition of his muebles, including everything from
chairs to street lamps and even elevators has been conceived
by Nieves Peris; it will run through Nov. 30 at the Spanish Institute, 684 Park Ave ., New York City.
Brunner scholarship announced
Professor and planner Jerzy E. Glowczewski has been
awarded the 1973 Arnold W. Brunner Scholarship of the New
York Chapter AIA for a proposal to study and develop a new
technique for urban design. His research will be aimed at producing a manual of urban design techniques dealing with the
[continued on page 32)
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Ph ipps Plaza Shopping Matt, At lanta

This floor has been stomped, trampled,
wheeled over and ice-creamed on for 5 years. But it
wears and looks like its only been tip-toed on.
You know what a shopping mall is like. Thousands of people and kids running, kicking, dropping
and dragging things .
And all the poor floor has to look forward to is
more and more of the same.
That 's why a floor like this should have a floor
covering like our Powerbond Pile Vinyl. Just as you
see pictured above, Powerbond stands up to abuse.
Without scuffing, unraveling, pitting or rippling.
Powerbond is the best possible fused combination of hard and soft surface floo r covering . It's soft,
yet it has vinyl 's durability. Not only for shopping mall
floors, but for school, hospital, office building and
department store floors. Anywhere you need the permanence of vinyl.
Powerbond has other things going for it besides
lon gevity: color, warmth, comfort , texture, insulation,
sound-absorbency. And class. Yet Powerbond Pile

Vinyl is many times stronger than rubber and other
backings.
And unlike hard-surface vinyl, maintenance costs
are low. No waxing, no stripping ever. The pile is so
dense that most soils can just be vacuumed or sponged off.
But perhaps the real power behind our Powerbond
is our guarantee.
We guarantee against excessive surface wear
(more than 15% reduction in weight of pile surface) for
7 years . Or we' ll replace the affected area.
So if you have floors that
need what Powerbon d can give
them, call (212) 371-4455
or write Dept.PA-11.
Collins & Aikman Commercial
Floor Systems, 919 Th ird Avenue,
New York , N.Y. 10022.
COL.LINS & AIKMAN

Collins & Aikman makes the Powerbond®
Pile Vinyl
that makes things happen.

For more than half a century Sargent's
old pot type hydraulic door closers
have been quietly doing their thing at
Old Main,first building completed
on the University ofArizona's campus.
Installed in 1922, these door closers were
chosen in accordance with architect
James Miller Creighton's preference for
Sargent hardware on all campus doors .
A contemporary version of that door
closer is Sargent's universal 1200 series.

Consider the doors
equipped with
Sargent hardware.
Still proud doors.
Still prqud hardware.

I] SARGENT@
First in quality since 1864.
Sargent & Company, New Haven, Connecticut 06509.
In Canada. Sargent & Company (Canada) Ltd .
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tructural, acoustical,
ion-combustible.

Gund Hall Graduate School of Design, Harvard University , Cambridge, Mass.
Architects: John Andrews , Edward R. Baldwin and John Simpson, Toronto.
Structural Engineers: Le Messurier Associates, Boston.
Tectum Contractor: Bay State Structural Specialties, Boston.

There's no end to the ways you can be
constructive with Tectum Roof Deck.
Look at the way it was used in Gund Hall,
shown at left. As a structural material,
Tectum gives the roof a thin, efficient section, and demonstrates impressive insulating values as well. In the two-inch thickness, resistance to heat transmission is
3.50. With its Noise Reduction Coefficient
in the .50-.60 range, it soaks up sound.
And with its rugged finish, Tectum looks
good exposed.
The reason Tectum is so constructive is
because of the way it's put together. An
exclusive inorganic binder bonds long
wood fibers into a compact sheet under
heat and pressure. Like wood, it's easy to
cut, shape and install. Unlike wood, it's
rated noncombustible and Tectum has
been given an uplift rating of Class 90.

Long Span Tectum Roof Deck
Tectum is also available in Long Span

·•·

Te xture Is the thing about Tectum,
but not the only thing.

Tectum . This adaptation allows even
greater areas of the exposed Tectum surface to rema in unbroken by purlins.
Tongue and groove edge of Long Span
Tectum is designed for galvanized 16gauge steel channels. These channels
permit spans of up to 6' for 3", 5' for 2Y2'',
and 4' for 2" th ick Long Span Tectum.
Like other Tectum Roof Deck, Long Span
Tectum has factory-applied asphalt felt
membrane, and is applicable to flat or
pitched roofs with steel, wood or concrete
framing.
So, for a good-looki ng way to cut roofing
costs, why not cut down on the number of
materials you use? With Tectum, or Long
Span Tectum.
For more information, write Gold Bond
Building Products, Division of National
Gypsum Company, Dept. PA-113T,
Buffalo, New York 14225.

WE'RE CONSTRUCTIVE
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News report continued from page 26

natural environment and legislative measures, primarily in
medium-sized towns in New York State; the pilot research will
be done in Newburgh, N.Y.
Glowczewski is presently a professor of macroplanning,
ecology and land development at Pratt lnstitute's School of
Architecture and has his own environmental planning practice in Connecticut. He was a member of the planning and urban design jury for the 1971 P/A Design Awards.
Waterside officially opened
New York is going to miss John Lindsay's sense of style.
On one of those rare, clear days when fall was already in the
air, the mayor and other dignitaries sailed up the East River in
a fireboat to officially open Waterside. Someone in the gathering said it was like Henry VIII arriving at Hampton Court , but
the similarity really ends with the fact that one can arrive at either by boat.
Waterside, designed by Davis, Brody & Associates, is a
$77.7 million residential and commercial comp lex built on a
six-acre deck extending out into the river on Manhattan's
East Side. 1100 of the 1470 apartments are in three 37-story
towers, and a fourth 31-story tower includes 370 moderate income units subsidized under Section 236. There are also 20
duplex townhouses. Rents will range· from about $30 a room
(including utilities) in the lower tower to about $100 a room in
the tal ler towers and duplex units. Building the complex over
the river required no relocation of residents or businesses,
and it gave the city a good opportunity to get rid of some dangerous, decaying old piers . With over 75 percent of the site
given over to open space, New York now has a new two-acre
plaza with service and specialty shops, a seafood restauran t
overlooking the water, and a five-block-long waterfront
promenade.
At the opening ceremonies, Mayor Lindsay also presented
the city's 75th Anniversary Golden Jubilee Medal to architect
Lewis Davis and to Richard Ravitch, a general partner in Waterside Redevelopment Company, who built and owns the
complex , for their contributions to the city.

New York City's Waterside

Peace Corps ' Ken Lydon (right) in Kabul , Afghani stan

Vista 's Mark Hanam i (left) and Fred Albert with ARCH in Harlem
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Progress report: volunteers wanted
"Architects for Peace Corps/Vista-Action: Volunteer overseas and U.S . Low-income housing projects, design of
schools , hospitals, commun ity centers, etc. Most openingssingles; some couples. "
The ad has appeared in our pages and those of other
magazines, but it only hints at what Vista and the Peace
Corps are doin.g in the architectural and planning areas. Vo lunteers have helped design shopping centers in St. Louis, rehabilitated ancient mosques in Morocco, planned community
housing programs in California and taught architecture in
Iran. They have used their skills and experience to improve
life in scores of low-income communities in this country and
many underdeveloped areas abroad.
Consider the impact Benjamin and Lois Brown may have on
San Pedro Sula, Honduras. He is designing a central park for
the city; she is designing a school and community center, as
well as a 1000-unit housing project. Or what H. William Gaisser, Jr. has been do ing in Morocco . He has just finished three
years service there , d uring which he designed public markets
and squares , low- and moderate-income housing, shopping
centers, parks, government buildings and a host of other fa[ continued on page 40]
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J.nd Consulting Engineers:
Raines, Barrett, Hutton,
Lliners, Calgary
il Consultants: Stanton
Associates, Oiicago.
ontractor: Hashman
on, Ltd, Calgary
Air Conditioning
·: Reggin
Ltd, Calgary

MODt.n...AR
SYSTEM THE
SOLUTION.

rHE CHALLENGE:
gn environmental control
3 14.7 acre building which
ses the entire campus of
t Royal College in Calgary,
:i, Canada. In this multi-level
rre are 641,000 square feet,
variety of flexible modules,
uge open class rooms,
lecentralized service areas.

Lennox met all
conditioning
requirements with
a modular HVAC
system employing
80 single and
multizone units.

FLEXIBLE SYSTEM.
To accommodate future
expansion as well as internal
re-structuring, much
of the duct work was left
exposed. This also
complemented architectural
appearance.

SITE LABOR REDUCED. The Lennox

terns are not only an integral part of the
ior architecture, but, because they were
y assembled and wired, on-site labor was
siderably reduced. In fact, the Lennox system
was installed for 27<+: per foot less than
the budgeted amount.

BIG SOLUTION TO BIG PROBLEM.
The huge, sprawling, open learning
library is conditioned by 12 cannon-type
diffusers supplied by vertical duct work.
In addition, a flexible perimeter duct
system separately handles exterior
wall and window loads.

UNEVEN OCCUPANCY PROBLEM
SOLVED. Because Mount Royal is
a multi-use community college, occupancy of
space is uneven. The Lennox modular
HVAC system helps reduce fuel
and energy consumption in unoccupied areas.

I

®/
The Lennox modular HVAC system
could be right for your next project.
For information, write Lennox
Industries Inc., 356 S. 12th Avenue,
Marshalltown, Iowa 50158.

Swivelier
News report continued from page 32
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cilities , some 50 percent of which are under construction or
completed. His latest job: setting up and running Marrakesh 's
first professional school for draftsmen . In Kabul , Afghanistan ,
Ken Lydon is help ing with the restoration of Darulaman Palace, completed in th e 1920s and damaged by fire in 1968;
Unparalleled flexibility - Three
when
the restoration is finished , the Palace will house the
separate, individually-controlled
country's Supreme Court .
circuits in a single housing can be used independently,
In this country, Vista volunteers are working in less exotic
alternately, concurrently or sequentially.
settings, but making contributions of equal importance. In
Infinitely responsive, instantly adjustable.
Pittsburgh, where volunteers are assigned to one of four comUnparalleled economy - StarTrack
munity design groups, Douglas Sharp and Rod Curtis of the
3-phase lighting systems, includi ng
track, fi ttings, StarSpot lighting fi xtures
Hazelwood Architects Workshop have come up with an alterand installation, cost less th an conventional
nate to a proposed highway interchange. Their plan if aptwo-circuit or even single-circuit systems.
proved would reroute the highway interchange to save a
Easier installation - Wiring required on ly
whole section of a vital business district from destruction and
at live feed. Connectors enable 4', 8' or
considerably reduce the number of people who must be dis12' track sections to plug together Instantly
to form straight ru ns or patterns. Same
placed . Other volunteers in other organizations-social sertrack used for surface or recessed mounting.
vices organizations and community action programs-are deInstalls faster than any other track lighting.
veloping renovation proposals , planning recreation centers
Companion StarSpot fixtures - With instant
and housing projects, studying self-help housing and designcircuit selection, for all popular lamp sizes.
ing parks and play areas.
It's important work, and it is no news that it is being done;
Wri te Dept. PA for full-color catalog .
nor is it news that both programs need more volunteers than
they have been able to recruit. " We fill from 50 to 75 percent
of our programs when recruiting for them," says George
COMPANY. IN C
NANUET, NEW YORK 10954
Gatewood in ACTION 's recruiting office in Washington. (ACWAR EHOUSES IN
AT LAN TA. LOS ANG ELES , PITTSBURGH
TION is the umbrella organization for Peace Corps, Vista and
a variety of other volunteer programs run by the government.)
6·_0_n_R_ea_d_e_r_s_e_rv_ic_e_c _ar_d_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ At presen t, Peace Corps volunteers number about 7000 , 150
c_ irc_ie_N_o_._3_9_

makes all other
track lighting
obsolete!

Swivelier®

1

We're the only system that has a true
compression clamp to lock out the
water by locking down the felts. (Mostly because we own the patent on it.)
We're also the only system that works
every time. Nobody has ever reported a failure in a Hickman
Gravel Stop.
Further, we're less expensive (installed cost) than the ordinary
kind of gravel stops that don't work perfectly.
Don't be fooled by drippy imitators. Specify Hickman.

Ci rcle No. 354 , on Reader Service Card
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or so of them architects and planners; Vista volunteers run to
about 4200, with about 100 architects and planners.
In general, says Gatewood, volunteers tend to be young ,
with Vista being "better able to get by with people just out of
college ." Peace Corps , he says , has more rigid requiremen ts
in terms of education and experience. In either case, however, the volunteers are often people just starting or just
ending their careers .
What's required, besides a desire to help others? The basic
requirement is a skill-in the case of architects and planners,
the skills that any architectural or planning graduate should
possess , plus an ability to deal directly with a variety of
people .
In return, the Peace Corps volunteers receive subsistence
allowances that include free transportation , housing, medical
care and 48 days paid vacation; they serve for two years and
receive a $1800 readjustment allowance. Vista volunteers
serve for one year and receive an allowance for food , housing
and incidentals, pl us a $50 a month stipend paid at the end of
their service; medical coverage is also provided .
The chief non-monetary benefit , besides the satisfaction of
having helped someone solve their problems , is experiencein most cases expe rienc e that might not be available to someone their age at a regular job, and responsibility beyond what
they might have early in their careers . Benjamin and Lois
Brown are both 24 , and Brown says his assignment is a "3 00
percent jump out of architectural school." He figures that at
home, " somebody else would be doing the plans I'm doing
here (in Honduras), and I'd be in charge of copying them .
[continu ed on page 42 ]

Which building material will you use?
You've got energy shortages to
think about. Air-conditioning costs.
Heat gain through the long, hot
summers. Heat loss in the winter
months. Heating equipment costs.
The whole set of energy-use factors
suddenly has become critically
important. The building material you
use affects all of them.
Compare the energy conserving
capability of masonry, for instance,
with double-plate glass walls.
At 4:00 P.M. on a hot August day
in Washington, D.C., the heat gain
through a square foot of west-facing
insulated brick and concrete block
wall will be 2.2 Btus an hour.
The heat gain through a doubleplate glass wall in the same location
will be 173 Btus a square foot in an
hour. A big difference.
Project this differential over
10,000 square feet of wall. You come
up with a heat gain through masonry
of 22,000 Btuh, while the heat gain
through double-plate glass is
1,730,000 Btuh.
In the case of the masonry wall ,
cooling equipment with a two-ton
capacity can handle the heat gain.
But with the double-plate glass wall,
about 143 tons of cooling capacity
will be needed.
An analysis of a typical 10-story
building shows that over its useful life,
the air-conditioning cost for a square
foot of our masonry wall will be about
23 cents. For the double-plate glass
wall, it will be $7.60.
It takes a lot of money to buy,
install and create space for all the
extra air-conditioning equipment

required by the double-plate glass
wall. A lot of money and a lot of
energy to run that equipment.
Compare the heat loss in winter.
It has a dramatic effect on energy
consumption and building operation
costs.
Our masonry wall, for example,
has a "U-value" of .12. The doubleplate glass wall has a "U-value" of
.55. (U-values are used to determine
heat loss through one square foot of
wall area in Btuh per degree
Farenheit differential across the wall.)
This means that the masonry
wall is about 450% more efficient, on
the average, than the glass wall in
reducing heat loss.
Over the useful life of the
building, the heating
cost per square foot of
wall area for masonry
will be about 30 cents.
For double-plate glass,
about $1 .38.

In a time of one energy crisis
after another, masonry makes
eminently good sense as a good
citizen.
The masonry industry believes
that the thermal insulating qualities of
masonry are an important economic
consideration to building designers,
owners and investors, and all citizens.
Masonry walls save on airconditioning and heating costs. And
just as important, they are less
expensive to build. The masonry wall
we've described would have a 38%
lower initial cost than the doubleplate glass wall.
If you'd like to find out more,
write to us and we'll send you a
booklet comparing the thermal
insulating qualities of
masonry walls with
double-plate glass
walls, metal panel walls
and pre-cast concrete
walls.

---------------1
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International Masonry Institute
PIA
823 15th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005 I (202) 783-3908
Please send the booklet comparing insulating qualities of masonry
with other building materials.
Name
Title
Company
City
Nature of Business

State

Zip

I
I

News report continued from page 40

Yet another new look for Atlanta
The urban growth that has marked Atlanta 's recent history
is well-known, but the progress seems to have by-passed one
sizable downtown area-the 570 acres known as the Atlan ta
Triangle. Long neglected, the Triangle has deteriorated noticably. Its 1600 permanent residents are almost all poor, their
neighborhood blighted; derelicts have staked some blocks as
the city's Skid Row. Yet the Triangle is the business-day
home of some 42,000 executives, clerks, laborers, professionals, bureaucrats and politicians, and it is no surprise that
a group of businessmen formed the Atlanta Triangle Committee to sponsor a plan to bring new life to the area.
Developed by Finch Alexander Barnes Rothschild & Paschal, Inc. (FABRAP) and The Research Group, the plan calls
for some immediate solutions to security and transportation
problems in the area and long-term physical and social improvements. Based on projections that show the area as an
in-town regional shopping center, as well as a business and
government center (Atlanta's financial district and the State
Capitol are on the edges of the area), the plan proposes a regional shopping and entertainment core (the area already includes the well-known Underground Atlanta) along pedestrian malls. The state government area would be linked with a
federal-community services and cultural center, providing another axis for the area; new high density residential areas
would be developed in the southern and western parts of the
Triangle, while the northwest section would become a world
trade center.
The area now serves as a sort of mixing bowl for metropolitan bus passengers, but when MARTA (Metropolitan Atlanta
Rapid Transit Authority) gets moving, it will be served by four
mass transit stations. A supplementary people mover system
of some sort is proposed to link the rapid transit stations,
shopping and government areas and a series of proposed peripheral parking areas.
Making it all a reality will demand a lot of effort and organization. The plan recommends that the Atlanta Triangle Task
Force (the present name for the committee that sponsored
the plan) of Central Atlanta Progress (a downtown business
· group) take advantage of state laws to set up a private development corporation or a public development authority and
special taxing district to do the job. Cecil Alexander, board
chairman of FABRAP, sees the plan as "the beginning of a
planned program for redevelopment of the Triangle into an
'old-new' historic setting for enjoyable use by people 18
hours a day."
Monumental Art Deco, American Style
The 30s has been called the great decade of American
World's Fairs , and justly so . Five were held in the U.S. during
that decade, starting with the Chicago fair of 1933, San Diego
in '35, Dallas in '36, San Francisco in '39 and culminating in
the great New York World 's Fair of 1939. Photographic documentation and building models from the monumental fairs
can be seen at the New York Cultural Center through Nov. 14.
Called "1930s Expositions," the show was originally assembled by Arnold L. Lehman for the Dallas Museum of Fine
Arts. In the catalog for that show, he noted that "The expositions of the 1930s were a strange but often wonderful mi xture

·f monumental , sometimes ponderous, structures and light
.nd frivolous sculpture, fountains, gadgets and entertain1ents. They were a melange of visual gestures-a last gasp of
1e grand space-making schemes of the Beaux-Arts planner
1nd the adolescent excesses of the industrial designer's art."
ri New York, the exhibit will also include World's Fair
nemorabil ia from the collection of Lawrence Zimmerman.
"he design activity: a method to the madness
Toward the end of the Design Activity International Confermce held in England at the Polytechnic of Central London
luring August, one of the delegates suggested that the meetng be renamed the Design Inactivity. There 's the dilemma of
oday's design methods research : much academic squablling and little real contribution to the business of designing.
Three hundred participants, including architects, engi1eers, industrial designers, planners , researchers and teach3rs from 15 countries, attended the conference, which was
:;ponsored by the Design Method Group (DMG) of the United
3tates and the Design Research Society (DRS) of the United
<:ingdom. Each participant received preprints of more than
100 papers before the conference and during the three days
:ittempted to discuss the issues they raised in sessions on de5ign morphology; design processes, techniques and algorithms; design objectives; case studies; and education,
professionalism and management.
There were no formal paper readings, allowing many
people to speak but few to make coherent presentations. Discussions wandered and were unwieldy. Horst Rittel's
(Berkeley) opening charge that the papers submitted to the
co nference represented no real progress beyond the first efforts of the early 60s seemed unhappily confirmed three days
later when the question , "What can you report that you
learned?" got no response .
Standing out from the dissatisfaction was the encouraging
award to Hanno Weber, an American architect now at Washington University. He received a $1000 prize sponsored by the
Graham Foundation for "the best and most significant" case
study submitted to the conference . Weber's paper explained
the participatory process by wh ich he, along with a community tas k force , three architecture students and several consultants , produced a final design for the George Street Urban
Re newal Area, New Brunswick, N.J.
Such specific reports, however, were few and far between.
Most of the interchange at the conference remained academic and theoretical in spite of DMG Chairman Don Grant's
hope that the conference would mark a shift toward " application of methods to real problems."
Christopher Jones (DRS) welcomed the delegates as yesterday 's lunatic fringe and today 's establishment. What began
a decade ago as a self-conscious examination by a few designers of their own work has evolved into the established
fie ld of design methods, and the title of this conference-The
Design Activity-reflects the expansive and completely openended field set out for the conferees . It included everything
from design of a cup to design of a city , from technical tasks
to theoretical models, from individual techniques to political
and social critiques. No wonder the confe rence was not able
to foc us on specific questions.
Discussion at this conference centered on abstract conceptualizing of design methods. More productive avenues,
[continued on page 48]

concrete makes the
There 's lots of excitement in Miami, not the
least being One Biscayne Tower at 40
stories and 456 feet , the tallest building in
southeast Florida.
The soaring reinforced-concrete structure shows architectural concrete at its
best. From the massive elements of the
10-story garage to the slender columns
in the upper floors , the concrete displays
superior appearance .
From a professional point of view, much
of the excitement of One Biscayne Tower
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is behind the scene. Built to withstanc
wind loads of 185 mph, the unique struc tural system isolates the core from the enc
wa lls permitting high-rise construction witr
a low-rise system at overall savings O"
$2.5 million .
The key to quality and performance ir
the 50,000 cubic yards of concrete was thE
use of POZZOLITH polymer-type admixture . It made the concrete more work able , placeable , finishable . It improve d
strength and reduced shrinkage cracking

;cene in Miami.

OZZOLITH performed equally as we ll in
1e 3500-psi lightweight concrete for floors
1d the 5000-psi concrete for mat, col11ns, and core.
POZZOL!TH polymer-type admix t ure
el ped One Biscayne Tower make the
:;ene in Miami. And it can help make the
:;ene for you . For more information, call
our local Master Builders field man. Or
·rite Master Builders, Cleveland, Ohio
4118.

Owner: One Biscayne Corp,, a whol ly owned subs idiary of EHG Enterprises. In c., San Juan , Puerto
Rico. Arc hitect : Fraga Associates, Miami. Structural
Engineer : DeSimone & Chaplin, New York. Genera l
Contractor: Pavarlni Construct ion Co. , New York;
and Edward J. Gerrits, Inc., Miami. Concrete Producer: Maule Indu str ies, Miami.

POZZOt/TH*
manufac tu rt1d by

MASTER BUILDERS
*POZZOLITH is a registered trademark for MASTER BUILDERS

water-reducing, set-controlling admixture for concrete.
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Liberate your whiteprinter operator.
And repress your print costs.

Suppose you're chauvinistically keeping a girl
busy with whiteprinting for eight hours a day.
The new Bruning high-performance 875
Whiteprinter could handle that same load in,
say, six hours. Which frees your girl for a
couple of hours a day, to help you with something else.
Maybe you even need an overtime shift to
keep up with your whiteprinting. The 875 would
take care of that. It can make scads more prints
in an eight-hour day than most machines now in
use. You could cut down or eliminate that
overtime.
Or you might have two girls, each operating
an obsolescent unit. Keep Women's Lib happy
this way: one 875 just might replace both of
those old machines, liberating one operator for
other duties.
You'll cut through-put time, too, because the 875
Whiteprinter's top rate is a speedy 80 feet per minute. Yet the 875 has a soft-feed roller and slow
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forward speed to protect valuable tracings from tearing or wrinkling. As well as
for extra accuracy in lining up sheets.
All 875 controls are in a handy cluster
that slides out for easy access. Pushbuttons control all operations. Coded lights
constantly confirm your desired operating
mode. More efficiency. More productivity.
Lower costs.
So see the remarkable 875 Whiteprinter
in action. Call your local Bruning man
for a demonstrat ion. Or write Bruning,
1834 Walden Office Square, Schaumburg, 111.60172.
Your single best source in engineering graphics.

BRUNING
DIVISION OF

ADDRESSOGRAPH MULTIGRAPH

Circle No. 405, on Reader Service Card

Who says a mop basin
has to lie ugly to be tough?
Fiat offers the perfect combination
of colorful beauty and long lasting durability :
Mo lded-Stone® mop service basins.
They're stronger than stone, yet five times
lighter than concrete! The smooth, bright
surfaces are made to shrug off dirt and stains
and to withstand heavy bucket bumps
and the effects of harsh detergen ts.
Fiat also offers custom accessories that help
make the most of t hese basins. Next job,
specify the durab le mop basin that's
good looking, too: Molded-Stone® by Fiat
in two sizes and three attractive colors.
Contact your Fiat rep rese ntative
or write Dept. PA-11.
POWERS

CORPORATION
Subsi dia ry of Powers Regulator Company , Cincinnati , Ohio 45202

News report contin ued from page 43

implicit in the idea of methods research, could be found by
moving in either of two directions: on the one hand toward
broadening the scope to deal with holistic notions of design
in its social, political and economic context; on the other
toward narrowing the scope to deal with actual applications
of specific new information technolog ies and techniques .
Much of the conference was mired down somewhere in
the middle.
What is unfortunate is that the design method perspective,
which can be vitally he lpful to architecture today , threatens to
be lost in a sea of abstractions and endless printed pages .
More than ever architects need specific information and ideas
on ways to design , and beyond this, to understand, the way
their own work affects and is affected by the larger social ,
economic and political order of which it is part. DMG and
DRS are organizations devoted solely to communication but
unless they can begin to generate this kind of interchange
with practicing designers doing real things, they will remain
involved in little more than idle speculation. [Barry J. Korobkin and Michael Ertel]
Plywood award submissions due in January
Outstanding structural and aesthetic uses of softwood plywood will be honored in the 1974 National Plywood Design
Awards program of the American Plywood Association . Cash
awards of $1000 plus citations will be given in four categories:
single-family residential, multi-family residential, commercial / institutional and vacation homes. Projects must have
been completed after Jan . 1, 1970 and before the entry deadline of Jan . 31, 1974.
Jury for the program : Pietro Belluschi, Edward D. Dart, and
Arch R. Winter. Further information and entry forms are available from 1974 National Plywood Design Awards, American
Plywood Association , 1119 A St. , Tacoma, Wash . 98401 .

Washington report
Saving graces
Money saving and energy saving seems to dominate thinking related to the construction industry, as Washington approaches winter with some apprehension. On the money-saving side, prompted in part by administration efforts to present
a fruga l aspect to the electorate, and in part by presidential
success in knocking down what it considered excessive congressional spending, General Services Administration began
an interesting experiment: On a number of its building projects, scattered as to location and type, GSA began a program
of full progress payments to contractors, with no retainages .
The idea is simple enough , though against the advice of
many construction old-timers. If contractors can see quicker
cash flows , and no need to borrow money (and pay added interest) to provide working capital against future reta inag e
payments, they may be inclined to bid more jobs and bid at
lower prices.
GSA pointed out that on a $10 million project, at current
federal retainage rates (10 percent on the average), total retainage could amount to $500 ,000. If contractors had to borrow against that figu re, the added interest might be as much

[continued on page 54]
Circle No. 346, on Reader Service Card
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"Ticket-Operated Maytags give us
better laundry room security and tight
money control at Channelwood Village:'
reports Mr. Reeves.
These washers and dryers
minimize coin-box problems.
Instead of coins they use an
Electronic Ticket that is
invalidated on insertion.
Channelwood Village is a new
community in Opportunity Park,
Akron's 400-acre urban renewal
area. Conceived by the Akron
Chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha and
federally financed, it was built by
Forest City / Dillon, Inc.
Channelwood's 551 units include high-rise apartments, garden apartments and town houses. The
complex's laundry rooms have Ticket-Operated
Maytags, 32 washers and 32 dryers. These use
an exclusive Electronic Ticket instead of coins.
"It was natural for us to pick Ticket Operated Maytags because we've had years of
experience with them," says Mr. Gerald C.
Reeves, Forest City / Dillon's Property Management Coordinator. "They give us better security
and money control, because tickets are sold in
the office. In addition, we have found Maytags
work dependably and residents like using them.
"The combination of Maytag and Coin Rentals, Inc., the local Maytag Route Operator, has
made our laundry operation run smoothly,"
concludes Mr. Reeves.
Naturally, we don't say your experience will
be exactly like that at Channelwood Village, or
that Ticket-Operated Maytags will eliminate
all security problems. But if you want a significant improvement over coin-operated equipment, plus famous Maytag dependability, mail
the coupon now.

----~
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Mr. Reeves w ith Mr. James R. Wi ll iams .
Chairman of the Board of Al pha Phi Alpha Ho mes, Inc .
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THE MAYTAG COMPANY

Advertising Department PA·11·73,Newton, Iowa 50208
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Send det ai ls on how Ticket-O perated Maytag Was hers and ........
Dryers can help curb security problems, and contribute to a
more tro ubl e-free self-service laundry operation.

Name
Title
Company
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I
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City

State

Zip___

Phone
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\ore systems to resist fire.

IERMAFIBER® Insulation
oves to be a fire barrier
e new high-rises need.
iy's new high-rise construction methods
te open spaces between floors and
drels where fire and smoke can pene, and spread to floors above unless propsealed. Needed is a low-cost, resilient
~rial dense enough to stop smoke, and
resistant enough to hold up under in~ flame.
the U.S.G. laboratory, tests proved the
~rial that best meets these criteria is
RMAFIBER Mineral Wool. Our new high;ity THERMAFIBER Safing Insulation, for
mce, tested out for over three hours at
•0°F. It is noncombustible and produced
moke when exposed to fire. As a result,
1y's high-rises, protected by a "security
1ket" of THERMAFIBER, are as safe as
G. innovation can make them.
SHEETROCK FIRECODE* "C" Gypsum
els, with a special core, provide partition
ratings as high as two hours. Basic fire
·ection for furnace areas and garages.
A.. typical U.S.G. wood-frame exterior
I system consists of SHEETROCK GypPanels, THERMAFIBER Insulating Blanand USG® Gypsum Sheathing. A truly
ctive fi re shield at an affordable price.

CONCORDE Shingles look like expenhand-split wood shakes but are actually
Je of noncombustible minerals. Unlike
1d, they won't burn or rot. And they're
1ite-proof, warp-resistant and completely
1therproof.

details on any of these systems, write to
•t. PA-113, 101 S. Wacker Drive, Chicago,
50606.

. u.s. Pa>. orr.

I/

UNITED STATES G!,f!'HJf:!!.

Owner, deve loper, architect, and general
cont ractor: Crown American Co rporation ; st ru ct ural eng i n ee r : Norma n
Alterman Company; fabricator: Claster
Steel Company; erector : Kent Steel Company. Sheraton Inn's framewor k incorporates a to tal of 226 tons of Bethlehem
structural stee l. A ll of the structural steel
framing is ASTM A36. The six fl oors of
the $2-mil lion Sheraton Inn encompass
71,086 sq ft.

Th e five upper floors accommodate 135 guest rooms and
suites. Each upper floor contains 13 single rooms and 12
double rooms typica lly measuring 12 by 24 ft.
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eel framing provided economy,
ection speed, and early occupancy

3heraton Inn which recently opened in Johns' Pennsylvania, is a six-floor, steel-framed motel.

nally the inn 's framewo rk was designed for pre:oncrete construction . But a switch was made to
when a comparative framing analys is ind icated
teel framing was more economical . .. and would
it completion of the framework more than one
:h before the alternate method.

time from start of design to delivery of the stee l
weeks. A further saving in time was accom2d because the general contractor was able to
)lete all the underground site work-curbing,
1al k, uti I ities-before the steel was delivered.
::n eliminary effort got the job "out of the mud"
~nabled the builder to proceed with steel erec::iuickly with less lost time due to bad weather.
teel framework was erected in only 8 weeks.
~atures enclosed swimming pool
;ix floors of the Sheraton Inn encompass 71,086
The structure was built at a total cost of $2 mil lion .
~ight

~round

floor measures approximately 100 by 223
includes a registration desk and spac ious lobby,
nistrative offices, gift shop, dining room, cocktail
5e, banquet and meeting rooms, kitchen area and
ndry. An enclosed swimming pool features a slid1au lted skylight roof.
•r clear span area in the first floo r is over the
J-sq -ft pool. The enclosu re measures 45 by 74 ft.
next maj or span is over the largest of the fou r
ing rooms, wh ich measures 36 by 64 ft. This
i can be evenly divided by a movable partition .

The five upper floors accommodate 135 guest rooms
and suites. Each contains 13 single rooms and 12
double rooms typically measuring 12 by 24 ft. The
guest floors of the inn measure 60by178 ft. This area
is framed by 15 bents typica lly 121/2 ft apa rt with three
20-ft bays in each bent. Column spacings we re dictated by room layouts and the use of existing footings
which were already in place when the framing was
changed to steel.
Framed with 226 tons of Bethlehem steel
The inn structure rises 58 ft, 8 in. above ground and is
topped by a 20-ft-high elevator penthouse. Floor to
floor height for the ground floor is 12 ft; the remaining five floors have a floor to floor height of 8 ft, 8 in .
All of the steel framing is ASTM A36 . Typical columns
range from W10 x 54 to W8 x 17 sections. Typical girders are W8 x 28' s and W8x17's. Wind struts are W6 x
15.5 members and pairs of 6-in. cha nnels at the pipe
chases. Spandrels are W 12 x 19 sections . Floor construction is of 8-in .-deep precast, prest ressed concrete
planks spanning 20 ft and welded to the girders
between each bent. A ll field connections are bolted
with ASTM A325N bolts.
Whether you're thinking about a high-rise or a lowrise structure, steel gives you a lot for your dollar. Its
speedy erection often means earlier occupancy.
There is a Bethlehem sales engineer near you, o r
write: Bethlehem Steel Corporation, Bethlehem, PA
18016.

Bethlehem

r clear span area in the first floor is over the pool. This enclosure measures 45 by
The next major span is over the largest of the four meeting rooms, which mea36 by 64 ft. Thi s room can be even ly divided by a movable partition.

News report continued f rom page 48

as $50 ,000. Those costs are normally figu red into bids.
The president , in his massive housing message, added
some ideas both to save money, and increase cash flow into
construction. One of these was to grant lending institutions
tax deductions up to 3% percent on interest they would earn
on home mortgages. That might 1) result in lower interest
rates to homeowners (and perhaps elimination of the "po int"
system) and 2) increase flow of money to the housing field,
which has been lagging steadily behind last year's record
construction rate . The president also proposed relaxation of
mortgage-amount limits for FHA, use of two federal agencies
("Fannie Mae" and "Ginnie Mae") to strengthen the secondary mortgage market; direct cash paymen ts to make up the
difference between what a low-income family could afford ,
and actual cost of "decent" housi ng in the area-at the same
time phasing out what remains of government-subsidized
low-income housing programs .
On the aspect of energy saving , Congress was taking a
hand in an effort beyond considerations of rationing and
price controls on available fuels: It was considering several
laws that would direct federal agencies to incorporate energysaving designs in all federal buildings.
The key bill , introduced by West Virginia' s Jennings Randolph (who heads the Senate 's Public Wo rks Committee)
would direct that all federal agencies " consider energy conservation in the construction of federal facilities or federally
insured faci lities to the fullest extent." Specifically, Randolph's proposal (S .2479) would require any federal construction agency to prepare complete life-cycle cost analyses
for all buildings in excess of 50,000 sq ft of usable space . This
energy consumption analysis would concern the facility 's
heating , ventilation , air cond itioning and lighting systems "i n
addition to any other energy-consuming systems,"
There was of course real concern behind the general worry
over energy , even t hough the expected crisis in gasoline
d id n't really develop during the summer. But a hard winter in
any wide area of th e nation could upset t he very precariously
balanced applecart. Just as an example , Randolph cited the
fact that in 1960, total U.S. energy demand was the equivalent
of about 21 million barrels of oil per day. But in 1970, the demand topped 34 million barrels per day-and by 1980 is expected to reach 48 million .
Aside from design considerations, the construction industry was already affected by energy shortages: Contractors
complained they couldn 't get fuel commi tm ents from suppliers to insure continued work on many projects ; they also
complained that shortages of propane (now to be allocated)
could shut down most winter constructio n work, since the gas
is the principal fuel used for space-heate rs which (with plastic
curtains and other devices) have largely ended the traditional
winter construction shutdown.
Pay offs?
Otherwise, as Washington headed into the home stretch of
one of the most peculiar political years in recent history, there
were many matters still unresolved . For instance, architects
and other design professionals were still trying to fight their
way out of the box that charges of political payoffs had put
them in in nearby Maryland (si milar charges are beginning to
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surface in other state s). One answer was a statement signed
by the presidents of seven major societies (including AIA) ,
condemning such practices, recommending revocation of licenses of offende rs, and promising to discipline members if
they are proven to have engaged in unethical or illegal practices . Another was a suggestion from AIA, immediately accepted by Maryland's governor, to appoint a " blue ribbon "
panel to come up with alternative measures of awarding A-E
and othe r professional services contracts.
The governor announced that Dr. Abel Wolman , ProfessorEmeritus of Engineering at Johns Hopkins University would
be chairman of the panel. Other members include architects
Jack D. Train of Chicago and John W . Mcleod of Chevy
Chase . Three other engineers also were named as well as an
attorney and the secretaries of three major Maryland departments-General Se rvices, Transportation and Economic and
Community Development.
AIA recommendations
Directly tied to the proposal to Maryland was announcement by AIA's Washington headquarters that a nine-month
study of political contributions had resulted in a recommendation for " removi ng the award of government design contracts from the pol itical arena . . . " Specifically, recommendation of an AIA task fo rce was that , at state levels:
1) The Governo r choose candidates for a selection board
from lists of qualified persons , submitted by professional organizations with an interest in state work . Candidates chosen
would be subject to confirmation by state legislatures.
2) Design firms would then submit their qualifications, plus
notification of their interest in specific projects, to this board,
which would then select and rank firms fo r consideration for

each project.
3) Negotiation (presumably by affected state contracting
agencies) would then take place in the order of the board's
listed pref erences . The task fo rce was headed by Ehrman B.
Mitchell Jr., FAIA, director of AIA's Pennsylvania reg ion .
So far, t here was no perceptible easing of the public impression that design professionals are generally part of pol itical hanky-panky. And of course , the societies themselves had
some difficulties: They didn 't have the disciplinary powers
(such as disbarment) possessed by legal and medical groups;
they don 't know how to draw the line (though that is being
studied by task force groups) between a member's efforts to
get business , and his right as a citizen to support candidates
of his choice .
There was a build-up in the somewhat lagging push to convert the U.S. to the metric system-a full-day session on the
subject by the International Organization for Standards, a
two-day congressional hearing; speeches by top commerce
department officials. But Congress itself seemed preoccupied
with other things and didn't seem likely to do anything before
the year ended .
The usual appropriat ions bills finally got through Congress-as usual, well after the start of the fiscal year they are
intended to fund . In most cases , they ran about as the president had requested, cuts or additions were relatively minor,
although t here were some internal shifts (such as cutting
down military family housing to about 11 ,000 units). Among
the matters effectively buried , for this year at least: plans fo r
exten sion of the Capitol 's West Front. [E.E. Halmos)
[con tinu ed on page 57)
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When someone says, wool is soft, bright, rich and colorful, why not go one better ..
Acri Ian Plus I It's softer, brighter, ri cher and more colorful./ Better yet, look at our

Arnlan Custom Carpets and see why we can say"Arnlan Plus is better"A+
For more about" Better than wool" write. Custom Carpet Division/Monsanto/ 1 1 14 Ave.d the Americas/New York. NY 10036

CUSTOm carPeT

CIRCLE
SQUARE
PLACES

WITH GEnon
Just look what Orbit can do for
those difficult-to-dramatize
square places. Orbit is one of
three new Genon vinyl
wall covering patterns. All
anything but delicate when it
comes to upkeep. Here,
"Lettuce" brings a leafy freshness to windowless inner space.

Also available ... Escort, our
double striated grass effect that
authentically recreates the
perfections (and imperfections)
of Mother Nature.
Then , there's Aura. The look is
distinctly calfskin. And 20 hues
from which to choose! Dynamite!
Orbit, Escort and Aura .. .
three new dazzling effects in
Genon vinyl wall covering.
For information write:
Contract Division,
The General Tire & Rubber Co.,
979 Thi rd Avenue,
New York, N. Y. 10022
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Calendar
Through Nov. 11 . The Design Necessity Exhibit, Crown Center
Redevelopment Corp., Kansas City.
Through Nov. 24. Exhibit of the Italian Art and Landscape Foundation, Inc., Fogg Museum, Cambridge, Mass.
Nov. 6-8. National Interior Design Show, Automotive Building,
Exhi bition Park, Toronto .
Nov. 6-8. Conference on designing to survive disaster sponsored by llT Research In stitute, Chicago.
Nov. 6-9. First international conference on modern living held in
connection with the international fair for equipment and machinery for the furni sh ings industry (IN-TEK), Bella Centret, Copenhagen, Denmark.
Nov. 14-24. Thirty-fifth International Building and Construction
Exhibition (lnterbuild), London, England.
Nov. 15-16 . Conference on landscape assessment: values, perceptions and resources, University of Massachusetts, Amherst.
Nov. 15-18. National conve ntion of the Society of American
Registered Architects, Fairmont Hotel, San Francisco.
Nov. 24-Dec. 16. The Design Necessity Exh ibit, Illin ois Wesleyan University, Bloomington.
Nov. 27-29. Fou rth annual Industrialized Building Exposition and
Congress ( INBE X), McCormick Place , Chicago.
Nov. 27-29. Fall conferences of the Bu ilding Research Institute,
Sheraton-Park Hotel , Washington, D.C.
Nov. 28-30. Eighth annual meeting of Automated Procedures for
En gi neering Consultants, Inc., Denver Hilto n Hotel.
Nov. 29-30. Conference on the Managua earthquake, Hyatt Regency Hotel, San Francisco.
Dec. 1. Deadline for final manusc ripts of papers for the third international symposium on lower-cost housing problems, Montreal, Canada.
Dec. 10-17. AIA/CEC joint conference on "Systems Today,"
Florida, Puerto Rico and aboard the ship M IV Freeport of the Bahama Cruise Line.
Dec. 12- 14. Seminar on bicyc le/pedestrian planning and design, Dutch Inn , Disney World, Fla.
Dec. 15- 16. Workshop in applied Gestalt principles for architects and designers , Gestalt Institute of Cleveland.
Dec. 17-24. Third World Congress of Engineers and Architects
in Tel Aviv, Israel.
Personalities
Melvin Smrth has been appointed to the Department of Landscape Architecture and Regional Planning of the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst.
Ca rl Goldschmidt has been named director of the School of Urban Planning and Landscape Architecture at Michigan State Unive rsity.
Arthur S. Takeuchi has been promoted to associate professor of
architecture at Illinois Institute of Technolog y's School of Architecture and Planning, Chicago.
Fred S. Dubin, PE , Dubin-Mindell-Bloome Assoc iates, PC,
Hartford , Conn., has been appointed chairman of the Consultir:ig
Engineers Council Energy Committee.
John Andrew Gallery has been named associate dean of the
School of Architecture and director of the Graduate Program in
Community and Regional Planning at the Unive rsity of Texas.
[Notices begins on page 64]

Last year an
estimated
110,100,000

drawers got stuck
and infuriated
110,100,000

consumers ...
Boy are we glad
not a one was an
Amos molded plastic drawer
Amos high impact polystyrene injection molded drawers just don't stick. Unlike wood and other materials
they can't warp, swell, shrink, sag or rack - the reasons
that drawers stick.
And they are interchangeable, so they never have to be
individually fitted. Every drawer of the same specified
size will fit perfectly the first time and for all time, in
any opening intended for that size.
Cove corners make them easy to clean with a damp
cloth .. . they are strong enough to stand on . . . never
splinter or snag. Send for Bulletin 300 to learn all about
the drawer that never sticks or frustrates the ultimate
consumer - whether installed in a residence, institution, hospital, university or office.
Amos Molded Pl astics, Division N L Industries, Inc.
620 So. Kyle Street, Edinburg, Indiana 46124
Phone 812-526-5551

Amos Molded Plastics

~
INDUSTRIES

Circle No. 325, on Reader Service Card

Cools, heals,

and hides.

Al lhe same lime
Save the space under your
windows with Carrier's splitplenum Moduline® System in your
ceilings. The new 37AD.
It's a unique two-in-one
diffuser umt for perimeter comfort
Cools out of one side (into the
interior) Heats out of the other
(toward the windows) And does
both at once, through a mere
3" -wide outlet
Like all Carrier Moduline
Systems, the 37 AD's controls are
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self-contained. Without wiring.
They're built right into the unit
Simply snap in or out to adjust to
partition changes. Eliminates a lot
of costly changes. Adds a lot of
convenience.
All Moduline controls cool
and heat only when needed, too.
Save energy in the process.
Plan on the freedom of an
all-Moduline System all over your
next building with a Carrier
representative. Or write us.

Carrier Air Conditioning Compan
Syracuse, N.Y 13201.

Carrier
AirConditioning
Company

ca.

•

Division of Carrier Corporation

NO. 1 AIR CONDITIONING MAKEI

Spread the adhesive,

laythe pregrouted sheets,

<\merican Olean announces the easiest sheets can be applied to vinyl, plywood, conic mosaic floor ever installed.
crete slabs - any interior floor or wall. Since
With new Redi-Set ® Systems 200, tiles are factory-aligned, you get a beautiful
; no grouting on the job. Each 2' x 2' job. Floors are ready for residential or light~f tile is pregrouted (even around the duty commercial traffic in 24 hours.
Tell new owners how easy the colored
) with tough, flexible polyurethane.
applied over the special adhesive, a Redi-Set polyurethane grout is to maintain.
LUous, permanent surface is formed Resists stains, mildew, punctures; won't crack
comfortable underfoot. Needs sealing from minor movements of the building; is
long joints at wall and around fixtures. not affected by the heat of a sauna or the cold
Great for remodeling, the flexible of a deep-freeze room.

seal around tilework,

,- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - I American Olean Tile Company
I 1901 Cannon Avenue, Lansdale, Pa. 19446
I Please send me literature on Systems 200.

I
I
I

Name - - - - - - - - - - - - : Street _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __

I

CitY- - - - - - - - - - - - -

I State _ _ _ __

1
:

I

Zip

can
~ lean
A Division of National Gypsum Company

1--------------------

~d~i·S't ceramic mosaic tile. ft's the natural thing to use;

Celotex= ceilings tht
They say you can't please
everybody. We don't accept that
at Celotex. Especially when it
comes to ceiling products.
We try to please the
architect with a range of patterns
and textures in a variety of ceiling
products that give his imagination free rein.

We have surface textures
that make tile joint lines almost
invisible, and reveal edge lay-in
panels that create a distinctive
total ceiling design.
We have acoustical
ceiling products with noise
reduction coefficients to .90;

cei lings with U.L. time-rated
assembl ies of 1, 2 and 3 hours.
Naturally, being able to
specify acoustical ceilings that
function so effectively and offer
beauty pleases the architect.
And, the owner and tenant are
pleased too. Good acoustical
control and a ceiling that comple-

rork. Beautifully.
ments the arch itect's design
makes for satisfied occupants.
Which brings us right
back to where we started.
Trying to please everybody with a line of ceiling products so complete and so well
designed that they fulfill nearly
every requirement.

You can get information
on Celotex ceiling products from
Sweet's Architectural and
Industrial Files or from your
Celotex representative. Or write
The Celotex Corporation, Tampa,
Florida 33622.
While it's true that we're

trying to please everybody, we 'll
start by pleasing you.

BUILDI NG PRODUCTS
The Celotex Corporat ion. Tampa. Florida 33622

a ..Jim

~lalt~r ~omnr1nv

News report

Architecture west

BART' s Concord station (top), Coliseum station (bottom). BART photos.

City lovers everywhere, and San Francisco lovers particularly, have waited patiently while Bay Area Rapid Transitthe region 's most ambitious work of environmental design
since the g reat bridges of the 30s-limped into action piecemeal over the last year, with its crucial cross-bay link sti ll in
the indefinite future. Despite system-wide problems of planning , engineering and control, in design terms the San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit District scores high marks.
Precisely the parts that have caused crippling operational
problems, the trains themselves and the track , provide its
chief environmental design triumphs. The cars by industrial
designer Sundberg-Ferar must be among the most comfortable , quiet, inviting and stylish ever to grace a rail transit system . Engineering and quality con trol problems have dogged
them tragically, doors open inexplicably in mid-flight, train
cont rols quit mysteriously; in one infamous case a train under
automatic gu idance speeded up just as it reached the end of
the line and crashed .
T he roadbed scores equally well fo r smoothness, quiet and
visual quality, badly for train control problems. Much of it runs
above ground on a stout , yet elegant , elevated structure, for
which system desig n consultant and architect Don Emmons
was responsi ble, along with a consortium of engineering
firms. It looks so good it calls into question the $20 million decision to go underground in Berkeley.
The 24 stations now open on the East Bay side exhibit work
from eight firms and joint vent ures . Outstanding among them:
The five above ground stations of the Conco rd line, designed
by Gwathmey, Sell ier & Crosby together wi th Joseph Esherick
& Associates, and two Gerald McCue & Associates underground stations in downtown Oakland . Predictably, McCue's
designs express a tectonic and disci plined touch enriched by
attractive glazed brick surfaces; one in reds , one in blues.
The Esherick and Gwathmey stations, wh ich also include
two stops midway on the Fremont line, make the system 's
most significant con tribution to the architecture of rapid transit. These seven stations offer permutatio ns on an International Style theme-though the concrete is colorfully
pa inted , not brut, the forms complex not schematicized ,
somehow recalling Sert's wo rk. All of them seem particularly
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thoughtfu l in terms of layout and visual organization .
All stations share some peculiarities of system-wide engineering standards. These include min imal public toi lets, available only on special plea to the station agent (this presu mab ly
prevents rape, homosexual encounters and grafitti) and afterthought elevators fo r crippled people (at first BART engineers
were only going to serve able-bodied stair-climbers until the
State Legislature intervened).
The fai lure of the automated train contro l systems has necessitated human dispatchers at each station. This caused
BART to build awkwa rd little plywood shant ies on the platforms . It is safe to predict these hovels are here to stay, as
permanent and unwelcome embellishments. And , g iven the
inevitable cost revenue squeeze, what will happen to the individual ity of each station? How will Joe Esherick and his public
feel when it comes time to repain t all of his elegantly variegated orange, yellow, brown, and vermillion stations in some
institutional gray-green?
Sti ll there remains the main fault of BART station arch itecture : an almost total disinterest in urban setting except
where underground in the densest areas. Among the station s
now in operation, the context or urban design issue shows up
most sharp ly at Oakland's Coliseum station . Though designated to se rve the region's majo r sport comple x, stadium and
station are separated by continuous light industry, and a
boxed and fenced stream. Belatedly, some kind of a crude
bridge is to be built so people can get from one to the other
In less stri ki ng ways , such disregard of context seems to
domi nate architectu ral matters. One of the finest of the
Gwathmey / Esherick station interiors, the one in Lafayette , is
flawed by an afterthought tunnel that burrows under the freeway to a long narrow zigzag of ramps and stairs leading by
way of a back alley to downtown.
As perspective shifts from arch itecture to urban design and
planning considerations, the real puzzles of BART emerge.
Another co lumn will deal with these. In the meantime citylovers, th ink twice about supporting ambitious rail transit systems. Behind the often splendid designs lie some really toug h
problems too easily g lossed over in the rhetoric of pro-transit
urbanists. [Roger Montgomery]

®

Weyerhaeuser Panel 15
makes beautiful "afters" happen.

State Bank of Fal l Creek , Wisconsin , BEFORE and AFTER Weyerhaeuse r Prefini shed Siding / Panel 15.
Architect : Norman Sessi ng, A.I.A ., of Neu jahr, Drake and Sessing , St. Paul, Minnesota.

Section of downtown Atchison , Kansas ,

BEFORE and AFTER Weyerhaeuse r Prefini shed Siding/Panel 15.

And exciting "originals:'

Drive-in restaurant concept , W. C. M uchow Associates, Den ver, Colorado.

Swope Park Puppet Theater. Kansas City, Missouri , Mo rton Aolsk y,
Archi tect.

From re-creation of nostalgic significance
to innovative design concepts , the uses for
Weyerhaeuser Prefinished Siding/Panel 15 are
virtually limitless.
The 10-mil, pebble-textured aluminum face
of Panel 15 is available in 19 stock and special
order colors, plus custom colors.
Durable acrylic fini shed aluminum bonded to
rugged Structural I exterior-type Douglas fir
plywood means exceptionally low maintenance
plus structural strength permitting application
to any conventional support system .

Whistle Stop Restaurant, Ph oeni x, Arizona , Clarke Modular, Inc., Glend ale,
Colorado.

LaRonde Apartments , Arthur M. Hemlock, Hemlock Associate s, Cle veland,
Ohio.

Regular panels finished one side for sidings and backed with reflective foil insulation.
Double-faced panels for balconies or dividers
where both faces are exposed.
All Weyerhaeuser Panel 15 guaranteed in
writing not to need refinishing for fifteen years .
Approved by all building codes and FHA,
qualifies for Class II Fire Hazard rating.
For more detailed information on Panel 15's
unique qual ities, uses and accessories write
to Weyerhaeuser Company, Box B, Tacoma,
Washington 98401 .

Weyerhaeuser
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How to

shipsmalJ
packages in
a big liurry.

1)1.\JA-S.
NOLING
S 5p£C\Al \-IA
0£LiA AIRLI Nt

Delta guarantees delivery on
the flight or routing you specify
between most Delta cities.
Packages accepted up to 50 lbs .
with length plus width plus height
not to exceed 90 11 total, with only
one dimension exceeding 30'.'
Delivery to Delta's passenger
counter or air freight terminal at
the airport at least 30 minutes prior
to scheduled departure time.
Pick-up at DASH Claim Area
next to airport baggage claim area
30 minutes after flight arrival at
destination .
Charges for DASH shipments
are nominal. D elta reservat ions will
be pleased to quote actual charges
between specific points .
Payments accepted in cash, by
company check, mos t generalpurpose credit cards, special credit
arrangements or on government
shipments by GBL. ~DELTA

The airline run by oroless1onals

Rate examples (Tax included)
Atlanta-Washington ....... $21.00
Boston-Miami.
. ... $26.25
Cincinnati-Louisville ...... $21.00
Cleveland-Phoenix ........ $26.25
Los Angeles-N ew Orleans . . $31.50
Dallas-Los Angeles . . ...... $26.25
San Francisco-Atlanta ...... $31.50
Philadelphia-Houston ...... $26.25
New York-Tampa ......... $26.25
For full details, call. Delta

Delta is ·ready
when you are!
Circle No . 341, on Reader Service Card
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Notices
Appointments
Jaquelin T. Robertson (a PIA Awards juror
this year) has been elected vice presidentplanning of Arlen Realty & Development
Corp. , New York City, and president of its
newly formed planning and design group.
Edward W. Wedge, AIA has been named
president of Harry Harman & Associates,
Inc , Port Huron , Mi ch. James H. Tibedeau ,
AIA has been named vi ce president .
W. Ennis Parker, Jr. has been named assistant to the president of Heery & Heery,
Inc., At lanta. John A. Wurz was appointed
head of the firm' s new industrial division .
Jorge E. Ramirez, AIA has been named
partner of Ranon Mc intosh Bernardo & Ramirez, Tampa , Fla .
William A . Plyer, AIA and Donald E.
Grossmann, AIA are vice presidents of
Shreve Lamb & Harmon Associates, PC ,
New York City.
George J . Doddy, Gerd H. Ernst and
Robert C. Westerfeld have been appointed
associate vice presidents of Daniel , Mann,
Johnson & Mendenhall , Los Angeles.
John V. Sheoris , FAIA has been named
director of the Health Facilities Division of
Sm ith, Hinchman & Grylls Associates Inc. ,
Det roit Joseph B. Uicker, PE has been
named assistant director of the division.
Ben H. Cunningham, AIA has been appointed senior vice president planning /
design for New Community Enterprises , Park
Forest South, Ill .
Donald C. Cameron has joined the Irvine
Com pany, Newport Beach , Calif ., as director
of urban design.
Charles R . Collins has been elected president and chief operating officer of Environmental Systems International, Inc. , Los Angeles, Ca lif.
Herman Blum Consu ltin g Engineers , Inc .,
Dallas, has elected the following assoc iates:
Ronald R. Chapman, Wi llie Claude Cheat heam , Jorge Fernandez, Frost E. Gardner,
Charles Gonzales, John G. Grubbs,
Douglas C. Haley, Reggie L. Mayo, Dave
Meers Ill, Emilio Perea, Rex Gerald Raiza
and Paul Jerome Rutherford.
Al F. Barabas has joined Maxwell Starkman & Associates, Beverl y Hills, Cali f., as
cons truction administrator. Cesar Wytkind
has joined the firm as project director.
[continued on page 72]

TIRED OF
PLAY/NC
HIDE&SEEK
WITH
Fl/ME HOOD
VALVES?
TRY HANDLING THEM

If you're tired
of the instal lation and service
problems connected
with conventional
methods of bringing
gas, air, vacuum,
water or steam service

to laboratory fume hoods,
it's ti me you looked to visible,
color coded , Fume Hood
Valves from T & S. Installed
in the face of the hood ,
T & S Valves may be serviced
without removing fume hood
panels and wi.thout.fighting
your way through a maze of
pipes. T & S Valves are
readily available for all conventional laboratory services,
and can be incorporated in
the original installation of fume
hoods manufactured
in the U.S.A.... when
you specify the T & S
Fron t
Way. For detai led inforAccess
mation, send for
T & S Fume
Hood Valves
Spec . Bul leti n
are color
L-4, from:
coded for all
services.
i
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-
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ater Bearers
lnd=
r
ver A Quarter Of A Century

T&S
BRASS AND BRONZE
WORKS, INC.

127 MAGNOLIA AVENUE , WESTBURY ,
L. I., NEW YORK 11590
Circle No. 419 , on Reader Service Card

HTWEIGHT SOLUTIONS TO WEIGHTY PROBLEMS
~IN

A SERIES

'ind-Resistant Roof Decks of Perlite Concrete
~lite~ perlite concrete roof decks have been exposed to the
of hurricanes, tornadoes and other high winds for more
0 years with no record of failure. In fact, the bond of the
requently specified perlite concrete (27 lb. density) to
ized steel centering is more than 3,500 lbs. per sq. ft.
wonder that this deck system enjoys such wide usage in
ind areas!

new system of roofing over perlite concrete offers you
anal resistance to wind damage and roofing blow-offs.
ystem makes use of clinch-type nails to fasten the first ply
It-up roofing to the perlite concrete roof deck. These nails
minimum resistance to uplift forces in excess of 60 lbs.
which is sufficient to resist hurricane-force winds of
.p.h. and over, when applied at the rate of 1.3 nails
. ft. as recommended.

Permalite perlite concrete roof decks have other advantages,
too. They dry faster because they contain less mixing water
than other concretes in their weight class. Application of built-up
roofing can begin as soon as three days after pouring.
Permalite perlite concrete weighs only 27 lbs. per cu. ft. against
a mean weight of 150 lbs. per cu. ft. for sand and gravel concrete,
and it can be poured slope-to-drain for fast removal of
storm water.
Write for roof deck, nailing test and specification data.
Then consider how Permalite perl ite concrete can give your next
project maximum roofing wind protection.
Permalite lightweight perlite aggregates provide solutions to
other weighty problems by providing fire-rated walls and
ceilings, insulating fill for fire-rated masonry and weight-saving
planting mixes for roof-top gardens.

Fll2eT A-Y l!IU.R. FA~TE:NED
V/CU"1Cl-l-TYPE NAIL..S

PERMALITE®PERLITE
Aggregate

GREFCO, Inc .I Building Products Division
3450 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, CA. 90010
•

A subsidiary of Genera/ Refractories Company

AYale solution
to a Brandeis University problem.
"College students love challenges. Sometimes a
school's locks and security hardware become
that challenge.
''They duplicate keys. Create new ones.
And that can be a problem for a school with
thousands of doors, like Brandeis University.
"So when Brandeis came to us for a solution for their Art &Theater Buildings, we went
to the Yale specialists.
"And, together, we worked out a new and
special grand master key system. It consists of
Yale® bicentric cylinders with highly restricted
key blanks.
oavid H. Eskin
"Special service? Of course. But that's the
D. H. Eskin Co , Inc., Boston , Mass.
Yale Distributors
Way We like to do things-big Or Small'.'
That's just like a Yale distributor.
They help architects with consultations, specifications and
hardware schedules.
For contractors they carry a full line of architectural hardware and
building materials. They co-ordinate hollow metal doors and frames.
And troubleshoot on jobs.
Last but not least, they offer the owner post-construction service,
maintenance, and problem solving.
So why not consider all this before your next job?
For further information write: Eaton Corporation, Lock and
Hardware Division, Yale Marketing Department, P.O. Box 25288,
Charlotte, N.C. 28212.
~

, 9""•
I i • l.
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N &Security
Products
Systems

Circle No . 400, on Reader Service Card

HEAVY-DUTY GLAZING MEETS NEW

IALLENGES IN THE WORLD TRADE CENTER.

FROM HEAV'Y-DUTY STRENGTH E
The architects of these twin 110story skyscrapers refused to sacrifice openness for solidity or
humanity for monumentalfty. As
a result, the World Trade Center
is meaningful in its advancement
of architectural technology-in
fact, because of its design, whole
new technologies had to be developed before construction could
begin.
The large cathedral-like
modules of the 70-foot-high lobbies necessitated the use of LOF
Heavy-Duty glass in 7' x 18'
lights. The thicknesses here at
street level, from ~" to %", not
only make such expanses possible, but reduce sound transmission and resist wind loads.
The glass in the upper floors
is 1.4" bronze Tuf-flex®, a tempered
glare-reducing glass that lowers
air-conditioning requirements.
Total amount of glass in the
buildings? A half-million square
feet or 43,600 windows ... a view
for nearly every person who will
work in the center.
All of it, we're proud to say,
from LOF -with uniformity and
strength that can be adapted to
modern designs.
World Trade Center, New York: Built and operated by the Port Authority of New York and New
Jersey
Architects: Minoru Yamasaki and Associates,
and Emery Roth and Sons
General Contractor Agent: Tishman Realty and
Construction Co., Inc.
Curtain Wall System: Alcoa
Glazing Contractor: Collyer-Sparks Company,

Inc.
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"FOR THE MICHIGAN CONSOLIDATED
GAS COMPANY BUILDING,
HEAVY-DUTY GLAZING
ENHANCES THE VERTICAL
OPEN LOOI<:'
LOWELl RAGER
LOF ARCHITECTURAL REPRESENTATIVE

Heavy-duty glazing gives a feeling of spaciousness to the
Michigan Consolidated Gas
Company headquarters on
Detroit's riverfront. The ~ide-open
spaces of the lobby bring in vistas
of the park-like Civic Center and
boats on the river.
Our Y2" Heavy-Duty glass
was utilized with tension mullions
in the floor to make this dramatic
expanse of glass possible.
An LOF architectural repres1:.:nta tive can help y:ou solve
glazing problems in your next
project to achieve the d~sign you
have in mind.
He'll put his capabilities
and our glass to work to help
resolve both your aesthetic and
economic considerations. Call us.
Libbey-Owens-Ford, 811 Madison
Ave., Toledo, Ohio 43695.
419-242-5781.
Michigan Consolidated Gas Company, Detroit,
Michigan
Architect: Minoru Yamasaki
Associated Architects: Smith, Hinchma n, Grylls
Glazing Contractor: C a dillac Gla ss Compa ny
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GAFSTAT DOES BEAUTIFULTHINGS
FORYOUR CARPETS.
GAF's new Anti·Static Carpet Component
is a better way.
Here's how it works.
The GAFSTAT component is
sea led between the backing
layers of the carpet. No wires.
And it can't be removed by
cleaning. The fibers are not
affected, so the carpet can be
made in any color or design.

GAFSTAT® keeps
carpet beauty in
and wires out.
For years you have probab ly
been reluctant to recommend
anti-static carpet to many
clients. Because it hasn't been
available in residential designs.
You either got a treatment that
cleaned out in a short time, or
a choice of patterns limited to
commercial designs and colors.
Now GAFSTAT® solves both
these problems. Beautifully.

GAFSTAT drains off static electric charges far below the level
of human detection. The effectiveness of GAFSTAT has been
confirmed even under extremely dry conditions by independent laboratories using the
American Association of Textile
Chemists and Colorists static
test methods.

The need for
anti-static carpet.
Comfort in the home or in
public places is a prime reason
for specifying carpet with the
GAFSTAT®anti-static component. In other areas, need is
serious, since static electricity
can affect electronic inst r uments, can even cause fire or
explosion.
So when you specify anti-static
carpet, specify GAFSTAT. Because it is a better way.

m

®GAFSTAT
A better way to

end carpet static.

Anti-static carpet with GAFSTAT is available frd>m

Wellco Carpet Corp.
Circle No_ 348_ on Reader SP.rvir.P. t":Mrl
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Notices continued from page 64

New addresses
Cardoza Dilallo Associates, Inc., 1599Supe ri or Ave., Costa Mesa , Calif.
Leighton Irwin & Company Pty. Ltd.,
ROYAL RIVIERA® PEARS
Amer ica's rarest and finest fruit .
So big and juicy you eat 'em w ith
a spoon. Net w eight 6% lbs.

mountain

country.

Net weight

7% lbs.

ROYAL GRAPEFRUIT

ROYAL ORANGES

B igger'n grade A ostri c h eggs.
Jui cy as Oregon rainclouds. Net
w eight 10 lbs.

the pi rate coast . Sweet and
tempting. Net weight 6% lbs.

Rare sunshiney

AME RI CA'S FAVORITE
FAMI UY CLUB . MONTH
AFTE~
MONTH, RARE,
FRESH FRUIT, STRAIGHT
FROM THE ORCHARD .
FOR OVER 30 YEARS, A
PERFECT PERSONAL AND
BUSINESS GIFT.

HAWAIIAN PINEAPPLES
T w o h ul apaloozers. Fully r i pen ed the way mainlanders

hardly e ve r taste 'em. Net w eight
9 lbs.

Pacific Highway., St. Leonards, N .S.W. ,
Austra li a.
The L andplan Partnership, 354 Pequ
Rd. , Southport , Conn. 06490 .

Hug e , red rascals. Reall y fresh
and snappy from
the co ld

©

Ranon Mcintosh Bernardo & Ramire
515 Bay St. , Tampa, Fla. 33606.
Mau rer & Maurer Architects, 166 Mo1
tague St. , Brooklyn, N Y 11201 .
Barnes Landes Goodman Youngblo•
AIA, 100 Jefferson Bldg., 1600 W. 38 St.
Austin, Tex. 78731.
Caccese Koumjian Associates, Arch
tects, 18 14 Spruce St. , Philadelphia , Pa .
19103.
Crissman & Solo mon Architects, 27C.
Centre St. , Newton , Mass. 02158 .

surprises from

Old -fashioned pure fruit pre serves
no
preservatives
added . Four ~ - lb. tins. Net
weight 3 lbs.

1973, Hah y and David

J~

JUAAt

New fi r ms

Landg raphics, 501 Alm ar Ave., Pacific f
sades, Calif. 90272.

HOME-CANNED FRUIT
Uncanny!

Orchard

fresh,

in

extra-heav y syrup. Baked Pears,
Summer

Delight Pears

and

Oregold Peaches. No. 2% cans.
Net w t . 5 14 lbs .

GIANTj KIWI-BERRIES
EXOTIC NECTARINES

Amazi1g NEW frui t from New
Zea I a~ d.
Sorta
waterme lon
strawberry flavor. Net weight
2 v, l bs. I

Plum peachy . Big a nd blushing.
A sure - fire summer sensation.
Net weight 5% lb s.

Big, velvet y- black Belgian hot·
house type . Used t o gro w only
for Ro y alt y . Net w eight 4% lbs.

From Valenc i a in sunny Spain.
Exoti c and juicy with the limes
we i nclude. Net weight 611. lbs.

OREGOLD® PEACHES
Fami ly and friends' !! nev er forge t t hese huge Oregon beauties.
Net w eight 6 l bs.

Month after month, a parade of the world's rarest and finest fruit. These famous Clubs keep you in warm,
friendly contact with kinfolk, friends , people jmportant to you or your business. Sent direct from the orchard
- so it costs little, gives lots! Each gift box with your greetings. All annou nced by a Certificate of Membership .
We guarantee your complete satisfaction - or your money back
3-BOX CLUB: Surpr ise 'em with gorgeous gift bo xes 8-BOX CLUB : Delight 'em to pieces again and again!
for Christmas. January and February.
Christmas, Jan .. Feb .. May. August, Sept. , Oct .. Nov.
Gift No. 111 . . . $1995 delv'd
Gift No. 151 ... $4995de lv'd
5-BOX CLUB: Keeps coming and coming! Christmas
12-BOX CLUB: Flabbergasting! A gorgeous gift every
January . February . May and September!
single month of the year!
Gift No . 141 . . . $2995del v' d
Gift No . 201 . .. $]495de lv'd

Cftristnuis Croeus
pre-planted -

ready to grow

GUARANTEED to bloom! Twelve top-size
Ho l land crocus bulbs pre-planted, and already
pre-started in a genuine Delft Ware planter.
Each bulb sprouts 3 or 4 blooms, bursting out
in bri l liant purple posies for 3 to 4weeks. Reusab le Delft planter is handmade and handpainted in Holland. Nothing to add but water nothing to do except love 'em!

.

S

.

Ord e r Gift No. 801 . .. $ 95 delivered

:.

Order now for

Christm~s delivery.

EASY TO ORDER : Just send us your list. Enclose check or money order (no CO D's
please). Tell us how to sign you r greetings for each gift. All prices include delivery.

Send J our
orders to :

#~ #awt <U1d ~avtd
'

®

Box 570-A /Medford , Oregon 97501
CREATORS OF THE FRUIT-OF -THE-MONTH CLUB

®

Stanley G. Gould Associates, ArchitE
& Planners, 1150 S. Bascom Ave , San ,
Cal if. 95128.
David Yager, principal of D.B. Yager &
sociates has joined with John Torello to 1
tablish Yager-Torello , Architects and P
ners, 402 Highland Ave ., Cheshire , Con
06410.
Hassinger Schwam & White, Inc. ha~
been established to continue the practic•
Herman A. Hassinger , A IA , Gerald F.
Schwam, AIA and Arthur B. White, FA IA.
new firm is located at 39 E. Schoolhouse
Lane, Philadelphia.
Melvin A. So lomon and Robert J .
Claybaugh have formed M.A. Solomon ;
Claybaugh, Architects, Inc., AIA, 220 V
Terrace, Kansas City, Mo. 64 11 3 .
John Gard Associates, 221 N. Porta~
Path, Akron, Ohio 44303.
Rich ard E. Craig, AID has formed a p
tice in interior design and arch itectural d
sign at 13 E. 37 St. , New York City 1 0011
James G. Neu, N. 29 W. 22885 Marje
La. , Waukesha , Wis . 53186 .
Daniel Adache has formed Lauderdal
Design Group, One Financial Plaza , For
Lauderdale, Fla.
Werner Rosenthal, urban planner, 1S
Ventura Blvd., Tarzana , Calif . 91356 .
Jack Sevilla Architect AIA & Associa
9885 Charlevi lle Blvd. , Beverly Hills, Cal
90212
Richard S. Di Salvo , PE, 57 White Bir
Rd , Ridgefield , Conn . 06877.
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The new Weldwood Collection.
1ddenly, anything else see~ out of date.
In~roducing The Weldwood
C9llectionT; from U.S. Plywood.
Qmite simply, the finest group
ofiprefinished panels available
anywhere in the world.
I The Weldwood Collection.
A !Paneling created exclusively
for those once-in-a-lifetime
o~portunities when nothing
less than the finest in quality
is !a cceptable. Where superb
h1rdwoods are crafted into
f a ce veneers worthy of the
term "heirloom".
I The Weldwood Collection
fe atures veneers of hickory,
1
teak and walnut. Just these
a~e given a formal planked
effect, with slender
eighth-inch-wide grooves
stjaced two or four inches on
certer. Some are medium and
dGtrk shaded. Others lighttoned for a contemporary
fe~ling.
I Three more fine woodswalnut, oak and cherry - are
h~ghlighted like fine furniture
with normal random spacing
aljl.d eighth-inch grooves. We
alfo have retained the very
best panels from our Charter®
I
a:rr-d Deluxe groups: Charter
pecan and Gothic oak.
I See this limited edition,
n@w at your U.S. Plywood
Btanch Office.
1

U.S. Plywood
777 Third Avenue. New York, N.Y. 10017

(@I U.S. Plywood

Division of Champion International

•

~~~~~~~~~~~~----==---~~~~----==--- ·

The truth is out about soil-hiding nylon
commercial carpet fiber.
Enkalurei' II is 4s good as the best.
It's been tested and proven by the independent testing laboratory, Nationwide
Consumer Testing Institute. They placed
carpets made of the leading nylon fibers
in one of the most heavily traffic' d airports in
the country.
And when !the results came in,
Enkalure II's soil-~ding ability proved to be
every bit as good as the best-known soilhiding nylon.
The reason is hat, unlike conventional
nylon fibers, Enk~ure II bulked continuous
filament nylon and staple fiber have no deep
grooves to trap and hold dirt. Also, its
special construct1.on causes light actually

f

to bounce off the fiber in every direction.
So the color looks clean, even when the
carpet is dirty.
Anyone installing Enkalure II has our
guarantee that it will not wear more than
an average of 10% in five years, or we'll
replace it.
If you have the kind of floor that takes
a lot of traffic as well as a lot of dirt, you
would do very well to put down carpeting
made of Enkalure II soil-hiding nylon.
In fact, now we know you can't do any
better.
For specific carpet information and a
14-page report of the test results, contact
American Enka (Dept.PA), ENKALURE II.
530 5th Avenue, N.Y, N .Y THE OTHER LEADING
10036. (212) 661-6600. SOIL-HIDING NYLON.
Circ le No . 329, on Reader Service Card

ENK ... LUA("ll IS A REG

r M fQR SO!L HIDING

MUl TILOBf>.L NVLON FIBER M•NUF.t.CTUAED BY AMERICAN ENKA

co

ENKA NC A P.. RT OF

A.kzono INC

EN~

ENKALURE II IS llCENStD FOR USE IN CARPET MANUF.t.C TuREOACCORO ING TOOUALllV SPEClf!CATIONS SET BY ENKA

~are hardly
mits to the
h or shape this
~I can assume.
idual elements are
f linked together to
truct the length. The
e of even the longest
~I can be changed at
':JY merely moving
STOP into the desired
1gu ration-straight,
tar or serpentine.
able upholstered in
~ction of our Swiss
ers and suedes.
dig, Inc., 410 E. 62 St.
York City 10021

tendig

·for NONSTOP brochure.

VOGELPETERSON
for people
who care

--+ I

\

r-,

\

Care about beauty as we ll as quality. Our PlanScape®screens are constructed with the finest
mate rials-rigid tubular frames, fiberglass filler, perforated hard board and foam padding.
Then coveredj with one of many new beautiful fabrics and colors. Th e trim is brilliant mirror
stain less stee/ or rich walnut vinyl to fit any decor. Thoughtful design extends even to the base-made flush to the floor to keep clear of passing feet. Free-standing or connected, straight or
curved and in sizes to meet any requirements. And best of all, they're acoustical' Send today for
our free broc T re 510 and sound test report and see why Vogel-Peterson is for people who care .

VOGE L-PETERSON CO. "The Coat Rack People" ELMHURST, ILLINOIS 60126
SHOW ROOMS: [MERCHANDISE MART, ROOM 1689, CHICAGO • 205 LEXINGTON AVENUE , NEW YORK CITY
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DRAW ON DREAMS TOWARD REALITY
With urethane, the pathfinders in architecture select materials worthy
of man's dignity.
CPR's rigid urethane insulation is available in systems and board stock tor
construction and building products applications. Both featu re Underwriters'
Laboratories® classifications and Factory Mutual approvals.
I

Upjohn

CPR/Up1ohn: The Leader in Urethane Materials , Technology and Experience
555 ALASKA AVE . , TORRANCE, CALIFORNIA 90503

•

TELEPHONE

(213) 3120-3550
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Progressive Architecture: Editorial

Inside Architecture
November 1973

TWA Terminal, New York lnternatio l al Airport, Eero Saarinen & Assocs.
Photo : Ezra Stoller 0 EsTO

What Saarinen wanted to create wps "a total environment where
each part was the consequence
another and all belonged to
the same form world." -PI A, Oct. 1962.

01

Progressive Architecture has been into interiors for over two
decades. A regular interior design department appeared on
PIA 's contents page back in 1952-before SOM had an interiors department of its own and a decade before the American
Institute of Interior Decorators changed its last name to Designers. Covering interiors monthly, as we have, has the virtue
of continuity, but it tends to project a fragmentary view. Now
and then we feel the need to set aside an ent ire issue for a
position statement on interiors.
The last time PI A devoted an entire issue to interiors as
such (as against office planning, theaters, etc.) was back in
October 1962. That issue was called " The Architecture of Interiors," and its purpose was to establish, through examples
and statements by leading professionals, that interior design
was indeed architecture. Signs of both " antagonism" and
"rapport" between architects and interior designers reported
then can still be observed today. As in the arena of international affairs, 1962's uneasy coexistence has become
1973's state of normalcy.
The title of this month's issue, " An Arch itecture of Interiors, " po ints up the fact that we are talking not about interiors
generally, but about one position that we are advocat ingthat architecture and interior design can only be completely
adequate when they are re-united , that the best of interior design is inseparable from the structure containing it. Even
more essential for architects is the converse implication-that
no mere container of unrelated interior spaces can be a complete work of architecture.
This is not to say, by any means, that PIA is judging interiors strictly on the criterion of integration into buildings . Isolated interior spaces, with in existing structures, can pose
valid design problems and yield instructive solutions (as do
the house and apartment interiors by Robert Stern and John
Hagmann to be featured in next month's PIA) . In judging the
success of interior design, we consider above all its response
to the purposes and the people it must se rve .
Among the interiors PIA's editors chose back in 1962,
some-like the offices in Columbus, Ind. by Alexander Girard
and the Coope r Jewelry Shop in Philadelphia by Geddes,

Brecher, Qualls & Cunningham-were inserts into existing
structures. One example in particular, the TWA Terminal at
New York International Airport by Eero Saarinen & Associates, represented the kind of total inside-outside coordination
I
we are taking up this month. TfA also remains, despite unimaginable changes in airline procedures and passenger volumes over the past decade, a~ interior superbly attuned to
the state of mind of the user; i ~ remains the only ai r terminal I
know of whe re the threat of a ~elay is offset by the prospect of
watching the movement of aircraft, passengers and ground
traffic from a variety of comfortable vantage points.
It is encouraging that TWA, and the other interiors mentioned above , survive today intact-encouraging because interiors are so vulnerable to unanticipated changes . Often
these are reckless alterationst attempts to squeeze more revenue out of a space or to update an image for promotional
purposes . At the very least, th~re is likely to be a slow erosion
of character, brought on by thle intrusion of countless little elements-accessories, signs, eltc . for which the users feel a
real need .
Last month, on this editorial page , I wrote abou t the peculiarly perishable nature of parks-of public open spaces.
There, of course, the forces of natural growth and weathering
are critical, but in terms of huf an forces-user alterations
and maintenance-there are surprising parallels between outdoors and indoors. Of all the 41ements the architect attempts
to control , only the shell of th~ building comes close to his alltoo-common assumption of i ~ mutability; everything inside
and outside that shell is subjept to change without notice.
The message for those whd design interiors, then, is essentially the same as for planners of parks. Make every effort to
anticipate patterns of use-all of the probable ones; then
check out the design for adaptability. Will the interior allow for
moderate changes in policies , capacities and personal prefer1
ences without radical (and wasteful) alteration? Will it survive
an accumulation of parapherr alia wi thout losing its integrity?
The interior can be fu lly successful only if it is seen, through
every stage of the design probess, as an environment for
people to operate in and to o berate on.

Introduction

An archi ecture of interiors
1

In October 1962 P/A, editor Tho J as Creighton asked a group
of professionals if there was a diJtinct activ ity called interior
design " quite apart from other aspects of architecture."
·
George Nelson replied that obvio:u sly there must be, " otherwise there is no explanation for tme existence of such a large
and special professional group." But perhaps that large body
of professionals reflects only our inc reas ing interest in specialization , not the need for such a distinction . And the existence of such a separate professi r, nal domain allows interior
design to approach dangerously close to decoration , but with
1
what might be termed "good taste. "
An Architecture of Interiors miJht well be considered a
rat her presumptuous title for an ibue on an area of design
that has come to be regarded as k mere stepchild. But inasmuch as building is the organization, lay-o ut and design of
spaces , the d istinction should no~ ex ist at all. Rather, a building should be a single conceptio ~I of spaces that outwardly
respond to the context of the site and inwardly respond not
1
just to pragmatic levels of progra r , but to the possibilities of
space as volume, light, texture, color and detail. By contrast,
the spaces we live and work in are the result of a post-industrial technology-of a change frorh an agrarian society with its
roots in the land, self-sufficient, t<D one with a high degree of
special ization and consequent interdependence, whose
premise is efficiency of productioC and consumption.
With few exceptions , ou r architecture is not a social art but
an economic rip-off with a 40-year, built-in , self-destruct
mechanism. History, in this count1ry, is getting shorter. With
such little regard for the permane nce of what we do, it is not
1
surprising that our society lacks concern about the quality of
what we build . With few exceptions we are not as in touch
with ourselves as we are with our \possessions . We represent
ourselves not by who we are but 1ather by what we have.
Modern office building represents the direction of institutionalized architecture; a technology applied to the standardization of building part and packJge. But our technology and
processes of mass production un fortunately tend toward uniformity rather than diversification ou r choices are fewer as
we become locked into a system yvhose pieces go together
only in one way. And in this simpl i1fication there is no discovery of place , no detail for the eye to dwell on or the hand
to touch , no variety or richness t9 the experience of looking
at , walking through or being in a space . Office interior sys-

I
1
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terns mimic the traits of the buildings they are housed in, yet
are supposed to be based on the accommodation of indiv idual work needs. They succeed in doing nothing more tha n
making it easier to deal with the masses en masse. In building
there is little acknowledgment of the street and consequentl y
little sense of entry; there is no t ransition exce pt for a doo r;
there is no sense of expectation of what we might find-we
know it all too well , even what we have not seen. The ritualistic and anticipatory act of descending or ascending a set o f
stairs has been replaced by the convenience of the elevator.
Architecture , histo rically, has always shown a richness and
clarity of expression , as diversely as in the Robie House and
the Villa Savoye, Charlemagne 's Chapel at Aachen or the
temple at Karnak . The Romanesque church at Tournus, the
Cathedral at Chartres , or Borromini's San Carlo were all built
as places of Christian worship , yet each is qui te distinct in
terms of fo rm. Each was a product of a building technology
and a sociocultural context at a point in time when church
and state were coordinate. The essential conception of each
bu ilding was one of space, a single idea brought out in many
diverse ways, at many diffe rent scales using many different
media. From their decorative frescos , the intricate carving of
their stone capitals, molding and sculpture to the rhythms of
their main piers , relationships of solid to void and structuring
of light, each exists as a rich , comple x and subtle experience
of a space whose essential purpose was quite simple .
But whatever the device, form or style, if you wi ll , the conception of building as space allows fo r the consideration of
the many sensuous, illusionistic, purely ritualist ic or symboli c
gestures that provide a frame of reference and a set of experiences for people to respond to . It allows the building to be
part of its urban setting . It allows something to be made of
transition from outside street to inside space and, if by necessity or choice , a contradiction of the two . It allows for a trans ition from one space to another, a signal of change that in itself can become a separate experience . It allows for a
complexity in the reading of a space that may be generated
by the intricacy of its overlaid geometries or by the layering of
space in space. The ability to experience these qualities is innate in human nature. The Goth ic cathedral was as much a
product of social-religious expression as it was a product of
an advancing building technology . But our buildings , based
more on a mechanical technology than on human use, too

Loui s Su lliva n: Carson, Pirie , Scott , Chicago, Ill.

Borromini : San Carlo . Rome. Photo ! James Addiss

Benjamin Thompson: Design Research, Ca mbridge, Mass .

often are the result of arbitrary form-making . We deal with
people as statistics , as so many desks, chairs and trash receptacles. We no longer deal with the prime user.
Our building technology has produced building types
whose interiors rely on highly specialized objects to give
meaning. Does all the open plan school furniture reinforce
the le arn ing experience or is it just a light modification of existi ng preconceptions of desks and chairs? We have no methods for measuring when something works or not-even on a
purely pragmatic basis. The assumption is that if it works
through some measure of accommodation , it's good. Cyberneticists have learned to incorporate responsiveness into
their techno logy and working process , but arch itects don't
yet really know what feedback is.
Architecture may no longer be an art , but our attempt to replace it with science-in the form of behaviorial principles or
systems technology-is merely leading us further from a response to human experience. Design is limited by its own
dream of technological perfection and its uselessness to society. This issue of P/A will point out some alternatives to the
seeming conflict between art and science , techno logy and
cu lture, architecture and interiors. [SLR ]
St. Philibert , Tournus . France.

James Addiss.

Municipal Bank of Buenos Aires

Accounting
.
for image
I

In Buenos Aires, a young group of 'rad ical ' architects
has brilliantly used the material ~ of industrial

build;ng to •edet;ne the meaning! ol bank a•chltectu•e

What is most surprising about the new main office and branch
I
offices of the Municipal Bank of Buenos Aires is not that they
would be unqualified arch itectur~I tours de force in any country, but that they are in fact bankJ. Somehow you don't expect
an old , established banking firm
hire a young group of
" radical " architects to design its b uildings. But that is exactly
what t he Argentine bank did , and for some very good reasons. They wanted to be certain that the new design would reverse the traditional image of the stuffy, conservative institution ; they wanted a new look that would say " this is your
bank, we ' re your friends, come on in ." But just as important,
they wan ted a design that could Jerve as a prototype for future construction , and they want4d to be assured that this design could be produced almost o~ernight.
The ban k considered several fi ~ms before finally settling on
the newly fo rm ed studio of Flora Manteola, Ignacio Petchersky, Javier Sanchez Gomez, !Justo Solsona, Josefa Santos and Rafael Vinoly, all of who ~ either had taught or had
been students at the Un iversity o ~ Buenos Aires, before they
left for political reasons in 1967. J he bank was familiar with
their work, and was espec ially aty acted to their strong , socialminded motivation . They also knew the group could get the
job done on ti me, and th is was im\portant because the first
commission was for the new mai ~ offices in downtown
Buenos Aires, which had to be cdmp leted-from initial design
to moving-in day-in only six months to be in time for the
ban k' s 90th anniversary celebratip ns. The design took just
one month ; a fter that 1ooo workers worked 24 hou rs a day to
complete the build ing-on time. Since then the group has
gone on to design all of the new J ranch offices, completing
six so far.
\
While the offi ces are quite disti ~ ct from each other, a
shared aesthetic can be seen in all of them . Part of this is accounted fo r by the extensive use bf industrial-building materials, but it is mo re attributable to the way these materials

io
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have been brought together into an extraordinary series of illuminated spaces.
In each office, large, open multilevel spaces are enc losed
primarily by glass and glass brick. In some configurations
these materials are used not only for walls, but also for floors
and ceilings that are not always at right angles to each other.
In other cases, glass cages have been recessed into the
building shell to bring the outside literally into the interior of
the building. As a result of this extensive use of glass, an unusual kind of enclosure has been created where the traditional distinction between interior and exterior, and open and
closed, has become somewhat diffuse. This is a little unsettling at first, but the complex relationships it fosters quickly
become compelling.
During the daylight hours the interiors become vast vesse ls
of light where the inner volumes and their boundaries, the
so lid and void, are constantly redefined by changing light
passing through transluscent or transparent surfaces before
it is reflected off interior surfaces of similar materials. This
sets up an ambiguity not only between the inner spaces and
their surfaces, but between the interior and exterior of the
building as a whole . But while the density of the volumes and
the definition of their boundaries may constantly change in
relation to each other, the totality of the space at any given
moment is perceived as a clearly defined objecti ve where on ly
the relationships between elements, and the relationship between the building and its context , change.
While this could be true of all buildings in varying degrees
(except a windowless one) , the difference in the Buenos Aires
banks is that here the architects have purposely manipulated
light to enhance its potential as a space-defin ing element.
And they have done this for a specific reason , which involves
a particular phi losoph ical attitude the group shares concerning architecture . One of their main concerns is to debunk not
on ly what they consider to be the myth of arch itecture-its
constitution, the rules and regulations , codes and precepts as
we know them-but also to debunk the myth of architectural
subjects, in this case The Bank. They do this partly by making
a completely open and transparent or translucent object out
of a structure that traditionally has been considered as a
closed, secure, vaul tlike space. They demythologize the ban k
by constructing it with materials that are not associated with
that type of building , and by doing this they make explicit the
frailty of the rules that govern traditional arch itecture.
Even though most of the materials used are those usually
assoc iated with industrial architecture, here the exposed
structure, the free-standing metal stairways and suspended
metal bridges, the glass brick and the exposed forms of the
bo ldly colored mechan ical elements have all been orchestrated into a brilliant kaleidoscope of light and color quite unlike anything one would expect to find in an industrial bui lding , and certainly not in a bank. And wi thin th is complex
landscape, the architects have consciously used highly refi ned , carefully designed (mostly by themselves) furniture that
contrasts to the su rroundings, and thus emphasizes the ambiguous and contradictory nature of the space itself. [DM]

Vhen it moved from one old structure to another one, the Municipal
lank of Buenos Aires could give the architects only six months-from
lesign to moving in-to complete the new main office. Industrial materials
ire used to create a glass and steel enclosure within the old building,
vhere glass cages now bring the outside literally into the interior.
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In a Buenos Aires suburb, glass screen s of
the two-story Condor branch tower above the
neighborhood to signal the bank's presence.
The Edificios Ventas , or " selling building ,"
(facing page) also fulfills a bank function;
in its large auction and exhibition spaces
in Buenos Aires, repossessed and second-han•
merchandise is traded almost every day.

SECTION

FIRST FLOOR
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In the Barracas, Patricios and Liniers
branches (facing page top left, right and
bottom) color changes create a distinctive
palette for each branch. At the Santa Fe
branch (this page) floor areas are suspended
within a dark blue glass-brick tube that
forms continuous floor, walls and ceiling.

Interdisciplinary design

Deborah Sussman:
profile o · a designer

Working with the limitation of a professional label and
without the constraints of one medium, Deborah Sussman
is able to deal with a broad range of design problems

The work of Deborah Sussman and Co., which began only six
years ago , has included nearly everything sho rt of designing
a building . Working with a small and variable "company" of
designers, Ms. Sussman considers herself a problem-solver
and feels that design is a very intuitive process: a collection of
images, experiences and respo nses that become focused on
a given problem .
Her attitude and approach to design come from two not unrelated sources; her work at the Eames office and her travels
through Europe, India, North Africa and Mex ico. Observation
has been her education and her work clearly shows a response to the wealth of visual phenomena encountered in European villages and marketplaces, in India while working with
the Eames office on the Nehru Exhibit, or in Mexico while
photographing for the Eames fi lm Day of the Dead. The colorful textural delights of an Indian or Italian marketplace, where
everything is artfully stacked to be seen , touched , smelled
and bargained for, shows up in the design of a series of
stores for Standard Shoes, where 60 ,000 pairs can be seen
and handled, where the eye is assaulted by colorful silkscreened or laminated plastic inlaid panels, and where the
hand can touch the shoe hanging delicately from a chromed
mannequin foot.
At whatever scale, she is intrigued with the parts and the
detail-a characteristic of the Eames office where each line of
information is important in the construction of a broader idea,
where, as she explains, "There was an amassing of the parts
with each part articulated by itself, almost standing as a
whole ." This caring for each piece that makes up the whole
g ives Deborah Sussman 's work an extraordinary richness
that always leaves something more to be discovered. It embodies a sense of craft, of hands fashioning a form from images in the mind , of invo lvement with the s~ .::ip e and the materials, of tradition in skil ls passed from one generation to the
next. While mass production processes have taken away the
involvement of hand and eye, the same spirit can still exist in
the object. The process of producing a book or catalog will
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A collection of images photographed by Ms. Sussman during her work
and travels throughout Europe, North Africa, India and Mexico.

~ h a t a:

Ann ett e del Zappa

nvolve instead, an exploration of printing processes and
:echnology and a reliance on the expertise of a printer , the
ZOth Century technicians of craft.
In her own words, Ms. Sussman wants " to give a place of
:::haracter; to determine what is appropriate and then to shape
:he whole envi ronment, not in the structural sense but in a
Jse sense . . . and beyond that to bring an awareness of
;ome fu ndamental experience outside of o ne's immediate

Shoe hanger displa ys (above) design1ed for th e Standard Sh oe Store and
packaging (below) designed for the Jos Angeles County Museum.

•
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~ x istence."

Fo r this, she d raws on diverse resources . The design of an 1
nterior is based on giving identity to the parts as well as the
.vhole and giving information about where you are or want to
]O . Such information can be as abstract as the Standard
)hoe store panels that depict the transformation of alligators
nto shoes, tulips into Dutch shoes, top hats into spats , umJrellas into boots ; or as literal as a mural fo r Zody's clothing
;tore showing an old-fashioned beach dress as a fo il to the
iew clothing . Info rmation is historical materi al incorporated
nto the design , as part of the basis for understanding the
;ontext of whe re we are now and maintain ing a sense of coninuity with the past. It is also a 12-ft-high antique shoe sculpure, a representation of the one the old lady lived in , fo r the
; hild ren 's department of the Standard Shoe store. lnformaion may also be literally words and signs, and in that area Ms.
3ussman explo res the purely pop American idea of the roadvay sign. Signs designed for California City made a cartoon
Jf the visual roadside dilemma by chang ing the scale, making
1 fo rest of signs and alte ri ng the pictorial style. Her sign for
~ ody ' s is a theater marquee; others are wall-long bi llboards.
3ut the final parody , however, is a tribute to Reyner Ban ham
n a billboard 40 ft long on Santa Monica Blvd. that reads
' Reyn er Banham Loves L.A."
With the diversity of her wo rk comes a d iversity of style.
rhe re is nothing consistent but the underlying attit udes. Each
>roblem is taken and solved on its own terms for the appropri1teness of its own so lution . Some wo rk she describes as con;ervative , sobe r and quiet , like the catalog for the David
3right collection designed fo r the Los Angeles County Mu;eum . Other work is colorful , light-hearted and warm. " You
:an 't escape you r own personal ity, " she concludes , " but it
;hould not be imposed on the problem ." With that, the only
eso urce left to c reate solutions are one's own experience,
magination and creativity. [SLR]
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Deborah Sussman: profile of a designer

Photo: Mark Swart z

Photo: Deborah Sussman office

Photo: Vi rgil Mira no

Photo· Tne lle del Zappa

A comprehe nsive program for the design of a series of stores fdr
Standard Shoes included the ge neral organization and layout
(facing page) , the neon sign (top left) , graphic panels depicting
the transfo rmation of top hats into spa ts (top right), a 12-fthigh model of the shoe that the old lady lived in, located in
the chi ldren 's department (left), seasonal decorations made by
sc hool children , the shoe hanger (above) and , fina lly,
a sign on the bu ildi ng that makes it clear what goes on inside.
Photo: Deborah Sussman office

Photo: Marvm Rand

The Zodys' fac;;ade (above) is a large
billboard, the actual sign is a theater
marquee. Signs (below) for California City
are ca rtoonlike in their imagery.

Photos: William Jolitz

Debra Sussman: profile of a designer

Parking signage for the La Cienega store
of Dorman Winthrop flattens the welldressed executive in pin-stripe suit
against the texture of the bricks and
grille work (right and middle) . Walls as
signs, fa9ades as billboards and billboards as cartoons succeed in juxtaposing
the unexpected image with the ordinary
place . The billboard below, on Santa
Monica Blvd ., was to announce the title
for Ban ham's recent film on L.A.
Photos this page: Mark Swartz

Deborah Sussman: profile of a designer

Photo: John Knoop

Hollywood Bowl progra m cover (left)
Joseph Magnin entran ce graphics (above)
Annou nceme nt for Los Angeles County Museum (below , left)
Guard patch for the Hollywood Bowl ( bel ow)
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\ II photos this page : Mark Swa rtz

Sunbow, a name chosen by Ms. Sussman
for a prototype store sell ing women's
accessories, has an interior that reflects the
image of its name . The bands of co lor and
the arch forms break up an otherwise
ord inary space and provided a scale and
framework within which to organ ize all the
variou s accessories.

Design by exposure

A celebration of systems

Sometimes born of Miesian conl ern for detail and clarity
and sometimes of the expressio~ itself, a design ethic
is being developed around empbasis on a building's systems

Among the more obvious efforts to let the interiors derive expression from the build ing, or vice versa, one of the most visible is the practice of playing up fnechanical / structural elements. Call it "the mechanical aesthetic" or whatever seems
appropriate, the phenomenon h~s gained wide acceptance
I
with designers in recent years . It's certainly not that the " letit-all-hang-out" approach is necessarily easier; it often requires more care, both in designland installation , sometimes

~~~da~hd~~~:s~e~r~:~~ ~;=~~:r~.hip and involvement beThe methods by which designkrs articulate elements, and
their reasons, cove r a broad ranbe. The th ree examples
shown encompass part of that s~ectrum and illustrate how
similar princip les, applied to vari~d problems by different designers, produce striking responbes. All are results of the pro1
gram, but the inputs were very di fferent.

Parts for Milton Keynes

t

lo mdec foe systems techoology
be appcec;ated by des;goers in more than its most cold-blooded form, it must first be
recognized as a tool-an expand\ed form of masonry unit, or
can of paint, or glazing detail. Wh[ en planners called for a new
town outside of Londo n and Buckinghamshire in England,
they also set out to create the ve ~y best form of development
organization , within reasonable limits, that could be assembled. Milton Keynes is more than a new town; it represents a
strong British attempt to set up a town structure that could respond to future needs as they arose. To carry out the planning objectives, while maintainin:g appropriate flexibility, a talented group of architects and planners was needed . Once
established, the Department of 4 rch itecture and Planning of
the Milton Keynes Development Corporation was charged
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Milton Keynes Development Corporation's conference pavi lion (above an d top, opposite) elegantly displays the Jystems potential .

Prototypica l SBI buildi ng (below and bottom , opposite) houses the Milton Keynes desi gn impl ementation teams 9t Wavendo n.

A celebration of systems

with planning (in detail) how divej rsity and q uality could be
achieved together.
SBI and AFU
System Building for Industry ( Bl) is a program and a set of
subsystems designed by the MK team. In practice , their sys-

tem has been used with one type1of cladding to produce
needed space fo r MK design imp ementatio n teams at their
Wavendon headquarters. As par of an ove rall concern for indu c ing a healthy industrial / comrrercial mix in the new town,
Advanced Factory Units (AFU's) ~ ave also been built, with a
different cladding . Basic structural bay sizes are 39.4 ft (12m)
square o r 52.5 ft (16m) square, trLss depths are standard at
3.9 ft (1.2m) and clear height optib ns available are 11 .5 ft, 18
ft or 24.6 ft (3 .5m , 5.5m or 7.5m) . \
Clean detailing prevails throughou t, because the systems
that make the buildings are both the interiors and the exteriors. The care that the MK archit~cts have g iven all structural
and c ladding connections , as we ll as the electrical / mechanical planning , is evident. The ele1 ents assembled , only finish
eleme nts such as paint, carpet and furnishings are needed to
elevate the buildings from indust1ial to office quality levels.
Fo r their own conference pavilion at Wavendon , the MK
group felt that the heavier SBI sy~tem was not required . Instead , the ch annel member trusses of SBI were replaced by
open web steel joists for the 42ft square pavilion . The same
co ncern fo r detai l is carried even ~urther he re, since the building will serve for co rpo ration con~ere n ces and presentations.
Gray heat-absorb ing glass seems to form the entire envelope;
even the peri mete r columns disa pear from the exterior. One
delightful detail allows rainwater t\o be led down the center of
the tubular columns in plastic pipe and out through the glass.
1
Drain chains guide the water dow n to drywells encased in orange painted concrete tubs .
1

Credits
Pavilion design: Dere k Wa lker, Pierre Botsch i, John Wright; David
Stabler, Supe rvising Architect. AFU desi gn : Derek Wal ker, Derek
Codling, Bar ry Clayton, John Dogg art. SBI concept: Milton Keynes
Development Corporati on , Depart ment of Arch itecture and Pl anningInd ustry Group. Photog raphs: Joh n Donat.

Beginning with the basic structural assembly,
the Kiln Farm Advanced Factory Units were
clad in adaptable formed metal panels that
allow windows (opposite page , lower ri_ght) at
almost any location. The two optional cladding
types (3 and 4, far right) produce quite a
var iety of options for openings and glazing .
Mechanical units (1 , far right) mounted within
standard truss depth , also allows flexibility in
ducting. Interior spaces of the prototype
occupied by MK design teams are planned for
change, employing movable screen walls,
phones and electric boxes (far left , opposite
page.)
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A celebration of systems

Street level 747
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Until recently, the mechanical and electrical innards of office
buildings have been closeted away in the least visible spaces.
Especially in elevator lobbies, those marble and brass environments that encou rage passers-by to pass by qu ickly. New
York City developer Mel Kaufman , however, has a war on with
office bu ilding ground floor standards (PIA Mar. 1971 ; p. 66 ;
Apr. 1972, p. 78). At his request, designer Pamela Waters
launched this latest battle in that war, using the very elements
that have been tucked away and boxed in for so long .
The lobby of 747 3rd Avenue in New York is a funny space
to begin with , so in Kaufman tradition, Pamela set out to make
it even fu nnier. It's a quieter humor this time, as opposed to
some other Kaufman-owned buildings. As one approaches
the build ing , imp robable, irregular mounds meander around
the plaza, enclosing trees and benches. On the exposed walls
of adjacent bu ildings are tile murals of animals, a surrealistic
window (with real curtains) and a " truck" at the loading dock.

Upon entering the revolving doors to the lobby, if you look
1uickly, there is a revolving nude sculpture in a cylinder beween the doors. The narrow viewing slots face into the door
!nclosures only, so the statue is visible only briefly during enry or exit.
Once inside, a visitor passes two round shiny ports coming
ip from the floor-heat supply ducts to cut the chill near the
loors in winter. S / he then sees an almost all white lobby
vith a neutral carpet and what appears to be Claes Oldrnburg-orchestrated pipes sweeping in an arch across the
~eil i ng . While the pipes do not sag, as Oldenburg might have
vished , they are white vinyl (covered) and soft. Then there
ire the four chrome vertical pipes rising from the floor, someNhat reminiscent of either exaggerated chrome carburetor
>tacks on a dragster or exhaust pipes on a street racer. They
ire for return air. On one wall is a transparent version of the
iormal elevator control panel, inviting inspection by the
::urious. That theme carries to all other elevator button mech:misms, including the cab panels. A full length design to be
)ainted inside the elevator shaft has not been started as yet.
The final touch is a light-hearted neon sign, an arrow and the
.vord " button" over each call location.
Credits
Jesign, Pamela Waters; lighting, Howard Branston; photographs,
\Jarman McGrath
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Nhen it received a citation in the 1972 PIA Awards program,
The Childrens' Learning Center in East New York , N.Y . was
praised by the jury for being a thorough ly workable kind of
advocacy design . Earl Flansburgh , in concurring, said,
"Yes, when we talk about advocacy, this is something that is
really the toughest kind of design ." The design , by Works
(East) is physically shaped by its interior functions-it is an interior building , essentially. The spaces and their ordering
spring from a ve ry direct attempt to make a responsive shell
for varied activities. The exposure of ducts, piping, wiring and
structure have a definite place in this effort, but should be
seen in context.
Works was first involved by the United Community Day Care
Development Fund Co., Inc., a social work organization. It
was their desire to build a facility to serve 180 chi ldren in a severely deteriorated neighborhood. More than that, it was to
become a community use center after school hours, and it
had to be flexible, not imposing itself on its users.
The site was surrounded by buildings wh ich were scheduled to be torn down in preparation for a Model Cities park.
An exist in g one-story corner build ing was retained as part of
the Center, though extensively renovated . Funding conditions, both for learning centers and for parks have not been
that good recently , and the architects began work with mo re
involvement and commitment than money. As for the park,
the community leaders have begun a sea rch for alternative
funds for it, but it is not yet in sight. The Center, however, is a
gratifying reality in the bleak streetscape.
Works' Robert Mangurian stresses the fact that the building
was designed to be acted upon by the community, and to promote interaction between school and home experiences. Every aspect of the interior, from the surfaces to the functional
plan organization , was guided by this intent. The building is
actually two masses, the existing one and a new two-story
structure, linked by a skylighted "street " or activity spine.
Th is central space is seen as the hub of the bui lding , in both
visual and functional term s. It explodes into a very special
kind of urban atrium , with green rubberized floor su rfaces,
small trees and a fountain. Overhead , under the full length
skylight, all of the building's main HVAC ducts are exposed
and painted in bright colors. It is a vital space, a mixture of
light, humor and warmth-a real oasis in the gray existence of
East New York .
The building is zoned for less and less noisy activ ities in a
progression of spaces off the " street." Each of a series of
"houses" on the street level of the new bu ilding can be
o pened or closed to the spine by means of glazed overhead
garage doors. Each house was also designed with successively quieter areas away from the doors. On the opposite
side of the "street," in the existing building , are a band of administrative spaces , kitchen facilities and a combined use
classroom / office. Beyond that is a large common room for
both community and Center use. The second floor of the new
build ing is for after school con:imunity use. New functions will
probably be found as the community grows into the Center.
That, in fact, is the architects' whole rationale for the facility. The users should not be intimidated by the design, Mangurian feels . The exposed mechanical / stru ctural elements,
although brightly painted , are meant to give a feeling of casual familiarity wi th the building to those who occupy it. Works
hopes that the informality of the Center and its capaci ty to be
manipu lated is reinforced by the materials used; the Center's
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A celebration of systems

program stressing social development through growth and
change will put that to the test. Given the built-in options for
opening and closing spaces an ~ the bui lding 's clear adaptability, success seems assured ....J
Tenacity and optimism , from t)oth Works and the Center's
staff leaders, paid off. Despite the inevitable hassles at every
stage (funding, building department, contractor, etc.), only a
few aspects of the project chanJed from the original design .
Chi ld-height areas for playing m~rket or house along the
" street" had to be abandoned, 'ls did traffic lights inside, for
budget reasons. Exterior display! panels at the corner of the
ex isting building also will not haplpen. They were to have held
child-designed messages about penter activities, events and
work . Kit-of-parts furniture, to be\ assembled by community
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members, is not yet a reality, but remains a possibility.
For al l of that, the facility supports two points very well.
First, the notion that planning with and for the community
can, with sensitivity , produce an open-ended program and a
structure that is sympathetic to those goals. Second, if a
piece of architecture is to mean anything to the people it
serves, its parti will grow from the inside out. The Ch ildrens'
Learning Center hasn't been around long enough to allow
evaluation of its concept and / or solution from the users'
standpo int. The architects are monitoring that. If it does nothing else (and that is highly improbable), it has already proved
that there are dedicated people out there, working to lessen
the relentless nosedive of underpriviledged areas. What's
more, they've done it very well, against heavy odds. [JM]

;redils:

\rchitect: Works/Robert Mangu rian; design
earn , Robert Mangurian , Lester Walker with
leffery Hannigan and Jeffery M ilstein .
~onsultants: str uctural, David Geiger-Horst
3erger , P.C. ; mechanical , Dalton & Dunne.
~on t ra ctor: Castel Construction , Inc.
,hotographs: John Dominis .

'am il iarity is built into The Children 's Learning
~en t er because it is expected to serve, and to
espond to, the peop le who use it. All the way
rom the individual child (opposite) to
;ommunity groups (above, right) the center
viii be asked to accommodate. The
;omm unity room (above , right) and the
'street " (above) are different kinds of areas
or vigorous activities, sepa rated by a block of
)ffice /c lassroom spaces in the newly
emodeled existing building . Areas to the left
)f the "street " in the section (right) become
ncreasingly quieter as a function of distance.

COMMON
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Historical context

Transfor ations
of the interior
Kenneth Frampton

Styles of both architecture and interior design have been
conveniently assigned to histor ical categories, but all have
been products of cultural and social situations which are
clearly expressed in building forms and interior furnishings
1

stantly transformed from a refectory to a public arena and
vice versa simply by mounting or dismounting the traditional
" board" and " frame." Given the primitive idea of comfort obtaining at the time, the interior could be occupied, transformed or abandoned with equal ease. What remained afte r
the furniture was removed was an implacable, austere, semipublic space that was handed down intact from one generation to the next (1 ).

"The castle of the high noble stood practically empty when its
lord was not in residence. He w~uld leave behind only miscellaneous fittings and whateve r could not be taken away,
such as the stone window seats, the deco rations of walls and "The appartement is something quite unbearable. We all tramp
ceilings, or the carefully sculpted chimney pieces . . . . This
to the billiard room and lean on our bellies without uttering a
word unti l the king has fin ished his game. Then we all
profound insecurity, both social and economic, constrained
straighten up and go into the concert hall where they perform
merchants and the feudal lords to take their possessions with
an act from some old opera that we have all heard a hundred
them whenever they cou ld , for no one knew what havoc might
times. Next we are off to the ball which lasts from eight unti l
be loosed once the gates were closed behind him . Thus
ten o'clock and those of us, like myself, who do not dance, sit
deeply rooted in the word for furniture , meuble, is the idea of
without budging for two hours; we see and hear nothing but
the movable, the transportable.['
-Siegfried Giedion, 1948.
an interminable minuet. At a quarter to ten all do the contraLike cloth ing, medieval furnis~ing seems to have been a didance, one after the other, and then the ball is over."
rect extension of the personal it',:'. Essentially nomadic, it was
-Marie-Victoire of Bavaria, Dauphine of France, 1682.
carried with one wherever one wen t , a practice which continFor Louis XIV , the interior, like every other artifact of civued almost up to the end of the ancien regime . As Giedion
ilization from clothing to cooking, was a matter of style and
has remarked, the universal pieces of the medieval period
control. His creation of an anti-feudal culture anticipated the
were the folding stool and the chest. The fixed chair at that
identity crisis of the se lf-made man; a trauma to be repeated
time was reserved largely for honorific purposes, while the
ad infinitum throughout the subsequent centuries. Concollapsible stool established one of the first postures that was
strained by a rebellious nobility and by the aspirations of the
not predicated on squatting. The chest, on the other hand,
emerging bourgeoisie, Louis laid claim to his centralized authority on the grounds of national sovereignty. His famous
doubled as everything from benic h seat to wardrobe, serving
slogan l'etat c'est moi anticipated the nationalism of the 19th
as the general container for all ~ ousehold effects including
Century. Unlike the traditional kings of Christendom, he likthe flag. This last was the essenfial nomadic ensignia that anened his power to that of the sun, adopting the curiously panounced the residence of the fludal lord .
The prime distinction to be made in the medieval interior
gan title of le roi soleil. His court emblem of the radiating sun
was between furniture as movables and built form as immay be regarded as a metaphor for the first rays of the Enmeubles or fixtures. Thus the medieval great hall could be inlightenment. On the various artifacts of the period, these rays
are seen to emanate from the head of Louis XIV, in the form of
a benign Apollo. They also find their reflection in the a/lees of
Author: Kenneth Frampton , an a ~ chitect practicing in New York,
Versailles, which radiate out from the fountainhead of the
was educated at the Arch itectural Association in London and
state, Mansart's galerie des glaces (2). This last was seen to
came to the U.S. in 1966 to teac ~ at Princeton. Currently, he is
dispense its power on the face of the world, through the
associate professor at Co lumbia ~ ni v ersity and a fellow of the Inchannel of the infinite vista. Behind the crystalline illusion of
stitute for Architecture and Urban Studies. He has been techn ical
this hall of mirrors, however, there lay the unhygenic labyrinth
editor of Architectural Design (London). His extensive analysis of
of the palace itself. Versailles effectively transformed the trathe Maison de Verre appeared in Perspecta 12.
ditional all-purpose plan of the Renaissance Palace into a
1
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1 Two woodc uts from Francesco Colonna. 1499.

2 Galerie des Glaces from The Sun King, Harper and Row, New Yor k. 1966.

3 Theatre de BesanGon , LeDoux from Le Cabinet Fantastique . Editions du Minotaure, Paris , 1961 .

Transformations of the interior

comp lex spatial etiquette; ttie artl' culation of a pleasure dome
into a caravansery of the State. From now on the enfilade begins to comp rise a sequence of rooms each housing objects
which denote specific sets of be ~ avior; the library, the picture
gallery, the gaming room, the billiard room, the orangery, the
conservatory , etc. The exaggerated infinite perspective of the
apartments at Versailles presentJ a sequence of proscen ium
arches, each of which, in t urn , re,l c e ives the fourth wal l of an
eve r-advanc ing audience , as the latter proceeds on its foreshortened passage through a chain of alternative realities.
Ledoux's eye (3), rendered five y~lears before the Revolution,
looks back from the proscenium of his actual theater at Besan9on and challenges the real it, of the empty court auditorium for which it is both the refleeted image and the sole
source of illumination.
I
After the Revolution of 1789, Hill e conquering bourgeoisie
were to adapt the general model of Versailles to the accom modation of t hei r public institutions. The pressing need to inshaped by the value system of the lmperium. T he stylized t hevent unprecedented building typies, for the public display of
atricality of Louis XIV found its muted fulfillment in the draped
aristocratic collections and for t ~ e accommodation of new
Napo leonic interio r, hung or sometimes papered to stimulate
means of locomotion and new modes of government, resulted
the in terior of a campaign tent-the temporary abode of the
in t he prolife ration of schematic !·palatial" structures . To this
Napoleon ic triumph . To this end , the interior of Malmaison is
end, Napoleon's technoc rat extrao rdinary, J .NL Durand, berendered as a sequence of tents encamped across the face of
came the codifier of Versailles. ~ hereafter the library, ttie muthe world : the council room with its striped interior, braced by
seum , the stock exchange, the c ongress hall, the casino, t he
1
lances ; Joseph in e's bedroom tented in red draperies and furopera house, the g rand hotel and the railway termina l were
nished with a portable miroir de voyage (5). In between these
just so many public foyers distributed throughout the city. In
fantasy encampments the rooms of Malmaison reinterpret the
Vienna, whe re they were strung put along the length of the
halls of the Ancient World, with Pompeian friezes and Roman
Ringstrasse , they became an intrins ic part of the Kaiser-Ko andirons , with nym p hs discovering time and the shield of M inniglichen setting of Robert Musi ll's Man Without Quality The
erva serving as a c lock . Finally, after the Napo leonic expedigrand foyer, (de rived from Man sart's gallery at Versailles)
tion to Egypt in the late 1890s, we are treated to consoles
emerges around 1850, as the pa[ adigmat ic public space of
borne on sphinxes and bookcases fash ioned after the fronts
the second half of t he century, sp much so that the bulk of the
of Egyptian temples (6). By the end of Napoleon's reign, f urniPa ris Ope ra of 1878 is almost enlt ire ly consumed by its foyer
ture has become arch itectural and freestanding . The French
(4). With this came the "courtly"! promenade o f high society,
jardiniere (7) and the borne are destined to become the archwhe re it was more important to be seen and heard than it was
to see and hear. As with t he ope~a house, so with the grand
etypal pieces of the 19th Century foyer. The Empire devaluation of traditional symbols is ultimately epitomized by the lethote l, where to assemble public lly in the foyer, in formal attire
ters " N" and " J " , enci rcled by laurel leaves, which hint at a
before dinner, was an essential part of the dai ly ritual. Finally
futu re Hollywood of " his and hers" . The elaborate crossed
in the 20th Century, with the ad~ent of the cinema when the
draperies and lambrequins of the late Empire an ticipate the
concept " palace " f inds itself popularly reinterpreted as "pickitsch comfort of the 1860s. One can already sense the int ure palace," the auditorium is s~ill to be flanked on either
cipient high bourgeo is style of Napoleon Ill, that feeling for
side, by a considerable amount of foyer; an anomaly inasclandest ine love, for t he off-stage allure of the odalisque.
much as cinematic projection aflf orded little , if any, occasion
on which to promenade . The still extant Tuschinski cinema in
""Unremitting ly, science enriches itself and life with newly disAmsterdam is an innocent survi~or from this magic age .
covered useful materials and natural powers that work miracles w ith new methods and techniques, with new tools and
" " Napoleon's t ragedy was t hat hJ failed to cast a new, a vital
machines. It is already evident that inventions no longer are ,
social form from the favo urable b pportunit ies the Revolution
as they had been in earlier times , means for warding off want
had opened ; this was not merel~ Napoleon 's fate, but the fate
and for helping cons umption; instead want and consumption
of the whole 19th Century . . . Hib
l immense appetite for power
are means to market the inventions . The order of things has
and craving for conquest found no social channel that it
been reversed."
might const ructive ly fill. At all e~ents, his imperium, patterned
-Gottfried Sempe r, 1852 .
on obsolete models, neither feudal nor democratic, proved
The word kitsch, f rom the German verb verkitschen meanwholly inadequate."
ing roug hl y to fake , enters the language around 1860 wi th the
-Siegfried Giedion , 1948.
The Empi re style of Napoleo n Bonaparte was to spring fu lly
rise of the department store and the deliberate stimulation of
armed, as it were , from the heads of the imperial architects
consumption . Throug h the popu larization of a petit-bourgeois
etiquette, it becomes both the means and the substance fo r
Percier and Fontaine, yet the stt le they created was decidedly

I
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t hrough the Pari s Opera from Storia det'architenura Moderna. Edi tor i La te rza. Italy, 1966.

1air fro m Recueil de DBcora tions ln t0rieures , 1801 .

5 Josephine's bedroom tram Great In teriors, Hamlyn Publishing. New Yo rk , 1971.

7 Secretary from Recueil de DBcora tion s
lnlerieures. 1801.

·om Marshall Field and Co . Catalog reprint. Fol let Publishing Co., Chicago, Il l.

9 Sarah Bernh ardt's boudoir from Paris Fin de f iecle. Robert Oelpi re. Paris. 1958.

marketing instant class. While Semper's words more than adequately characterize the cultural dilemma of the Great Exposition of 1851 , Marshall Field's catalogue of 1896 offers sufficient proof of his diagnosis, 1ith every flatware company
represented therej.n , marketin.g a separate piece for each
comestible. Evidently no self-respecting household of the
1890s could get by without a food pusher, a sugar sifter,
sugar tongs , a cucumber server , a gravy ladle, a cheese
scoop and a nut pick , let alone sundry spoons and forks , for
every item on the menu. Starting from the obligatory wedding
gift of fish cutlery in a fitted velvet box, the interio r gradually
ripened, along with its occupants, into an overbu rdened mat urity (8) . At the turn of the century, Sarah Bernhardt 's boudoir was exemplary of the fashionab le overstuffed interior (9) .

Transformations of the interior

This horror vacui was ministered to by the ever-present upholsterer whose buttoned down, highly sprung interiors tran sformed every available surface into a padded seat of oriental
comfort . Such interiors, as Denys Hinton has remarked , celebrated the belly as "the bourgeois anatomical region par
excellence ."
Even when the Sarah Bernhardts of this world traveled,
they preferred to maintain the illusion of not having left the
plush comfort of home. To this end, the upper class rolling
stock and marine interiors of the second half of the 19th Century were decorated so as to create the phantasmagoria of an
interior whose exte rior did not exist: a suspended revo lving
stage whose trundling wings were the steep embankment and
the open sea (10) . Conversely, Des Esseintes, the decadent
aristocratic, anti-hero of Huysman 's A Rebours of 1884, was
to isolate himself, within the interior of his count ry house, in a
fake ship 's cabin , in order to experience "all the sensations of
a long sea voyage without ever leaving home." For such a
mind the Crystal Palace was an anathema ; an overblown
trans lucent conservato ry whose infin ite space could only be
tolerated if it were furnished out of existence.

10 Rol ling stock interior from Wheels Across America, A .S. Barnes and Co., New York, 1959.

11 Bear Wood from The Victorian Country House. Clarendon Press, Oxford , 1971 .
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''once a Victorian merchant , manufacturer or professional
man had made a sufficient fortune, he was faced with the dilemma of whether or not to set out to establ ish his fam ily in
the landed gentry. A country estate would be bought if possible with a country house on it already, to supply a mature
landscape and differential surrounding population . Even if the
property came with the house , it often seemed too modest or
old-fashioned for its new proprietors; and a grand new mansion , with generous entertainments for the neighbors held
within it, was a useful means for accelerating acceptance by
the coun ty."
-Mark Girouard , 1971.
These words succinctly characterize the genesis of the
19th Century English country house, which reached its apotheosis as the object of a nouveau-riche bui lding mania in
that brief period between 1850 and 1875. The Victorian country house, and the country house interior, were a codification
in stone of the myth of Victorian chivalry and the constrictions
of its class structure. The meticulous designation of domestic
space to specific social ends reaches its limit in this development with its elaborate differentiation of the interior into entrance hall , drawing room, morning room, gun room , billiard
room , smoking room , li brary, gallery, bedroom , d ressing
room , ballroom , schoolroom, chapel and so on (11 ). Along
with all of this went an elaborate socio-sexual code that accorded , amongst other rig hts, the drawing and morn ing
rooms to the women and the smoking and billiard rooms to
the men . Suspended po ignantly between these poles was the
conservato ry, reserved exclusively for the cultivation of exotic
plants and the courtship of young couples .
This spat ial spec ialization which , at its most elaborate , paralleled the equally absu rd petit-bourgeois differentiation of
flatware, was extended progressively to the servants' wing ,
wh ich was even more rigorously segregated along sexual
lines, into the respective domains of the butler (male) and the
housekeepe r (female) . As Girouard points ou t, a large country house, in its heyday, with its full complement of guests and

12 Pseudo-Elizabethan Hall from The Victorian Country House, Clarendon Press. Oxford , 1971

servants, might easily house 150 people; a dense community
of social obligation isolated in the midst of an agrarian sea.
The most singular feature of the Victorian country house,
essential no doubt to one's instant recognition as truly belonging to the landed gentry, was the conscious revival of the
Elizabethan great hall, always present in sp irit if frequently absent in fact (12). According to A.W.N. Pugin, the founding father of the Gothic Revival, this space must comprise a bay
window, a high open roof, two good fireplaces, a great sideboard, a screen and a minstrel's gallery. Some vestige of this
prescription surely remains in the freely planned modern interi or, w ith its double height volume overlooked by a mezzanine. At any event, from the t ime of Herman Muthesius ' Oas
Englische Haus of 1904, a certain "medievalising" impulse is
decidedly there, incorporated into the polemic of the modern
movement, along with the Gothic Revival principle of arrang ing the plan irregularly in accordance with convenience,
rather than symmetry .

·. . . The shattering of the interior took p lace around the turn of
the century in the art nouveau. And yet the latter appeared ,
according to its ideology, to bri ng with it the perfectin g of the
interior. The transfiguration of the lone soul was its apparent
aim. Individualism was its theo ry. With Van de Velde, there
appeared the house as an expression of the personality. Ornament was to such a house what the signature is to painting .
The real significance of the art nouveau was not expressed in
this ideology. It represented the last sortie on the part of Art
imprisoned by technical advance within her ivory tower . . . .
The new elements of construction in iron . . . girder form s .. .
obsessed art nouveau. Through ornament it strove to win
back these forms for Art. Concrete offered it new possibilities
for the creation of plastic forms in arch itecture. Around this
time the real center of gravity of the sphere of existence was
displaced to the office. The de-realized center of gravity
created its abode in the private home. Ibsen 's Master Builder
summed up art nouveau: the attempt of the individual on the
basis of his interiority, to vie with technica l progress leads to
his downfall."
-Walter Benjamin, 1928.
As Benjamin points out, the interior became a place of ref-

uge for Art, the one strongholJ from which to chal le nge the
reductive utilitarianism of the industrialized world. By midcentury, Richard Wagner had already proffered his model for
the aesthetic redempt ion of the world through the creation of
a total work of art, h is famous Gesamtkunstwerk; first in his
operatic work, The Flying Dutchman of 1843 and then in this
theoretical text, The Artwork of the Future of 1859. The in fluence of this model, largely substantiated by the critical work
of Ruskin and Morris, pervaded the rest of the century, from
Ludwig II of Bavaria, building out in desperate fantasy the
specific myths of Wagner's operas, to Frank Lloyd Wright's
much later attempt to create al more subtle and general form
for the fulfillment of Wagner's endeavor.
Until his Im perial Hotel, Tokyo, of 1922, Wright was able to
realize his vision of a new and all-embracing "prairie culture,"
which, based finally on Japanese models, was able to fuse the
interior with the exterior and to project art out into nature.
Wright's masterpieces of 1906 , a house, a church and an of1
fice building, all display essentially the same architectural system. In all these total works of art, a p iece of applied or fine
art that is not from the hand of the master is an unthinkable
proposition. While Wright's M1rtin House and Unity Temple
co uld sustain the illusion of a unified culture-a new Usonia,
as it were-the Larkin offices could barely project such an illusion even at their co mpletion. From the outset Wright was
thwarted by not being allowed to re-style the office telephones and subsequently it was a constant irritation to him
that, "They never hesitated to make senseless changes ... it
was ju st one of their factory buildings." Wright had expressly
dedicated his Larkin build ing, within its organ loft and nave
(13), to what he tho ught of as f he sacrament of work. In this
respect nothing could have been more pathetically aestheticizing than the Larkin entran de relief which bore t he inscription, "Honest labor needs no master, sim ple justice needs no
slaves ."

"1 will tell you that the time will lc ome when the furnishing of a
prison cell by Professor Van de Velde will be considered an
aggravation of sentence."
-Adolf Loos, 1908 .
The wo rk of Adol f Loos is the paradoxical counter thesis of

Transfo rmati ons of the interior

13 Larkin interior by Frank Lloyd Wri ght from An American Architecture, Clarkson N.
Potter. Inc ., New York, 1960.
14 Cover, Oas Andere
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the art nouveau; paradoxical in the sense that while Loos was
just as preoccupied with the interior as Van de Velde he insisted vehemently on strictly limiting the province of the architect and on maintai ning the categorical separation of the exterio r and the interi o r. Unlike Wright, Loos disti nguished
metic ulously between meub/es and immeubles. He was to
write , "The walls of a building belong to the architect. There
he ru les at wil l. And as with the walls so with any furniture that
is not movable . . . The wrought iron bedstead, table and
chai rs, hassocks and occasional chairs, desks and smoking
stands-all items which are made by our craftsmen in the
modern idiom (neve r by architects)-everyone may put these
for himself acco rding to his own taste and inclination ."
Loos believed in th e world as found , not in Wagner's pathological ro mantic attempt to make it whole through the creation of a total wo rk of art. For Loos , self-conscious art was
an abomination . Truth resided in culture , in tradition and in
craft or not at all. To the peasant, the creation of ornament as
a birthright; to the c raftsman , the patents of the craft as
handed down ; to the bourgeois nothing less than his aristoc ratic inheritance of 1789, namely the asperities of a
schematic c lassicis m. Between these irreconci lable poles
came the mediation of the Loos ian interior as determined by
personal in clinatio n and taste . This was the interior of Oas Andere (14) (The Oth er), Loos ' magazine, dedicated to the introduction of Western civilization into Austria. This was the interior, as a loose bricollage of the Anglo-Saxon way of life; The
Savi lle Row interio r of Abercrombie and Fitc h, compiled accord ing to taste; an in terior of Persian rugs and parquet
floors, of Chesterfield sofas and Heppelwhite chai rs, of homburgs and bentwood hat stands , of belted tweed coats and
bric k inglenoo ks, of yachting blazers arid Havana cigars. The
home of the gentlemen 's gentleman ; the interior of discreet
eclectic assembly in wh ich each object exhibits clearly its independent origin . This interior was bu t a prelude to the painterl y sti ll life interior of the Purist dream ; the self-conscious
readymade type objects of the 19th Centu ry cafe-the glassware, croc kery and lightweight furniture of the Parisian sidewalk . Loos ' insisten ce on the singular validity of the culture as
found and his distin ction between built-in storage and freesta nding pieces established the cultu ral frame for the Corbusian mo del of the house as a " machine for living "; the Purist
house of 1923 as th e product of precise selection .
With this fundament al cultural shift as to the nature of the
inte ri or , th e positio n of influence began to pass imperceptib ly
from the interior decorator of 1890 to the industrial desig ner
of 1930. Pierre Chare au 's handcrafted, yet highly mechanistic , Maison de Verre (extremely Loosian in all its references)
appears in retrospect as an elaborate metapho r for this trans ition (15). At the same time , the office, Benjamin 's real center
of g ravity , begins to assert its pre-eminence even over the domestic realm. In the pages of Le Corbusier's highly polem ical
L 'Art Deco ratif d 'Auj ourd 'hui, 1925, the pressed steel office
interio r-the interio r as naked p rism plus storage wall-finds
itse lf projected as the no rmative interi or of the epoch (15) .
'" The idea is to succeed in making furniture from which we feel
detached , so disi nterested , so uninvolved that it is of absolutely no importanc e to us. That is, the form is-at least in in-
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15 Office fu rn iture from L'Art Decoralil d' Auj ou rd 'hui, Editions Vincent, Freal & Co., Paris, 1958 .

16 Movable interior by Ettore Sott sass from The New Domestic Landscape, The Museum of Modern Art . New York, 1972.

tention-des igned so that after a time, it fades away and disappears ."
- Ettore Sottsass, 1972.
With the disappearance of the peasant and the decline of
the craftsman, with the rise of consumerism and the dispe rsion of the midd le class, wi t h the emergence of industrial
design and the regression of the interior, with the generation
of well-serviced stereometric anonymity as the universal
space of the epoch, irrespective of content, with the distension of neo-kitsch to cover over the semantic impoveris hment of this abst raction, with the temporal and spatial isolat ion of built form by systems of perpetual movement, with
the erosive triumph of the automobile and the elimination of
the pedestrian, Western Civil ization has now penetrated to
Austria and elsewhere; a machine a habiter par excellence.
In the face of this, these words of Sottsass tentatively suggest a realm in which the physical barely exists; a world of di-

minished consumpt ion, of an attrition of objects , of a culture
that channels its ene rgy into light. The idea of continuous
space, secure as shelter , but otherwise undivided and free,
the notion of an internal landscape (burolandschaft) (16)
composed of elements that " can be moved closer or farther
away from oneself, one's friends or one's relatives, however
and whenever the fancy strikes_ So everybody, either as an individual or as the representative of a group, can indicate
through his furn iture the different situations through which he
passes during his private or communal adventure .... For
such an idea to wo rk, however, we must be able to envisage a
society o r group of people ndt inc lined to barricade themselves within great walled fortresses ; people who don't wish
to hide, people wh o don 't feel the need or perhaps the unavoidable necessity to demonstrate continually their imagined
status, not to live in houses that are nothing other than cemeteries containing the tombs of their memories."

The environment of the transistor and the T.V.

Object lesson:
four short-end views
Craig Hodgetts

Architecture as built form is shown to be a myth
in the omni-present environment of the transistor and T.V.
that connect us more readily into another reality

The
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and the Bible

Nowadays we must recognize that physical organization is
the least powerful means of structuring relationships. The machine-object, the fundamental icon of orderly process for
mo re than 200 years, is today the weakest link in the cultural
economic system . Since the Industrial Revo lution, the purpose and character of the machine aesthetic have dominated
ou r planning to such an extent that one must consider
whether the modern city is more than an eclectic antique
founded on a superseded system of logic.
According to the technologic myth of ind ustrialization , the
linear organization of physical process made possible the
production and distribution of goods for the popular market.
Th is specialization of workers and tools in the factory served
as a model fo r the separation of roles in soc iety itself, shaping
o ur conception of the layout of city and house. Special districts in the metropolis correspond to the structure of production and management of the assembly line. In the service of a
now supe rseded technologic efficiency, boundaries are provided betwee n districts assigned to various uses without reference to the activities of those travel ing between them .
Buildings and environments once seen as elements re-

~ metal

oxide silicone field effect transistor

quired to structure relationships must now be seen as elements for the neutral support of unspecified activities. Phenomena like Woodstock I and II illustrate the power of even a
casual turn of attention by the media-public, placing a demand on resources which even the most careful planning
could not accommodate. Our use of tools can now coincide
with our needs. No longer must we plan production and transportation with a fixed trajectory . Data processing and the
electronic conditioning of the environment render one-shot
planning obsolete by selective feedback and programming of
individual operative requirements.
Thus the separation of production and individuals-of industry and housing-forced by cumbersome processes becomes a matter of choice . A new kind of community, bounded
by communication, may develop without regard for geography or geometry. In a wired nation, production and distribution are diffuse and polyfocal. Without the need for heavy traffic from point to po int, it becomes possible to support the
activities of individuals in our society without recourse to the
19th Centu ry separation of home and work, husband and
wife , child and facto ry.
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Dragging the Brion-Vega
When the directors hauled the Cisitalia and a bunch of
other cars into the Museum of Modern Art in the early 50s,
kids had just begun to chop and channel their Detroit iron
into a mean Mafioso kind of look, and the Studellac went to
the drags with a swapped Caddy engine under the wel l-tailored skin of the Loewy coupe. It was already too late for the
craft and breeding of the Italian line (or the International
Style, for that matter), because Americans had discovered
performance. The kids called anything that was pretentious,
overweight and underpowered a shot rod. In short, all show
and no go.
Their parents may have been suckers for Detroit's slogans,
but since four barrel carbs and streamlined headers were the
way to get the most out of your mill, everyone knew you
couldn't cruise the drive-ins and shopping centers looking for
a little competition if all you had going for you was "torsionbar luxury." They had discovered performance. Not the balanced, almost architectural response of Ferraris and Alfas ,
bu t a violent, head-wrenching explosion of power more like
the mega-wattage of super groups like the Jefferson Airplane .
The svelte, disciplined fuselages on the Italian machinery
didn't look right-they didn't somehow express the American
fascination with machine ry as an instrument of change . But in
no time, the kids found just the thing to hop up all that classy
Italian machinery. They removed the engine , a marvelous
construction of polished manifolds and monogrammed bolts,
and replaced it with a domestic V-8. The resulting machine,
wi th a super light chassis and tuned-up powerplant, was the
prototype for most of the avant-garde architecture of the
60s-and a lot easier to maintain than the 24 overhead valves
that came with a Ferrari.

The American scene, after all , was based on improvisation .
The time frame is right now. It is no coincidence that American automobiles, are somehow always photographed moving
in the great outdoors, surrounded by trees and mountains;
while thei r European counterparts are shown parked on moist
streets, in front of flower shops . Getting there is at the very
heart of the American machine. Being there-being born
there-is the raison d'etre of its European counterpart.
Twenty years later, the Museum of Modern Art offered a
second look. The principles are the same : discreet, beautifully
crafted envelopes for ingenious mechanisms-like little buildings-with all that connotes of premium art and stability. Folding tables. Folding houses. Folding radio. Everything accomplishes something, somehow. Seemingly infected by the
American way these elegant objects promise performance
European style , with outthe gee-gaws and prehensile devices
offered up by our domestic stuff. A little radio designed by
Sapper and Zanuso seemed to have all the qualities of portabil ity, utility and graphic clarity lacking in our domestic models. Its neat rectang le and soft corners are pure architecture
compared to our automobiles and clock radios. All of that has
to do with what you see, not what you hear. But the BrionVega makes polite coughing sounds as though to excuse its
older role as transducer . The voice of a radio , wh ether it
comes from a plastic fantastic or an imitation RCA Victor dog ,
is always up to date . We don't care what a set looks li ke when
its on . We want to be overwhelmed with cassette decks, instant replay, and 120 watts RMS per channe l of undistorted .
sound . We want a no-holds-barred opportunity to change our
lifestyle. We want the med ium to disappear in a vi vid connection to another reality.

An object lesson

•

Brion-Vega rad io

All news all the time
Long after midnight, on a stretch of highway hundreds of
miles from architecture, you turn a small knob on the dashboard of the automobile and flick casually from rhythm and
blues, to all night talk, to class ic oldies but goodies. The "no
there" that Gertrude Stein used to refer to is now a place
quite capable of originating a program linking like places
around the world. This "place" needs noth ing more, architecturally, than an appropriate black box to be the operative
nucleus of a metropolis. No wonder the c ity center dies of
inattention. The distribution of information, once motivation
for cathedrals , halls of government and great libraries, is no
longer dependent on proximity. A pervasive nostalgia for the
form of these things makes contemporary arch itecture falsely
hierarchical in an autonomous landscape.
The urban environment is seen as perhaps it always had
been-as information intensive rathe r than location intensive .
The old landmarks have been rep laced by movab le distributors of economic-cultural information which are as portable as the objects which repeat, store and relay it. The new
geography has as many cente rs as points. Everything originates everywhere.
Archigram's walking city, telescop ing extended legs to
touch perhaps lively spots in the old skyline nearby is not half
so responsive as Ma Bell, and nowhere nea r as cheap. Visions of the city to come begin wi,th unlikely collections of
generators, coders and peripherals, linking in unseeable, unmeasurable ways with satellites and neighbors. The exquisitely graphic organizations of gravity and flow which characterize modern architecture from freeways to shopping centers
has become no more relevant than Le Corbusier's dictum that
architecture is the full and magnifice nt play of light and
shadow. Architects who continue to play at the aesthetics of
ebb and flow, light and shadow, have their hearts set on a history which has just ceased to be.
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The autonomy produced by instant access fields of info rmation and 24-hours-to-any-point-on-the-globe goods distribution is independent of form and style . Functional accommodation is assigned to equipment, not configuration,
reversing the roles of architect and engineer. For it is the engineer who devises con trols for a comfortable environment,
the engineer who produces televisions, lighting systems and
smokeless Bar B-Q's. In deploying these articles in a fixed relationship, the architect o ften subverts the user control impl icit in the increasing portability of the object. The architecture
of efficiency, as proposed by the Bauhaus, is a cumbersome
reminder that brick and mortar cannot produce more, with
less, than a printed circuit.
The building as a highly configured machine-object, as rigidized form, must be seen as the historic records of a singular
activity traced in form . Bolting down a fireplace or a bath tu b
makes no more sense than bolting down a vacuum cleaner.
We don't because, before vacuum cleaners , the brooms were
always kept in the closet.
Yet Le Corbusier , though able to propose the generosity of
the Dom- ino house, was unable to resist artfully wrapping static walls around otherwise portable furniture. In love with
form, and the dialectic which determines the f inal, tailored
shape, architects have been unable to put down the needle
and thread and take up the loom. They understand the design
process to be the painstaking cut and fit of a well-tailored skin
to the well-tempered environment when the environment is
quite able to take care of itself.

If the Pope wore neon
Technologic imagery hardly guarantees a sophisticated object. Mickey Mouse watches and injection molded , imitation
carved T .V. cabinets opt for a populist imagery , but are themselves sophisticated products of industrialization and distribution. The imagery of pop rainbows and sentimental re-ere-

X-ray of Robert Mangurian we aring various communications devices,
designed and con ceived by Craig Hoggetts and Robert Mangurian .

ations are strategies for a marketplace increasingly worried
about imagery yet peculiarly confident of performance. The
formal references that were once difficult to separate from
functions, references that forced Gropius to reassert that
form fo llowed function, have become straitjackets for political
and ideological conformity. In an environment defined by
"state-of-the-art" performance, the canons of formal appreciation-proportion, consistency, balance-are seen to be semantic devices for communicating the responsible intentions
of t he designer rather than necessary aspects of function.
The President-or the Pope for that matter-can make forma l
ap pearances from the bedroom, if he wishes, since the frame
of reference is not the long, glorifying perspective of St. Peters, but the Vario-Switar lens of the image orthicon T.V. tube.
Fo rmal constraints, and the corollary mandate to select the
single best form for a given function , are absurd at best when
the context is fragmented in hundreds of home T.V. screens.
The point is not to set out a new h ierarchy of cans and can
nots, but simply to try to point out the existing context in an
effort to define our expectations for serviceable environments.
The presence of "arch itectural " qualities of composition
does not offset poor performance . Venturi's dissertations on
beautiful ugliness are the scholar's rationalization of the historically "ugly" form s of billboards and moonlanders which
out pe rfo rm objects with a more conventio na l organization .
The performance features once integral to building formacoustics, iconography, temperature control, have been coopted by high performance objects which accomplish their
work without necessary inflection of the built form.
The high spaces and careful window placement of classical
architecture once functional entities , have become mere symbo ls of humanist concern. Biomorphic, technomorphic and
social ly symbolic forms must be replaced by an environment
whose content is described by performance. There are no
models for such forms, they are by necessity composite,
pragmatic and ambiguous.
T he pragmatist employs one set of objects to ventilate the

space, another to light it, and a third to fill it with atmospheric
sound with the proper reverberation time . His buildings have
the erasable qualities of magnetic tape. Always adjusting image to content, configuration to information flow , his buildings are conceived as a field of environmental controls, supporting a range of activit ies in a loose-fitting matrix, rather
than fitting a single activity into a customized mold. The luxury of exclusively formal constraints, like the luxury of co uturier clothing, is only for those who can afford it.
Unlike past cultures, ou rs does not have to print aspirations
on buildings. Film and magnetic tape are far more efficient.
Buildings in the shape of ducks and elephants, as well as recent adventures like the Pepsi-Cola, Lever House and Seagram buildings in New York, have an uncomfortable habit of
turning up, finally, as residual graphics on a package somewhere in the supermarket. Post modern architecture should
recognize that the media and technology available today can
be responsive to individual patterns of life withou t aesthetic
intervention at any level. The plazas and courtyards which
se rved to loC'.ate and provide definition for an opera house or
a bank have their counterpart not in t he setback of an office
tower from Sixth Avenue but in half an hour of the I Love Lucy
Show. The limited utility o f architecture as an instrument of
corporate or state enterprise reflects nothing more than the
va lues of a post-industrial culture which measures only results, not intentions. Specifi c forms, in this view , serve only to
limit change and close options. Generalized forms, enriched
wi t h temporary user identity and fleshed out with funct ional
objects, increase long-range utility by increasing the range of
response. The value of television, after all, is that it allows the
sponsors to be bul li sh on violence one day, nostalgic on sex
the next-something that can't be said for the Parthenon.

Author: Craig Hodgetts graduated f rom Yale School of Architecture in 1967 , won three PIA Design Awards as a partner in
Works (West) , and is currently on the P/A's Editorial Panel.
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tectural offices is that it is as c losely associated with in dustrial
design, decorating, furniture and drapery merchandising , the
fine arts, behavioral sciences and engineering as it is with architecture. The first interior designers emerged from the most
unlikely places. A typical example is a former actress , turned
secretary, who became an inte ri or designer by arranging her
bosses' furniture. She became successful eno ugh to head a
major firm and compete wi th the most prestigious architectural designers in th e 50s. The design principa l of the largest interior design firm in the country today was trained as an
industrial designer, not as interior designer o r architect.
When the need arose , the " experts" were there withou t any
professional educatio n at all. Carpet and furniture distributors, paint and department store sales people became in Forre st Wilson
terior designers overn ig ht as product sales blossomed into interi or design services . The phenomenon is somewhat akin to
the recent rush of arch itects, building product manufacturers,
entrepreneurs, engineers and management consu ltants to
the fi eld of industrialized housing , with much the same resu lts. The free-for-a ll elimin ated all but the most adept.
Firms that survived the competition perfected techniques
which, although paralle l and so metimes overlapping those of
arch itectural services , did not duplicate them. Th e vitality of
"contract" design has come from an accumu lated mixture of
disciplines and ski ll s, lac k of trad iti ons and formal education .
Interior design ed ucation derives its strength from a lack of
restrictions; the only attribute it shares with arch itectural desig n education is that when gradu ates enter the job market,
their train ing inev itably is claimed to be inadequate.
Interior design education is as varied as the people who
Although building forms and bui lding interiors may be maare practicing it, and the curricula taught today are
nipulated for purely formal ends, their conten t is soc ial proquestionable in terms of usefulness in professional practice cess and hu man beings, each with inevitable nonaesthetic requirements. Of pa ram ount importance to design education is
the fact that the direct relations hip between user and deInteri or desig n educati on is not clearly defined because intesigner has almost disappeared. Designers deal with corpo rate
rior desig ners do not yet have a clear picture of themselves.
en titi es, big business, institutio ns, government and the miliTh e educational offering ranges from home economics electary. The secretary in th e skyscraper , the factory wo rk ers , the
child in the anonymous school are the users for whom interitives to " interio r architecture" majors . It is potentially the best
or worst ed ucation avail able in design. There are un limited
ors mu st be sensitivel y designed . The designer has little co npossibilities for innovation on the one hand and inan ity on the
tact with his real client.
other. Often vulgar but never lacki ng vitality, it reflects a wide
Instead of first-hand observation of real people, thei r needs
spectrum of activi ties loosely lumped together under the
and asp irations, the designer tends to wo rk from statistical
pseudonym "contract" design, presumably to distingu ish sedata. These data are essential fo r establishi ng broad lines of
riou s designers from lady decorators wearing fu nny hats.
policy but are no substitute for actual knowledge of the users
" Contract" design emerged as a serio us activity on ly after
of the bu ilding. When the design student grad uates from
World War II when construction st arted again, and business,
school, he shou ld have been sensitized to the needs of indicommercial and institu tional interiors rep laced farm, mill and
vidu al building users. If this awareness of his real clie nts,
fact ory as the common environment for most American workthose that use his buildings, is not developed in school , it will
ers. Employers competing for employees were forced to imapparently not be developed at all ; thus we find interior deprove primitive prewar office conditions. "M uzak " and the
sig n educat ion mo re concerned than other disciplines with
psychological impli cations of co lor, light and amenities were
the behavioral sc iences.
the solutions suppl ied by contract designe rs as they became
The interior designer's role may well become one of adjustthe office efficie ncy experts.
ing man to the painful task of mak in g himself comfortable in a
The reason contract design did not orig inate in arch iperceptual ly al ien world of opti mized eng ineeri ng forms . In
many ways they are better equipped fo r these eventua lities
than the archi tect. In c ities where office space changes many
Au thor: Forrest Wil so n, formerly an Assistant Professor of
tim es du rin g the lifetime of th e bu ild ing and never involves an
Interior Design at Pratt Institute , was the editor of PIA
arch itect after th e shel l has been completed, inte ri or desig n
from 1969 until 1971. Author of man y books on architecture
offi ces may have little association with architects at all. The
and interior design , he is c urrently Dean of the School
amount of research and study required to analyze and design
of Architecture , Pl an ning and Desig n, Ohio Univers ity,
co rporate and in stitutio nal interio rs is someth ing few archiAthe ns, Ohio .
tects are equi pped to cope with unaided . They have no false

Education

The education
of an interior
designer
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sense of their engineering expertise: It is almost nonexistent.
Technology is usually the weakest area of interior design education . They do not have a proprietary interest in built form
and are quite accustomed to working ami c ab ly with the variety of disciplines that do.
The university
Professional schools were originally placed in educational
institutions so that the student would be exposed to the cultural activities that the society said comprised its culture. But
th e university proliferates contradictions, among them the belief that learning is only the result of teaching and that it is
best to shut students away from the world to teach them
abou t it. They tend to extend childhood and a protective enviro nment against the real world of work and experience encouraging a theoretical rather than a practical orientati on .
The faculty of a design school has goals different from the
academics whose objectives are tied to the reward system of
th e university and, as a result, design schools are seldom important elements of the educational institution . But the most
serious drawback of institutional education is that interdisciplinary studies are difficult to augment due to the
proprietary nature of the university and its divisions in to departments, schools and colleges . As a result it becomes difficu lt to coordinate courses within the same school or department, much less the university as a whole.
The student emerges from his trai ni ng with the knowledge
th at other disciplines exist and perhaps wi th some comprehension of their scope, but the working experience so vital to
today's changing practice of design is totally lacking .
Interior design education is usually lumped into three categories: home economics, architectural concentrations in arch itectural schools and schools of interior design. Home economics courses usually concentrate on residential work and
homemaking-cooking, weaving, art, history of styles, and
resi dential space planning . Graduates are suited to work in
furniture stores, kitchen and bathroom supply houses, department stores and the host of commercial product firms that
market design as an inducement to product sales.
Schools of architecture teach interior design as an architectural discipline. Training is more stringent in science and
technology but is deficient in the pa rticula r expertise the designer needs to function in an interior design office. These
schools tend to fo llow the strengths and weaknesses of their
architectural curricula. Graduates are competent to work in
architectural offices.
The schools of interior design, if located near a major city
where instructors who work in the field are available, do the
best job of preparing the student for practice. All the schools
excepting those in architecture seem uniformly incompetent
in the technical areas.
However no design curriculum is fixed . As the design professions during the 60s became aware of the tremendous, almost hopelessly complex prob lems of the environment, their
reaction was to adjust the schools to meet this new complexity with all-embracing courses of environmental design and a
concentration on sophisticated problem-solving tech niques.
Traditional architectural and design education lost its main
strength , the studio sequences. In throwing out the baby with
the bath, much that was nonsense passed for education. Interior design schools suffered with the others.
A change has occurred during the past two or three years.

There now seems a turning away from social activism to a demand for practical knowledge-more toward the acquisition
of skills and less toward theoretical , social and economic
problems. It is debatable that this represents a retreat from
the brave new world of "architecture is everything " of the
60s, as has been claimed; stude nts are probably no more disillusioned than the rest of society and are just as concerned
over their futures.
We find interior design education at a turning point. It faces
the proliferation of technology, engineering analysis and the
deadening influence of the university, which is probably more
serious to a new and free-wheeling activity than it is to the
older design disciplines which have learned to adapt to such
contradictions.
Lacking educational traditions, education in " contract" design can only be compared with the basic objectives of education itself. The major fallacy upon which schoo l is based is
that learning is only the result of teaching. Teach ing may contribute to a certain kind of learning under certain circumstances, but most people in the world acquire their knowledge outside of school as contract designers once did.
The division between school learning and learn ing outside
the school is essentially false. What we really do is spend four
or five hours each day in school when we are young and .two
or three hours a day in learning for the rest of our lives; if we
accept this fact, school can be assigned its proper relevance.
Designers canno t be trained in four or even six years . They
can be exposed to a given set of attitudes, a way of viewi ng
the world, which is the beginning of design education. In the
real world outside there is fantastic research going on in laboratori es and fine museums; people are constructing build ings
and making objects. Learning by watching how others work
and by doing is no less a productive learning experience than
is listening in the classroom.
Interior design education is in the peculiar position of turning its back on this rich source of learning which served the
profession so well in its fo rmative years when it lacked an
educational structure. It does not yet recognize the school for
what it is, a provider of partial education, and seems ready to
trade off the possib ility of continued innovative learning for
the respectabi lity of accredited schools , reg istration of interior designers and t he institutionalization of a free-whee ling
activity into a discipline.
There is nothing so dull as a reformed drunk or a woman of
easy virtue turned church matron. If anything is needed today, when the entire idea of higher education is under attack,
it is innovation and an integration of university learning with
unplanned learning. An openness to see the things we ag ree
not to see because of professional blinders is imperative. Formal education is essential but otherwise unimportant.
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Madonna Inn, San Luis Obispo, Calif.

Roadside mecca
Written and photographed by Telethon

Designed and completed a room at a time by nonprofessional~
the Madonna Inn at San Luis Obispo, Calif. has become
a magnet for architects and designers, who marvel at
the diversity and fantasy of its many interior environments

The Madonna Inn is an extraordinary architectural monument, full of feeling and overflowing with layer upon layer of
lavish detail. Designed and built as a labor of love by a family
of highway contractors, the Inn is on Highway 101 in San Luis
Obispo, Calif . about halfway between Los Angeles and San
Francisco . It has 109 guest rooms-each a sumptuous, distinctive fantasy environment, and most of them are booked up
at least two months in advance.
In the 14 years of its spontaneous design and evolution,
The Madonna Inn has created its own tradition and style. Architect Charles Moore was so taken by the Inn that he lauded
it (in Perspecta 11 , 1967) as "o ne of the most surprising and
surprisingly full experiences to be found along an American
highway. " George Hasslein, Dean of the School of Architecture and Environmental Design at California Polytechnic
University in San Luis Obispo describes himself as a longtime " Madonna watcher. " He is particularly impressed with
the use of gigantic boulders in the construction . (Some boulders on the exterior weigh up to 209 tons , while some interior
fireplace stones weigh up to 15 tons.) "Only a roadbuilder familiar with heavy equipment which punches through mountains would have th e skil l and fearlessness to use such huge
rocks in his buildings," Hasslein points out. " A conventional
architect wouldn't consider such possibilities."
Alex Madonna considers his work on the Inn as a sparetime
hobby, apart from his profession as a highway builder and
contractor. Working in collaboration with his wife, Phyllis, he
was not impeded by such mundane considerations as a

Author:
Tel ethon is a Los Ange les-based company concerned with analysis and doc umentation of environmental phenomena. Prin cipal
members are Bill y Adler and John Margolies, who collaborated
on the exhibition "Mo rri s Lap idu s: the architecture of joy" at the
Architectural League of New York in 1970 and on an article on
Lapidus . (PIA, Sept. 1970, p. 118)

Guest rooms in exuberant Hilltop unit (1969) overlook modest 1962 unit.

in entrance spells welcome in carved doors.

Boulders support gas station (above) ; fanciful woodwork adorns Hilltop unit (below).

Roadside mecca

budget and pleasing a client. Furthermore, neither Alex nor
Phyllis Madonna has any formal design training.
Before starting on the Inn in 1959, the Madonnas consulted
various arch itects and in terior designers , but they were disappointed and thwarted by these encounters. Alex Madonna
fee ls that architect-designed buildings have a sameness
about them and that they are usually not imaginative. And so
the Madonnas decided to do it themselves, drawing upon
their own construct ion crews and craftsmen for the roadbu ild ing operation . " We were never plagued by plans or architects or anyone saying you can't do this and you can 't do
that, " recalls Madonna. " We were very fortunate with the city .
Th ey allowed us to build pretty much at random because they
knew we knew how to build and had built substantial buildings before."
Building on experience
Alex Madonna himself manned a piece of construction
equipment as work began on the main complex in 1963. The
design and construction process was random and spontaneous, using no plans and changing bui ld ing configurations according to on-site conditions . The h illtop unit, originally inten ded to have 16 rooms , ended up with 84. The shape of the
main complex was bent to conform to an existing rock configuration . Madonna likes to quote the late Richard Neutra, who
commented to him while visiting the Inn , "Al ex , you didn 't
have an architect here, did you? It's just as well you didn 't because you couldn 't have captured all the details if you had
had to draw them out. I don 't know how you would draw these
things and then accomplish them."
Madonna explains, " Everything we have done we have
done with a lot of feeling . It has been done from pure love. I
feel many people have so much and give so little . How can
you be happy without giving? If you give people a fair chance,
they all give you a fair chance back." Phyllis Madonna puts it
more simply: "It makes people happy and that in turn makes
us happy."
The Madonna Inn consists of five bui ldings on a 1500-acre
site, starting with a remarkable , ornate gas station. Past the
gas station one encounters the main complex , a one- to
three-story horizontal building pun ctuated by a drive-through
underpass leading up to the three guest-room units cut into
the hill above. The first two residential buildings are one-story
motel units containing a total of 28 rooms . These first units,
completed in 1961 and 1962, are plain and subdued when
compared to the spectacular and flamboyant hil ltop unit,
completed in 1969. This horizontal building with two- , three-,
and four-story sections stretches some 400 feet along the hillside, its fa<;:ade enlivened by a variety of dramatically curved
wooden stairways leading directly to rooms or terraces.
The main comple x features a spectacular, plush pink and
goldleaf dining room seating up to 500 and serving an expensive, delicious meal-indeed a rarity along California highways. The 200-seat coffeeshop has etched copper-covered
counters and tabletops throughou t, murals by a local artist in
some of the booths , custom-made, hand-etched and frostedglass windows , and carved-wood booths. Other pub'lic facil-
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ities in the main comple x include the lobby, two cocktail
lounges, a 300- and a 500-seat banquet room , gift shops and
registration area.
Everywhere the main complex is a profusion of details and
refine men ts too numerous and intricate to be comprehended
in a single visit-typical of the inc lusive, materialistic Madonna
design expression . Every detail is super-real , fabricated from
lavish , natural materials-a stage set with real props. The Madonna Inn is a place where things that don't go together go
together. Like a Jan Van Eyck painting of the 15th Century ,
there is no focusing in the design of The Madonna Inn. From
the smallest to the most major elements, everything is given
an architectural expre ssion of equal emphasis. This consistency of meticulous detailing somehow helps to create a
unified, if not coord in ated , whole. Visitors wander about the
public spaces wide-eyed and transfi xed as they discover one
surprise after another: a spectacular monolithic boulder fireplace, custom-made floral carpeting , murals, solid carved
wood columns and doors, waterfall bathrooms , leaded
stained glass windows depicting scenes from Alex Madonna's
career in road construction , hand-carved marble balustrades, antique light fixtures and on and on .
The major unifying element is a special shade of pink,
found on lamp posts , graphics, garbage cans, everywhere. "If
you go into one decorator's outlet in Los Angeles , you will
find that they are calling it Madonna Pink," he says with some
pride . Madonna Pink is a good example of a compulsively
thorough design pro cess . Madonna points out that this pin k
" is creamy, yet it has a lot of impact. We were probably six
months getting the right color." Pink is so pervasive at the
Madonna Inn that even the sandwiches are served on Madonna Pink bread.
Guest rooms in 109 flavors
The splendid and exuberant interiors in the public areas are
rivaled and in some cases surpassed by the elaborate guest
rooms, each a thematic fantasy environment and each completely different-the antithesis of the sterile , franchised reality of a Holiday Inn or a Hilton . Entering the registration area
in the main comple x, the visitor may select the theme and decor of his room from a co llection of hundreds of post cards
(which , along with three roadside signs and word of mouth ,
are the Inn's only advertising). Room themes, proudly proclaimed on hand-painted doors, are literal expressions developed with great imagination and originality . There are series
of thematically related rooms such as cave grotto rooms,
Swiss rooms , honeymoon rooms, American rooms, period
rooms and rooms devoted to various nationalities. Accommodations range from singles to three-bedroom , two-story
suites and range in price from $11 to $50 per night.
Mr. and Mrs. Madonna chose to make each room different
because they wan ted to please the tastes of the greatest number of people, and they knew that no two people like the same
thing. The differences also provide a reason for the visitor to
return again and again. The decision to make 109 different
environments was not only an expensive one , but also creates
problems of cleaning and maintenance. " We know we could

Gold Rush dining room
(above) has custom designed floral carpet
and 28-ft-wide goldleafed lighting fixture.
Banquettes restate
Madonna Pink, first
announced in light standards outside (far
left) . Sandwich in
coffee shop ( right) is
on pink bread . Lobby
window (below) depicts
scene from Alex
Madonna 's career as a
highway contractor.
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get more money and still have people staying here," admits
Alex Madonna, "but then we wo uld be making this a co mmerc ial thing . We are not trying to cut corners. We are trying to
provide good value ."
The Madonnas work as a team. "Alex wi ll sit down and
sketch someth ing on a napkin and then we go from there,"
exp lains Phyllis. Madonna adds, "When you are feeling just
right, you can think up 15, 20 or X.number of names." Once
the theme is established, Mrs. Madonna puts together appropriate furn ishings, decorat ions and ideas, and after more give
and take between them, the environment is completed .
"Maybe no one else knows how we've related things in each
room , but with us there 's a reason ," she continues. "Each
room tells a story and has a little history beh ind it."

Try sugar and spice (151) or everything nice (152)
The 109 guest rooms abound with one theatrical device after another, one material after another, one refinement after
another: leather bedspread and drapes in the Indian room
(177); elaborate fireplaces in some ; patent leather wallpaper
here and embroidered wallpaper there; a sofa hand-hewn
from tree trunks in Cabin Still (133); exact antique replicas in
Victorian Gardens (214); a 4-ft crawl space tunnel which con verts Daisy Mae (138) and Caveman (137) into a suite; Fred
and Irma Flintstone in leaded stained glass in the Flintstone
Room (139); round rooms as in Ren (167), De (168) and Vous
(169) ; etc., etc., etc . What's Left (158) is decorated w ith leftovers from other rooms. Tall and Short (182) is a tribute to its
spontaneous design , with a bed 5% ft long on one side and
61/2 ft on the other to fit into a leftover space . Mini Maxi (146)
has no fixed rental fee-the guest may pay whate ver he wants.
The Madonnas have a special flair for bat hrooms. The justly
renowned urinals in the public men's room feature gushing
waterfalls act ivated by electric eyes as they are used. Not on ly
are these public facilities spectacular, but the guest- room
baths as well received special attention . A lex Madonna fee ls
that they " are something you are living in when you travel and
are just as importa nt as your home." Some of the bathrooms
feature brightly painted Italian floor til es, others have handpainted French toilets and sinks. One bat hroom contai ns a 7ft bathtub imported from Africa. The Daisy Mae bathroom features Daisy Mae herself in leaded stained glass. Laminated
plastic shower doors designed and made by Phyll is Madonna
adorn the d ifferent bathrooms and incorpo rate such articles
as old Belgian wedding veils and fragments of French love letters, all pertaining to the overall theme of each room.
Several of the most spectacular bathrooms are rock
grottos, with walls, floors , ceilings and fixtures all of rock. In
the grotto bathroom of the Old World Suite (192) a river of water guided by a trough comes splashing in to the sink diagonally from 6 ft above when one unsuspectingly turns the faucet. The Old World grotto shower has two sets of shower
controls- one for the shower head and one that releases a
meandering series of trickles throu g hout the shower area
(serving as a natural waterfall shower, Madonna explains).
The exterior architecture of the Madonna Inn does not rival
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the interiors, but the buildings are an energetic expression of
the process that cre~ted them . The eccentric Madonna style
is developed in all of its complexity in the main complex and
hilltop unit. These low"slung, ho ri zontal fa<;:ades defy any precise stylistic description, and they are not gracefully proportioned . They are busy expressions of white-painted and
carved wood, pitched roofs and gables, monolithic stonework, and sculptura l chimneys-all exuding "old world" vibrations and suggesting over-sized Swiss chalets. Alex Madonna is of Swiss descent, wh ich is coincidental to the
architectural style, because he visited Europe for the first time
two years ago, long after the Inn had taken shape. "There is
noth ing in the Inn that has been copied from anywhere else, "
he asserts.
Madonna refuses to discuss the cost of building and furnishing the Inn, but he estimates that his per room cost is
t hree or four times t hat of a conventional, commercial motel.
His pe rfectionist temperament overru les a budget. " Everything is just a little bit better than it has to be. If you can't do
something well , you shouldn't do it. I am very meticulous and
particular about the way something is done. If we have made
a mistake , we just tear it out regardless of cost. Many people
who hesitate to make a change live w ith a mistake for a long
time ."
But, he continues , with a gleam in his eye, " I built the Inn
withholding many ideas I had because I want to bui ld a new
place eventually." Some features of this unrealized project:
" a 300-ft-long bar with a three-story fireplace with some big
doors to take a t ree into it. Close the door and the tree will
burn for a week . The bar wou ld float in a vast lake created by
a waterfall going through the building , and you would be in
little canoes- say two , three, or four of you-and you could
float over to the bar and get a drink."

A landmark to personal taste
Alex and Phyllis Madonna realize that the conglomerate ,
additive taste expressed in their architecture is disturbing to
some trained design professionals. One inte ri or decorator got
so exasperated du rin g the design process that he told the
Madonnas that a typical juxtaposition of materials and scale
was going to be a monstrosity. " That's only one person's
opinion ," says Madonna. " And whether it's supposed to be
right or wrong we don't know. We just think it's important to
put things together that we enjoy living with ." One meas ure of
the Inn's success was the proclamation of Alex Madonna Day
in San Luis Obispo on April 3, 1971 . One of the citations from
this special day reads in part, " t he uniqueness and beauty of
the Madonna Inn with its sumptuous accommodations and
widely acclaimed cuisine have drawn between 1 % and 2 million visitors annually."
The Madonna Inn is a living, unfinished monument. Alex
and Phyllis Madonna continue to develop the Inn in their own
distinctive, untrained way, unscathed by the aesthetic criticism of those who know or think they know. What the Madonnas know is what they like, and they know how to get
what they li ke.

Grotto bathroom of Daisy Mae (top) includes
the siren herself in stained glass. Cloud
Nine (above) , originall y just attic space ,
has golden cherubs under its conical roof.
Among other rooms (right , top to bottom) :
Carin is named for Swiss term of endearment;
Hearts and Flowers has bath room walls of
red paten t leather; Austrian suite , 76 ft
long , recog nizes Union 76 's cooperation on
inn 's gas station ; Old Mill has bucolic
murals, water-driven headboard cuckoo clock.

11 gran11e IS SiflCilY

for building exteriors,
why didn't someone
tell Union Bank,
San Francisco?
There are those that hold that the place for granite
is the outside wall for that big, monumental building that
comes along once every century. But the building
owner and the management of the Union Bank of
San Francisco and their architects had other ideas.
They liked the warm, natural colors of granite. They were
aware of how polished granite resists weather, stains
and all types of traffic as no other building material is
capable. They knew it requires virtually no maintenance.
Doesn't fade or deteriorate. And that it would fit into
their plans on a cost-in-place basis. So it was employed.
On the plaza to cradle a fountain and pool. As exterior
furniture . Inside it was used as facing for walls on the
first floor, in heavy traffic areas. Focal points that
at once blend and accent. Warm. Lasting. Beautiful.
Information on the wide variety of rich granite colors
and new fabrication techniques is yours for the asking.
Also information on flooring, paving and other
"points-of-distinction" applications. Talk to our
Customer Service Department (612-685-3621) .
See us in Sweet's Catalog No. 4.1 /60 .

subsidiaries:
Lake Placid Granite Company
Jay, New York
Texas Granite Corporation
Marble Falls, Texas
Raymond Granite Company
Raymond, California
Cold Spring Granite (Canada) Ltd.
Lac Du Bonnet, Manitoba
over 20 producing quarries
Union Bank Building
50 California Street
San Francisco
Owner:
West Coast Life Insurance Co.
Architects:
Exterior and lobby
Welton Becket and Associates
Bank interior
Anthony Heinsbergen and Company
Exterior furniture and fountain
Michael Painter & Associates
General Contractor:
Haas and Haynie Corporation
COLO SPRING GRANITE COMPANY /COLD SPRING. MINN.
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Specifications clinic

Rigid board
fireproofing
Harol d J . Rose n, PE , FSC I

3 A material that will not crack or spall at high temperatures.
4 An attachment system that is not affected by the fire.
In 1970 a rigid board was produced in England consisting
of exfoliated vermic ulite and inorganic binde rs. The product
was tested by the British Fire Research Station . Based on the
tests, boards of varying thicknesses have been developed for
varying weights of steel columns and beams for various fi re
ratings . Its app lication is dependent upon spec ific noncombustible adhesives which are employed for its attachment to
steel members as shown.
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BEAMS VERTICAL SECTION

Properties requisite to the successful application
of rigid board fireproofing as well as some of
its advantages over the spray-on type are di scussed

From its inception , spray-on fireproofing enjoyed a boom period as a substitute for concrete and maso nry fireproofing . Its
light weight , economy and ease of applicati on made every
other type of fireproofing virtually no ncom petitive. However,
several facto rs contributed to its present low esteem .
The first setback occurred when it was established on the
basis of medical statistics that asbestos fiber spray-on fireproofing was responsible for asbestiosis and cancer (PIA
Specificatio ns clinic Feb. 1970, p 102) . Fu rther disenchantmen t ensued as environmental protection agencies
forbade the use of asbestos fiber and placed severe limitations on the application of spray-on materials in general.
These lim itations, which include protective measures and
clean-up, added to installation costs. Du ring this period ,
sloppy application caused some insurance rating bureaus to
institute an inspection procedure . If specifications were not
complied with, insurance rates were penal ized, which added
to the cost of the installation .
It was clear that the final day of sp ray-on fireproofi ng was
fast approac hing. Recognizing this , farsighted manufacturers
responded with research and development of rigid board-type
materials wh ich were ultimately developed and are now available for use afte r successfully passing req uired fire tests .
In some European countries fi re protection of the structural
steel frame is..requi red by code in order to safeguard the
building 's occupants , but no specific legislation protects
property. However the insurance companies have a forceful
sanction by increasing the premiums of any construction they
regard as haza rdous. Steelwork of a building in a severe fire
reaches its c ritical temperature at 550 C, beyond which the
steel prog ressively loses its strength. If properly protected , a
beam that might ordinarily fail in 15 minutes would remain
sound for two , three or four hours depending on the thickness of the protection material. A good substitute for sprayon fire protection would therefore require a mate rial with the
following properties:
1 Noncombustible , in order to not increase fire load.
2 Good thermal insulation.
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In essence , the assembly method assures adherence of the
boards to each othe r rathe_r than to the steel. The configu ration and assembly also lends itself to plastering or painting.
In this country, a similar development was in troduced recently which is essentially a felt mineral fiberboard treated so
that it provides the essential qualities listed above. The board
has been subject to fire tests at the Underwriters' Laboratories Inc. in accordance with the time / temperature tests of
ASTM E 11 9. Several column and beam configurations for
varying rated constructions have been established for onetwo- three- and four-hour ratings.
This application however is made by the use of a simple
welding rig using a stud weld and a speed clip washer as
shown here .

00 0 0

0

0

o

The advantages of a rigid boa rd type of fireproofing over
spray-on are quite obvious : the need to protect workers and
the public is elim inated ; the clean ing up of spray-on that overshoots the mark is el iminated ; thickness and density of. protection are assured ; application can proceed in cold weathe r.

Author: Harold J. Rosen is an independent construction
specifications co nsultant in Merri ck , New York.

select ca ccareet mill.
~. _..". :;---.-. instecad of ca ccarpet.
Choose a carpet company that can bui ld a carpet for the buil ding
you're bu ilding . Wellco tailors th e car pet to your requirements : Special wid ths . Special yarns. Carpet weight and density adjusted to
meet traffic requirements in each area. Jute , high density foam
rubber and poly vinyl chloride backings all available. You provide the color swatch, and we ' ll match it. Wellco offers you
~~....the freedom to design with carpet instead of around it. No one
else offers the architect and interior designer so much free~~~ dam for so little. Because Wellco is a carpet mill bu ilt from
the ground up to manufactu re commercia l quality carpet.
And nothing else. With warehousing facilities , manufacturing
machinery and testing procedures geared to the
precision requirements of commercial carpet. But we also
have the people who understand commercial problems.
Know when and where a fiber, co nstruction and backing should be used . The best way to install it. And
maintain it. So we can also offer you the option of
asking us to engineer the carpet for your entire
interior. You provide the colors and the building data.
We take it from there . From the carpet to advice
on installation and maintenance. Carpet can be
that easy if you start w ith Wellco instead of a carpet.
Wellco Carpet Co rpo ration
P. 0. Box 28 1,
Calhoun, Ga. 30701
Phone (404) 629-9276
Circle No. ·391, on Reader Service Card
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because we're commilled lo commercial qualily
and nothin9 else

It's the law

Zoning variances
for churches
and schools
Bernard Tomson and Norman Coplan

Because churches and schools have a special place in
the fabric of cities and towns, they cannot be
excluded from residential areas by zoning regulations

The validi ty of zoning ordinances as applied to church or
schoo l structures is not generally measured by the same standards which would determine the validity of those same ordinances as applied to commercial uses. The difference in approach is reflected in the opinion of the Texas Supreme Court
in City of Sherman v Simms, 183 S.W. 417 , which states that
" to exclude churches from residential districts does not promote the health, the safety , the morals or the general welfare
of the community. " In more picturesque language, an Illinois
Court (O 'Brien v City of Chicago, 347111. App. 45) stated
" Wherever the souls of men are found, there the House of
God belongs. "
Although the exclusion of churches or schools in residential areas may be unconstitutional , municipalities may, neverth eless, regulate church o r school use in a residential zone
provided that such regulation is not of such a nature as to
const itute an indirect effort at exclusion . Illustrating the conflict between the exercise of " police power " by the municipality and the constitutional protection of church and school use
is a recent case in New Yo rk (Jewish Reconstructionist Synagogue of North Shore, Inc. v The Incorpora ted Village of Roslyn Harbor).
Involved in this suit was the interpretation of a village zoning ordinance as applied to the request of a rel igious corporation to convert a residence located in a residential district to a
synagogue and Hebrew school. The ordinance authorized a
special permit in any z9ning district for churches and schools
provided that " no such building shall be erected or used fo r
such purpose within 150 feet of any street line nor within 100
feet of any property line." No variance from this requirement
is permissible under the statute. In addition , the ord inance
provided that the Board of Appeals is not to authorize the issuance of any such permit unless it finds that a) the proposed
structure will not tend to depreciate the value of the property
in the village; b) it will not be detrimental to the neighborhood
or to the residents thereof; and c) it will not alter the essential
character of the neighborhood. One further requirement was
that the Board must conclude that the proposed use would
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not be "feasible or p racticable in a less rest ri cted area."
The residence in questio n was located on a 2% acre plot
and conformed to the setback provisions of the ordinance for
its use as a residence , but a change to church use would result in a vio lation of the ordinance in that, on one side, the
residence was located only 30 feet from the property line.
Consequently , the pla intiff had sought a variance from the Village Board of Appeals, wh ich application was denied on the
ground that the Board did not have the power to vary the requirements of the ordinance . On appeal, the plaintiff asserted
that the Board could not be deprived of its authority to grant a
variance, and the ordinance , as applied to it, was exclusio nary and thus unconstitutional.
The evidence at the trial establ ished that the Village had a
population of 1125 persons in a total area of 630 acres with 94
percent of the area zoned for one-acre residential use. The
value of the residential homes ranged from $80,000 to
$200 ,000. The evidence further showed that of the membership of the congregation of the synagogue (which consisted
of 150 families) , less than 4 percent lived in the Village, the remainder residing in larger and more heavily populated neighboring communities. The plaintiff submitted proof that a sideline setback of 30 feet, rather than 100 feet , would have no
ill effect upon the adjacent and neighboring properties.
The Cou rt concluded that the zon ing ordinance was unconst itutional as app lied to this plaintiff, stating:
" Religious structures enjoy a constitutionally protected
status which severely curtails the permissible extent of governmental regulation in the name of police powers, but the
power of regulation has not been a/together obliterated. Defendants assert . .. the ordinance does not exclude churches
from any district but merely regu lates them. The prerequisite
findings to be made by the Board of Appeals are characterized by the defendan ts as normal zoning requirements appropriate to the use sought. Defendants further maintain that the
setback requirement of 100 feet is a reasonable one for its
legislators to mandate in the light of its long-established lowdensity character. ...
" The presumption of legality applying to the legislative
enactment of defendant trustees as well as the factors urged
by them as motivating the nonvariable restriction imposed in
the ordinance are ou t- weighed by the constitutional protection afforded a religious organization such as the plaintiff. ...
The fact that the plaintiff's members are in the main nonresidents of the Village does not justify the application of more restrictive standards than those affecting residents. It is the
character of the plaintiff as a religious body that controls . .. It
is the opinion of this Court that the existing ordinance of the
defendants, as it applies to the plaintiff, is an unconstitutiona l
enactment. Those provisions wh ich mandate positive findings
by the Board of Appeals before a permit may be granted have
been tested and rejected in a number of cases . . . Further, a
Board of Appeals may not be deprived by a local ordinance of
the (power of variance) granted to it by (state) law. Here the
ordinance does so deprive its Board of Appeals since it cannot vary the height, area and yard requirements and hence
must be stricken as invalid."

Authors : Bernard Tomson is a Cou nty Court Judge , Nassa u
County , N.Y. Hon. AI A. Norman Coplan, Attorn ey, is Counsel to
the New York State Assoc iati on of Arc hitects, Inc . AIA.

Circle No . 384 , on Reader Se rvice Card -

Aluline. Part of the Straessle lntercollection of Sv-_1itzerlond.
Now, all Straessle designs are available in this country exclusively from Thonet. The Aluline program is typical of
Straessle's elegant pragmatism. Chairs, 2 and 3 seaters
and tables of mirror polished cast aluminum in four basic
configurations. Upholstery in your choice of subtly colored
glove-soft leathers. At the Thonet Center of Design. New
York. Chicago. Los Angeles. Dallas. Write Thonet Industries,
Inc., 491 E. Princess St., York, Pa. 17405. Phone (717) 845-6666.

Look at it this way: upside down .
Consider the ceiling as the main focal element.
Let it be the mirror of your total design.
Let it reflect, create, capture a mood .
Let it soar.
Or roar.
Or whisper subtleties.
Let it be whatever your ideas want it to be ...
with Luminous Ceilings systems. Total decorative lighting systems designed
to be designed. By you alone ... or with our specialized design assistance.
Flexibility is the key. What it un locks is up to you .
Luminous Ceilings. Bringing your ideas to light.
Litecraft/Luminous Ceilings Company, P.O . Box 22601, Tampa, Florida 33622
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• Luminous
Ceilings
Bringing _your ideos to light
a Jin, ~alter company

Cold Turkey
The cold turkey-hard fact about
food process ing is the exacting
contro l required over variable temperatures from one plant area to
another. The ha rd cold turkey fact
about Styropor® expandab le styrene bead from BASF Wyandotte
Corporation is that it gives you that
control better and at lower cost.
Thi s new processing, storage
and shipping plant for Cad ill ac Dog
Food, Division of Pet Foods , is a
perfect illu stration. With 188,400
square feet of floor space that inc lud es 12,000 square feet of 0° F
storage and -22,800 square feet of
45 ° F processing area; Fisher Engi-
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neering was able to complete the
construct ion in record time, using
prefabr icated panels from Unit
Steel Co.
Th e panels are simp le sandwiches of Styropor insulation between epoxy coated sheets of 20
ga ug e stee l. Panels varying in
length up to 26 feet come ready to
mount on the frame. For 0° F areas
6"to 8" of Styropor insulation is used
and for 45 ° F areas 4" are required.
Each panel provides the outside
finish, inside finish and se lf- extingui shing* insulation. In some areas
such as balconies and sta ir rails
these panels replace interior struc-

tural work for guard rails and wal ls.
For details on how to build more
for less-faster; send the co upon .
'ASTM 1692 -5 9T

r- ------- ------------------- ------,
I

!
1

Styropor®

EXPANDABLE
POLYSTYRENE

Please send details on Styropor®
in sulation.
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ __
Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

BASF Wyandotte Corporation
100 Cherry Hi ll Road, P.O. Box 181
Parsippany, New Jersey 07054

L_________________ _______________ _

Circ le No. 331 , on Reader Service Card

Circ le No. 422, on Reader Service C;

News report

Products and literature

Stacking chair for dining or disp lay use. All steel construction, available in wh ite, mustard ye llow or orange epoxy finish
or chrome finish. 20" w. 18" d. 26" h, 17% seat height. Hank
Loewenstein, Inc.
Circle 101 on reader service ca rd
A study in cubes. Urethane cushions imprisioned by a
chrome-plated tubular steel frame provide the framework for
this lounge group consisting of chair, two and three-seate rs.
Upholstered in choice of soft and vinyl fabrics. Thonet.
Circle 102 on reader service card
Work stations. Designed for those with heavy administrative
responsib ilities are eight pre-assembled work stations. Dark
walnut finished ensemb le contained in 64 sq ft serves as both
a primary work area and conference space. All componen ts
can be ordered as one complete unit. Herman Miller, Inc.
Circle 103 on reader service card

Stacking chair

Woven wood. Custom weaving service allows designers to
have a special woven wood pattern created to match wallpaper or totally integrate the window covering to the room by
combining colors from the carpet, wallcove ring , chair fabric
and other furnishings. It can be open weave to allow light to
filter into the room o r a closed weave to ensure privacy. Wood
slats may be painted or stained. Available in Roman shades,
roller shades, cafes, d raperies , folding doors or room dividers . Del Mar Custom line Woven Wood.
Circle 104 on reader service card
Series 1000 seating group features American black walnut
end frame with oil finish , seat and back of sculptured contours and comes in wide range of textiles and vinyl. The
square and rectangular occasio nal tables have either.flat cut
walnut or textured laminate insert tops. Stow / Davis.
Circle 105 on reader service card

A study in cubes

Pyro-Pirkka flame-retardant fabrics featuring variegated
stripes and plaids are avai lable for general institutional use.
Imported from Fin land, the fabrics have a range of uncommon color combinations, many with solid coo rdinates and ,
according to the make r, may be washed or dry cleaned at
least 25 times without loss of fire-retardant quality. Colors are
said to be fade-resistant to both sunlight and washing . All patterns are woven 59 in. wide of 85 percent cotton and 15 percent staple rayon and are suitable for use as curtains, d raperies, bedspreads, upholstery and slipcovers. Isabel Scott
Fabrics.
Circle 106 on reader service card

Work stations

Desk. Measuring 60"x28"x29" high, the frame is in a mirror
polished stainless steel 4"x%", surface is covered in either vinyl o r leather, color to specifications, including white . Axius.
Circle 107 on reader service card

Crystal doorkn ob

Desk

140

Crystal doorknob. The heart of the knob contains air bubbles
which seem to float through clear crystal. The knob is available as a working doorknob or as a push -pull knob .in 3-% and
5-% in . dia. J. C. DeJong & Co., Inc.
Circle 108 on reader service card
[continued on page 148]

Circle No. 343 , on Reader Service Car

Jennison-Wright Kreolite Wood Block Floors are adding new life to all sorts of
establishments. The naturally beautiful effects of wood, and particularly end grain wood,
have captured the imagination of eclectic owners, architects and designers. Though end
grain wood blocks were originally created for industrial floors and have served tha1
purpose long and well (for over 60 years) our new process using a clear, transparen1
preservative has opened up many new fields for this handsome product. (Developers of shopping centers, book stores, restaurants~etc., please take notice) It not only enhance~

bl OC kSblend

beaut1lully

at Abercrombie and Fitch, too!

its environment with mellow warmth and charm, but it also offers extreme durability and
relaxing "softness" for tired feet-and jangled nerves. This is truly a luxury floor tha1
deserves the acclaim it is receiving. We'll welcome your expression of interest. PleasE
write us .
The Abercrombie & Fitch Store, Oak Brook Plaza in Oak Brook, lllinoi~

The Jennison-Wright Corporation, P 0. Box 691, Toledo, Ohio 43694 .. you'll find us in Sweet's Catalog and in the Yel low Page~
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Circle No. 359, on Reader Service Cari

New Facad is so sculptured,
it's almost sculpture.
There's a new way to incorporate
sculpture and textural relief in build,
one with Facad~
This sculptured facing of easy-to-install, thin, molded,
reinforced cement panels can be used as a total wall element; as spandrel panels, fascias, balcony panels or soffits.
Sturdy, but lightweight (2 pounds/square foot), Facad is
easy to handle. It comes in sizes up to 4 x w'. No special
skills or extra structures are required. Installation is within
the competence of carpenters or glazers.
1

Facad is also very durable. And because it is all mineral,
it is completely incombustible.
Facad comes in a series of standard panel surfaces, one
of which is shown above. It can also be custom-molded to
afford architectural designers a broad choice of texture,
color and pattern.
For complete information, call ~he Architects Service

Repcesenwive "youc

nearest u ._s. Plywood
office Or Write:

tmU.S. Plywood
A Di vision of Champi on Inte rn ational

777 Third Ave nue. New York, N.Y. 10017

Products continued from page 140

Charlie. A polyurethane stool shaped like Charlie 's famous
chapeau , upholstered in stretch nylon in a selection of colors.
Stendig .
Circle .109 on reader service card
Seating. Lounge chair and ottoman mounted on chrome disc
bases feature full swive l action . Upholstered over premium
grade polyurethane, both come in company's ful l line of upholstery fabrics , vinyls and leathers. Disc bases are available
in chrome , antique brass or Tenite-coated finishes. Chromestrap sofa is accented by polished chrome and exposed
frame . Available in wide choice of fabrics and in 86 in. length,
two-seater and matching chair , part of the Spectrum 75 line.
Also in antique brass. Carolina Seating Company.
Circle 110 on reader service card
Mass seating . Zermatt Continuous System transforms individual lounge or dining chairs into mass seating which can be
changed at will without the use of tools. Seating may be
single row or back-to-back . Slings are said to offer firm and
secure support , and to be easy to remove or replace withou t
tools. Zermatt Cantilever System provides seats slung in mirror chrome tubing supported from a single structural beam ,
either in back-to-back or single row configurations. Base feet
are heavy chrome plated steel. Small individual ash tray tables may be inserted between seats without changing seat
positions. Vecta Contract Company.
Circle 111 on reader service card
Weld-Crete bonds cemen t toppings and patch ings to spalled,
bad ly worn concrete surfaces, levels surfaces to prepare
them for nonslip coatings, is completely safe to use-nontoxic , noncombustible, according to maker. Larsen Products
Corp.
Circle 112 on reader service card
Three-way landscape system for businesses, schools and
other institutions for creating versatile work environments includes panels, cabinets, shelves, work surfaces, desks and
tables and carpets. Panels are woodgrain or solid vinyl finishes. Cabinets are offered in four basic styles, in two widths,
two heights and two depths. Reflector Hardware Corporation .
Circle 113 on reader service card

Mass seating

Le Bambole, a collection of upholstered furniture designed by
Mario Bellini, is constructed with reinforced foam polyurethane corners, foam polyurethane body and encased in
pillows of foam and dacron fiberfill. Shaped from the outside
"like a doll" with special high tensile strength textiles and
special water buffalo suedes and leathers. Atelie r International Ltd.
Circle 114 on reader service card

I ~;

Le Bambole
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Illuminated ceiling

Illuminated ceiling. Acrylic crystals of uniform or irregular
length, random or regular spac ing, clear or in color, create
reflections in constantly changing tones and provide many architectural possibilities-modulations, geometrics, abstractions, emblems, designs, special effects. Proper choice of fin ish blends support ing gridwork with surrounding walls . NeoRay Lighting Systems, Inc.
Circle 115 on reader service card
[continued on page 152]

Only ULTRAWALL® gives you all these "ultra"advantages.
MOVAB LE PARTI TI ON SYSTEM

f.

LUXURY LOOKS. ULTRAWALL conceals all attachments; installs flush for that "permanent" look. No
battens. Tough vinyl surfaces. 27 colors. 6 patterns.
2. SPEEDY ASSEMBLY. Simplified design concept,
prefinished panels and trim make installations easier.
3. ECONOMY. Initial installation costs run comparable
to, or less than, decorated fixed partitions; relocation
costs are a fraction as much.
4. TRULY MOVABLE. ULTRAWALL lets you meet
changing space needs fast with minimum disruption
to occupants, no loss of tenancy.
5. EXCELLENT RATINGS. One-hour fire, 42 STC ratings as is. Also available: 48 to 50 STC.
6. DESIGN FLEXIBILITY. ULTRAWALL systems give
you a choice of bank rail, cornice height, full ceil ing
height; maximum glazing capabilities.
7. NO SHAKE OR RATTLE. Th ese assemblies offer
unusual rigidity; the solid "feel" of permanent walls.
8. NEW DOOR FRAME. Self-mortising, reversible Delta
door frame accommodates any hinge location, no
need to specify rights or lefts.
Compare these superior partition systems point for point
with other "movables" as well as permanent walls. You'll
find ULTRAWALL truly "ultra" in every way. Get specifics
from your U.S.G. Technical Representative. Or write to
us at 101 S. Wacker Dr., Chicago, Ill. 60606, Dept.PA-113.

UNITED STATES G!f!~fl!//
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Circle No . 432, on Reader Service Card

ospital
after hospital
after hospital
prescribed
proven carpet
by Bigelow.
If you're doing a hospital job, you can create your own
specifications for the carpet you want. And we can
make it for you.
However, Bigelow has another practical suggestion:
specify carpeting that has already proven it can
take the hard use (not to mention abuse) patients,
. visitors and staff deal out. Carpet that has repeatedly
demonstrated it can take a beating year after
year after year.
Bigelow has that kind of proven in actual hospital use
carpeting ready for you in a wide selection of carpet
styles and patterns. Carpet that is the result of research
and develop ment combined with the realistic experience gained in hundreds of hospital installations.
And Bigelow will do more than just sell you proven
carpet. We'll give you expert counselling in installation
and through our Karpet Kare'" Division, we'll give you
the best advice ava ilable on maintenance. It's a
total package designed to assure you that you can
specify Bigelow with total confidence.
IBl;;o:-Sa~o-;d~n~. ;e~t~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

140 Madison Avenue, NewVork, N.Y 10016
I'd like to hearthe proof on Bigelow's proven carpets for hospitals.
NAME _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __
Print Clearly
TITLE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

CITY_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

AMERICA'S MOST EXPERIENCED CARPET MAl<ER

STATE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ZIF'_ _ __

Products continued from page 148

ELIASON

Swing

f.:aMJ

DOORS

Self Closing - Double Action fo r
SERVICE, TRAFFIC OR CONVENIENCE DOORWAYS

0 0

..
.,

LWP 3: 6061 -T6 Aluminum Alloy .063"
thick, Satin Anodized finish, Std. Windows, Fasteners and Hinges included .
Easy to install , easy to use. Useful for
Patient Care, Food Service, Variety,
Discount, Department Stores. Thousands
used in Supermarkets.

LWP 3

l

LWP 4: Same as "LWP 3" except with
decorative high pressure laminate both
sides. Decorative doors are practical with
protective accessories. Door illustrated
has 12" high Base Plates and two sets of
Bumper Strips,

..
.,

Hospital chair that reclines to 180 degrees, is mobile and
turns a full 360 degrees, is designed for coronary recuperation, pediatrics, geriatrics, pod iatry and hemo-dialysis.
Comes with optional additional leg rest for extra elevation of
feet where necessary. With or without mobile base, it is available in many styles upholstered in flame-resistant vinyl, wide
color range. When leg rest is disengaged the chair becomes
locked in place and is stationary. La-Z-Boy Contract.
Circle 117 on reader service card

,

LWP 4

00
/1 I IrI

Mini-table system. Winner of 1973 Grand Prix de Excellence
top overall design award available to Quebec furniture manufacturers, the mini-tables can be clipped together quickly and
without tools to form freestanding work surfaces. Basic units
come in a polyurethane plastic-coated finish, white or doeskin. Steel drawers can be finished in several choices of
acrylic enamel. Designed to serve either as a separate system
or to co.~plement maker's panel system. Sunar Limited.
Circle 116 on reader service card

SCP 5: A Solid Core Door 3/4" thick.
Illustrated door has Anod ized Aluminum,
Top Panels, 18 gauge steel center panels
(SS front, Galv. rear), 14 gauge high
carbon steel kick plates. Write for options
and other Solid Core Door models.
Applications same as "LWP 3", a heavier
door but same easy action.

SCP 5

SCP 8: A Solid Core decor door . Illus·
trated door has 18" high Base Plates
and Edge T r im ( 18 gauge Stainless Steel).
Decorative High Pressure Plastic Laminate
above Base Plates to top of door both
sides. For Food Service and other areas
where Solid Core Decor doors desired.
Write for other models and optiops.

i..
,.

The Cube. Desk and credenza units with self-edged plastic
high pressure laminated tops and bright chrome-plated hardware. Letter drawers operate on quiet full-cradle progressive
suspension; locking devices in center drawers lock all drawers; adjustable floor glides to level all units; a movable divider
in each box drawer. Available in a wide range of colors. Cole
Div. of Litton Industries.
Circle 118 on reader service card
Jet Tandem. For reception areas, waiting rooms, lounges or
wherever a semi-permanent lounge is necessary. Steelframed, in a wide variety of upholstery fabrics and colors, it is
available in two- and three-seat mode ls with or without built-in
tabletops. Said to be heavy enough to stay in place without
creeping, yet is not difficult to move if necessary. Designed
for easy cleaning beneath the tandem unit, it has an optional
bracket for permanently mounting to the floor. Fixtures Manufacturing Corp.
Circle 119 on reader service card

SCP 8

..
.,

I/ I/
sec

SCC 1: Gasketed, Solid Core Door 3/4"
thick. Illustrated door has Anodized
Aluminum top Panels and 48" high 18
Gauge Stainless Steel Base Plates. For
Refrigerated areas, Work Rooms, Pro·
cessing and Cooler to Processing. Write
for options and accessories. Ask about
1W' thick Foam Core Doors.

1

The above illustrations represent just a few standard door
models. All Easy Swing Doors are shipped comp lete ready to
install. Write for your free door cat alog today listing hundreds of
options accessories and other models.

Easy Swing DOORS NATIONALLY EXHIBITED
SUPERMARKET, RESTAURANT, HOTEL MOTEL, AIA,
CSI, NAWGA, NARGUS, NEHA & AM. HOSPITAL SHOWS
WRITE OR CALL FACTORY FOR SPECS & PRICES ·
LISTED IN SWEETS CATALOG FILES

Ga d'J Swin a

ELIASON®

d

CORPORATION

P. 0. Box 2128

DOOR Division
TEL 616/327 - 7003

Kalamazoo , Michigan 49003 U.S.A.

Circle No. 344, on Reader Service Card
152

Berber wool. A collection of coordinated wallcoverings, drapery fabrics and carpets woven in Holland of natural unbleached, undyed wool yarns from Africa. Wallcoverings are
especially suitable for areas that require a high degree of
sound absorption and durability. S.M. Hexter Company.
Circle 120 on reader service card
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Suprchair. The winner of Best Engineering for Furniture &
Furnishings in the Design in Steel Award competition
(1972-1973) sponsored by The American Iron and Steel I nstitute, it has adjusting mechanisms that are instantly responsive, accessible from a seated position and require only fingertip force to perform . Pneumatic cylinders combined with
the pentapod base provides maximum stability and support,
according to maker. Backrest panel rotates 30 degrees, accommodating user's posture changes and back angle.
Designcraft.
Circle 121 on reader service card
[continued on page 157]

The road to the
Magic Kingdom
is paved ""ith
Earthstone.
Not far from the massive gates to
Walt Disney World, travelers who arrive
at a new Regency Red Carpet Inn are
greeted in a spacious lobby that's paved
with Florida Tile's Earthstone . This
natural, hand-molded, half-inch thick tile
has a rich look of quality, combined
with a rustic, old-world warmth that
offers a genuine " welcome" to tired
travelers. Yet, it is durable enough
to receive throngs of overnight visitors.
And, Earthstone still needs no waxing ,
no buffing or stripping . Whether or not
you have a mouse living down the
road from you, Earthstone w ill enhance
any interior floors you may be planning.
There are six shapes and six colors
immediately available .
Regency Red Carpet Inn. Kiss immee. Florida

Ifi7orida tile 15fl
=---

L.

-

- - - - - - --

-

-••••••••

DIVISION OF SIKES CORPORATI ON

FLORIDA TI LE · P.O. BO X 447 · LAK ELAND , FLORIDA 33802

Con-Con to Con9re11

\

\

Nowadays, history isn't written, it's spoken .. . and verbal clarity is essential
wherever people meet to discuss the issues of the day. From coast to coast,
from town halls to the halls of Congress, you'll find Shure microphones in the
really critical, prestigious sound reinforcement installations. Case in point:
when the Illinois Constitutional Convention ("Con-Con"-see photo above}
met to create the first new state constitution since 1870, a total of 65 Shure
Unidyne Ill microphones were at hand to assure a clear, intelligible voice
for each delegate. The Unidyne Ill was right for Con-Con, and there's a Shure
problem-solving microphone right for every installation.
Write:
Shure Brothers Inc.
222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, Ill. 60204
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Circle No . 378, on Reader Service Card
Circle No. 425, on Reader Service Card

any door
urity system you encounter
· Our new CS type hinge,
on the left, hides a switch that
passes on information about
door entry. It can activate alarms, monitoring
devices or other sophisticated security equipment.
Our CE type hinge, right, has 4 or 8 wires to power
any number of devices relating to a door electric locks, panic bolts, hold-open devices.

This hinge can alsd
signals from a code reader

the door to a remote compuk
fo:p access control.
Sure, they're just gooc
looking hinges, onceinstallec
But they can't be tampere
with, won't fail you. For full, secret informati01
write Stanley Hardware, Division of The Stanle
Works, New Britain, Conn. 06050. In Canad(
The Stanley Works
;:o:.":M:::·...
of Canada, Ltd.
i ~~
. ng
. ht \ '"•··· •••i
heIps you do th mgs

Circle No. 380, on Reader Service Car

Products continued from page 152

\llohair plush for contract interiors, woven in Holland, has a

100 percent mohair pile in 27 contemporary colors having a

1igh colorfast rating . Adaptable for modern or traditional up1olstery, wallcovering, it may be treated with stain repeller
:rnd is available with acoustic backing. Design Tex West.
'::ircle 122 on reader service card

Loveseat. Butcherblock framework in maple, oak and other
hardwoods and upholstery colors to match any floor or wall
coverings, unit is designed for use in study or recreation
areas as well as in office reception areas and lounges.
Thompson Manufacturing .
':;ircle 123 on reader service card
Wallcloth is composed of four successive layers: a woven
cotton backing for dimensional stability, a layer of vinyl reinforced with natural and synthetic fibers for strength and bulk,
a layer of pigmented acrylic vinyl for decoration and long
wear, and a layer of clear vinyl chloride for resistance to staining and for scrubability. Suitable for commercial interiors subjected to heavy transient traffic . Textured effects of cork,
bark, burlap, macrame, batik plaids and mo ire, as well as wet
looks, foils and geometrics, florals and novelties come in 150
colorways with flat, flocked, embossed and engraved finishes.
Imperial Wallcoverings.
':;ircle 124 on reader service card

Powr-Closer. Designed for solid-core wood or medium weight
metal interior doors up to 3'x7', 85 lbs maximum weight,
which are not subject to excessive drafts or winds. Closer is
made of precision-formed steel, has sealed unit with built-in
preset performance , requires no adjustment. In plated dull
brass, chromium, aluminum and beige enamel, it is UL listed
and meets requirements for a corridor door self-closing device. Leigh Products, Inc.
Circle 125 on reader service card
Anti-graffiti. Ceramicoat is said to offer a tough abrasiveproof film with the appearance and hardness of glazed tiles,
be resistant to spray paint and marking-pen g raffiti , which
wipes off easily. It can be brushed or sprayed onto all forms of
masonry, metal, wood. Will last 15 years. Flair Products, Inc.
Circle 126 on reader service card
Smok-Chek. Combination door release / door closer can be
used for independent door control or fire alarm systems. Eliminates need for separate closer and door release, permits
doors to remain open until activated by remote smoke or ionization detector, fire alarm, sprinkler system or manual switch . .
Surface or concealed wiring for existing or new installations.
Rixson-Firemark.
Circle 127 on reader service card
[continued on page 160]

California home; Designer: Russe ll Forester, la Jolla, California; Cabot's Stain Wax on all interior woo dwork

Cabot's STAIN WAX
This unique "three-in-one" finish, suitable for all wood
paneling, beams, and woodwork, brings out the best in
wood, enhancing the grain and producing a soft; satin
finish in. a choice of thirteen colors plus ebony, white, and
natural. When a flat finish is desired , specify · Cabot's
Interior Stains for all interior wood surfaces.

No . 340 .

on

RP.:oH1P.r SP.rvir.P. \,;irrl

One Union Street , Dept. 1128, Boston, Mass. 02108

O Send co lor cards on Stain Wa x and Interior Stains

0

Please send Cabot's handbook on wood stains

1 1 ·7 ~
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When your buiilding
project calls
for sprinklers ...

to work with both the architect
and the contractor, to help design
and then install the most efficient
sprinkler system your budget wi ll
permit.

You can save important time and
energy by putting to work the experience, professional training and
helpful cooperation of your local
VIKING team . .

Equally important, your Viking
team employs Viking-made equipment and hardware throughout, to
assure you the finest fire-protection system obtainable.

These men are qualified experts in
the technology of sprinkler protection against fire. They're equipped

SPRIN,LER S\ STE'1 GUIDE

~

""""'"""""""""""""""""""""""""55!!

Write for this
helpful 32-page
book "Viking
Sprinkler Systen
Guide". It's
packed with infc
mation every
building owner,
architect and
contractor shou
have ..

Call the Viking Sales Department
for immediate information. (616) 945-9501.

Your local VIKING team can make
the next step easier for you

~11~1~[~
THE VIKING CORPORATION
HASTINGS, MICHIGAN 49058
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Collectors Choice
From the Contract Carpet Pros
What every commercial interior designer should
know: Gu li stan®Carpet offers seven different carpet
patterns especially engineered to take heavy duty
wear. Design you r own color combination from a
group of 42 yarn colors. All in anti-static, Zefran®
Blend CR-4 from Dow Badische. For an appointment to choose your specific needs, contact Ed
Cass inelli , Contract Manager, at (212) 575-2298 .

.A.

~

~

GULISTAN® CARPETS
by

J.P.Stevens
Circle No . 382 , on Reader Service Card
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EVEN THOUGH YOUR CLIENT'S
SECURITY FORCE CAN'T BE IN
TWO PLACES AT THE SAME T•ME,
CARDKEY CAN.

You see, Cardkey 's SCD Syste m ca n co ntrol access to any number
of different entry points . .. from one ce ntral location . What' s more,
the data print -out tell s yo u who went where and when . Add to thi s
the card-voiding feature for rej ection of prev iously authorized ca rd s,
and you have a security force to re ckon wi th .
Not to mention th e money you·11 save .
Cardkey"s SCD Syste ms are ideal for perimet er access control. as
well as isolated departments for th e protecti on of
vital re cords.
Write or ca ll for complete details. It will lead
to yo ur gettin g a co mplete grip on access co ntrol .

DBPdHea

A division of Greer Hydraulics, Inc.

ISUSllB
: 1

P . O . Bo x 369 . Chatsworth , Cali fo rn ia 91311 Telephone : (213) 882 -8111

WE HAVE A WAY OF CONTROLLING ACCESS.
Circ le No. 418, on Reader Service Card
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~!

Products continued from page 157

Contemporary chairs. One in a Parsons design has heavy
square-tube steel fra me finished in chrome; seat and back are
foam-padded and available in wide range of cloth and vinyl
fabrics. Chai r height, 31 % in .; seat height, 17 V2 in. ; overall
seat 20" x1 8"; floor area, 20"x22% " . Tubularchrome chair
with a sling-back look has a one-piece curved plywood seat
and back panel topped by a criss-cross sling arrangement of
foam-padded seat-back and arm cushions fastened with
chrome buttons. Choice of fabric s. Dimensions are 21 in . in
height; 17V2 in . seat height; 18"x17%" seat overa ll; 25" x25"
floor area. B. Brody Seating Company.
Circle 128 on reader service card

Literature
Contract carpets. A series of sample folders containing complete specifications and samples of the entire color line for
each quality plus instruction for installation and carpet mai ntenance . Material is con tained in standard size washable plastic loose-leaf binders. Nine carpets, nylons, acrylic blends
and olefin fibers, are offered in the initial set. They include
carpets with foam backing and built-in static controls. Sample
folders for other fabrics will be added to the collection , which
is available to architects , designers and specifiers. C.H.
Masland & Sons.
Circle 129 on reader service card
'Lamp Selection Tips' is an eight-page brochure containing
suggestions for new and existing incandescent lighting installations for hotels, motels, restaurants , shops, parking '!!_eas,
interior and exterior building surfaces and more. General
Electric Company.
Circle 130 on reader service card

ArchilBCIUral

~®~®OU [filQIJO(illrn [i]
112 of the most popular architectu ral colors
including all P. E. I. standard colors. All
beautifully presented in a handy, easy-to-use
guide.

SEND FOR YOUR FREE COPY TODAY.

Box 247, Alliance, Ohio 44601
Over seas Factories:
Alliance Europe , N. V.
Box 19
3600 Genk , Belgium

Pentagon A/S
Krog agervej 2
5310 Seden , Denmark

Environmental ceiling system. Catalog includes information
on system 's four component installation; a plenum view of a
module installed ; ill umination , acoustical and mechanical
data; a specificati on guide on the system in general. Guth
Lighting.
Circle 131 on reader service card
Fine art. A sampl in g of gallery's paintings , graphics and
sculptures are shown in brochure. It also describes services
available: restoration , framing, rentals/purchase plan , portrait
pa inting, lighting accessories. Newman Galleries.
Circle 132 on reader service card
Acoustical ceiling system . Brochure includes installation details, product descri ption , technical data, and fu ll-color photographs of the Pyrotex 100 system in use. Des ign flexibility of
semi-concealed suspension system makes it adaptable for
use in schools and other institutional type bui ldings needing
unusual configurations. Panels are available in fissured and
non -di rectional fissured patterns, 12 ft wide , lengths up to 96
in. Meets interior finish flame spread requirements and is
Class 25. Simpson Timber Company.
Circle 133 on reader service card
[co ntinued on page 166]

Circle No. 320, on Reader Service Card
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Circle No. 372, on Reader Servic

Satisfying Supercritical Surgeons
Surgeons are trained to be supercritical of their
work. And, their desire for perfection makes
them supercritical of everything else, including
the plumbingware they use and depend on.
So Eljer designed a new full line of hospitalstyled plumbing fixtures and fittings to meet their
most demanding needs. Besides the
plumbingware shown above, you 'll find more
than 290 other hospital and commercial line
products fully detailed and illustrated in Eljer's
new "Hospital/ Institutional Plumbing Fixtures
and Fittings" catalog.
Hospital-styled plumbingware ... one example
of Eljer's ability to meet any commercial

Circle No . ::14S . nn

RA>lrlAr ~An 1 ir<> r.:orrl

building need with a complete line of welldesigned, quality commercial plumbing products.
If you 're planning on satisfying supercritica l
commercial clients, you should have Eljer's new
62-page catalog on file. Send for the " Hospital/
Institutional" catalog: Eljer, Dept. PA, 3 Gateway
Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222.

Eljer Plumbingware Division
Wallace-Murray Corporation
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Circle No. 407, on Reader Servi c

at last ...
''Custom-designed'' Curtain Walls
with ''Modular~System'' economy

1'-11Ac700

Molded Asbestos-Cement
Curtain Wall System
• Light • Quickly Assembled • 5' and 8' modules
• Insulation and interior finish applied on site
of Canada, Keswick, Ont.
Dale & Scott, Streetsville, Ont.
mac In vestments Ltd., Cooksville, Ont .
.pplicators: Semple Gooder Roofing Ltd.

Products continued from page 160

SCULPTUREWOOD

Clocks for executive office building suites and corridors are
featured in catalog . Contemporary as well as avante-garde
styles are shown . Types range from round wall models to
cubes, pedestals and grandfather clocks . All are hand
crafted. Washington Clock Works.
Circle 134 on reader service card
Interior panels. A 22-page colo r brochure describes and illustrates the various architectural and interior design applications of Tectum panels as an acoustical textured interior
surface in offices, churches, schools, apartments, homes and
retail / commercial structures. Design data chart and sound
performance tables are included as well as cross-section
drawings detailing methods of installation . National Gypsum
Company.
Circle 135 on reader service card

Inner Space Dividers-Sculpturewood screen s let your
imagination soa r with their possibilities for dividing a
room, creating a hall or paneling a wall. Twenty different
patterns in solid and see-th rough de signs. Available in ¥1"
and Yz " thicknesses in walnut, birch, ash, oak, poplar and
other species. You can specify
~
size, fram ing and finishes. Write
~-I! --~I... . _
for full color literature.
~
ARCHITECTURAL PRODUCTS

5800 So. Boyle Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. 90058 (213) 583-4511
REPRESEN TATIVES IN PRINCIP AL CITIES.

COVERED BY PATENT NO.

2859781

Circ le No. 401 , on Reader Service Card

The whiteprinter
'you can
lean on.

Architectural glass. Described in eight-page brochure are
laminated safety, sound control, security and bullet-resistant
glass as well as general g lazing instructions for the products.
Safelite Industries.
Circle 136 on reader service card
Reflective glasses. Performance data booklet includes product descriptions, spandrel and structural recommendations
and maintenance, cutting and glazing procedures for single
glazed reflective glasses. Also contains charts and tables related to availability, performance, heat transfer values, shading coefficients and wind load requirements. PPG Industries,
Inc.
Circle 137 on reader service card
Rubber flooring. Suited for hospitals and nursing homes,
booklet contains latest research report on flooring's resistance to chemicals and spillage as well as a bound-in sample
of flooring. The R.C.A. Rubber Company.
Circle 138 on reader service card
Bath and shower units. Brochure describes and illustrates in
color complete line of fiberglass units, provides dimensional
drawings and information on tests units are subjected to .
Eljer.
Circle 139 on reader service card

Set up our tabletop whiteprinter where you need it
... it'll make your check print's hour after hour, all day
long. Made to take it, service is minimal, performance is
proven. A meaningful full year warranty makes this the
whiteprinter you can depend on .
Your initial cost for a Blu -Ray is modest. Or you
can lease it. Your copy cost can be as low as 1 Y2 cents
per square foot. Speeds are va riable. Throats to 47
inches wide . Send for brochure describing all 3 models.
Blu-Ray, Incorporated , 936 Westbrook Road, Essex,
Connecticut 06426. Telephone
(203) 767-0141.
LIL T

DTlj Jl'RlT

Ci rcle No. 333, on Reader Service Card
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Fire protection building manual containing information on
wood and plywood systems to meet code and insurance requirements. Illustrates floor, roof and wall construction techniques, case histories, sample specifications and background
information on building codes and insurance provisions.
American Plywood Association.
Circle 140 on reader service card.
Identification system. 24-page catalog describes approach
used, illustrates typical examples and gives complete specifications for various types of building signage, including lettering, materials, mountings, colors and finishes; also outlines
architectural specifications. Jas. H. Matthews & Co.
Circle 141 on reader service card
[continued on page 172]

For every dollar invested
ZONOLITE Masonry Fill
Insulation returns
up to 48% every year.

ZONOLITE®Masonry Fill Insulation, poured into cores or cavities
of masonry walls, usually reduces
heat loss by 503-and more in
some cases.
To the owner, this means his
insulation cost is paid back to him
in two or three years. Then savings
continue year after year. A fact
that should be of importance to
every specifier or builder.
Heating and cooling savings are
impressive in e;very area. Example:
Chicago

Combined
Heating/
Cooling
Savings*

Atlanta

Mpls.

Phil a.

Denver

$6400 $3500 $8150 $6450 $5400

Installed
Cost of
Insulation

1700

1700

1700

1700

1700

Average
Annual
Return on
Insulation
Investment

38%

21%

48%

38%

32%

• 10.year savings from insulating wa lls; 8" lightweight block;
2-story office bu ilding, net exterior wall area 10,000 sq. ft.

The new FHA standards for
multi-family housing require
masonry walls to have a heat loss
factor ("U" value) no higher than
.17. ZONOLITE Masonry Fill is
the most economical way to bring
block walls into conformance-as
low as 17 cents per square foot
installed, for 8 11 block.
In addition to cost savings,
consider these important features:
Improves comfort- Inside wall
temperatures are increased up to
l3°F. in winter. Body-to-wall
radiant heat loss is reduced.
Greater comfort results. Summer
conditions are improved, too.
Increases fire resistance-Adding
ZONOLITE Masonry Fill to a
2-hour fire-rated lightweight block
gives more than four hours extra
protedion-earns 4-hour UL rating.
Cuts sound transmission- Users·
report that Masonry Fill in exterior
or party walls improves the sound
resistance.
For full information, contact your
ZONOLITE sales office. Or send
for booklet MF- l 64A, to Construction Products Division, W.R. Grace
& Co., 62 Whi~temore Avenue,
Cambridge, Mass. 02140.

(GRACE]
CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTS
Circle No . 395, on Reader Service Card
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~Glass Company

When it co mes to flat glass, the only
name you have to remember is ASG.
Because from product to packaging
to delivery, ASG does it all . It's your
one-source glass company. And that
includes everything from float glass
to plate glass, tinted and clear , to
patterned and insulating glass,
lighting glass, ref lective glass and
safety glass. In short, any kind of flat
glass you'll ever need .
And , ASG delivers the goods.
Where you want it and when you

wa nt it. lh some of the most
advanced package designs in the
industry. Packaging systems that
reduce hand ling to a bare minimum.
And make breakage a rare
occurrence , indeed.
So, when it comes to glass, come
to Th e Glass Company .. . ASG.

~ ASll Industries Inc

RSS.The Glass Company

C ~E,..TIVE •OE A. S IN GL ... SS

No . 326. on ReilrlF>r SF>rvir:F> (;;irrl

P.O. Box 929, K ingsp ort, Tennessee 37662
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Products continued from page 166

Laboratory apparatus. 96-page color catalog features designs in laboratory fume handling equipment, fiberglass
safety enclosures, laboratory carts . gla?sware washers, Kjeldahl apparatus and more. Detailed charts and data for selecting proper components are included. Labconco Corporation .
Circle 142 on reader service card
Library furniture. Bookstacks, study carrels, exhibit cases
and coordinated furniture to completely equip libraries or inse rvice educational facilities. Landscape system for librarians
offices, counselor stations, individual study stations are
also shown in brochure. Reflector Hardware Corporation.
Circle 143 on reader service card
Supergraphic murals collection. Each of the 14 designs and
63 colorway in the Kaleidoscope supergraphic mural collection is illustrated in a full-color brochure. Included is a si xpage multi-lingual fact sheet which contains specifications
and il lustrates uses. James Seeman Studios, Inc.
Circle 144 on reader service card
Partitions Plus. A structural system that is said to permit a
work station to be moved for as little as 30¢ per sq ft. Two basic elements are used: an anod ized aluminum framework plus
any panels desired , glass or hardwood in any thickness. Configurations of 45 , 60, 90 or 120 de6rees are possible and system permits incorporating existing furniture into work stations . No height limitations for partitions, and ceiling panels
are optional. Literature. Syma Structures, Inc.
Circle 145 on reader service card
Cobblestone paving. Fishscale cobb lestone is one of the
many paving patterns available in company 's colored and
patterned co ncrete; others simulate the appearance and
character of brick or tile in a wide variety of patterns, colors, and textures . Bulletins contailn complete information .
Bomanite Corporation .
Circle 146 on reader service card
Classroom furniture is shown in 32-page color catalog along
wi th wide array of supplementary furnishing such as mobile
cabinet wall and media center components . All are suitable
for either open plan or traditional schools . American Seating
Company.
Circle 147 on reader service card
Roof deck systems. Booklet documents ways roof decks
lower heating and coqling bills and conserve energy with
properly insul ated buildings, help reduce unwanted noise and
comp ly with OSHA standards. School, shopping cente r, industrial plant and other institutional comme rcial building application . United States Gypsum Company .
Circle 148 on reader service card
Acoustics. Design guidelines, technical data, estimating information and application data and specification for Geocoust ic acoustical units fo r sound control are described in
brochure. Pittsburgh Corning Corp.
Circle 149 on reader service card
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Wall panels shown in brochure are carried on discs in overhead track to any point in open plan one at a time, by anyone,
at any time; they can be placed anywhere along the overhead
track in either flat or 45 or 90 degree angular arrangements to
create complete walls or landscape sc reens for large o r small
study / meeting groups. Available in full-height chalk and tackable surfaces. Panelfold Doors, Inc.
Circle 150 on reader service card
Commercial lighting systems. A 12-page catalog combines
into one reference book a complete line of commercial lighting systems using High Intensity Discharge (HID) lamps. Publication inc ludes typical data, coefficients of util ization and
lighting system NC (sound) ratings to assist ligh ting users.
General Electric Co .
Circle 151 on reader service card
Gravity conveyors. Catalog contains data on wheel and roller
conveyors and accessories , which incl ude portable and permanent stands, wheel and roller gates, guard rails and spur
curve switches . Rapistan.
Circle 152 on reader service card
Rolling metal doors. Catalog presents comprehensive architectural details on these and fire doors , rolling grilles, rolling
pass window shutters in standard and packaged units, fire
shutters and sliding grilles. All products are available in a
wide range of sizes . Cornell Iron Works, Inc .
Circle 153 on reader service card
Fluorescent dimming system. Described in four-page brochure is no-flicker, no-swirl 120- or 277-volt dimming system
for commercial and industrial users. Includes voltage ratings ,
descriptions and specifications of the three components of
system (intensity selector, dimming auxiliary, dimming ballast)
and installation procedures as well as description of available
options. General Electric Company .
Circle 154 on reader service card
Fiberglass draperies. "Th e Feneshield System " of drapery
selection for large, multi-windowed buildings, and how to use
them to control solar light, bright ness and radiant heat
through windows of high-rise buildings is described in 20page color booklet. Shown are how openness of fab ric and its
degree of color-light, medium, or dark-perform under various environmental conditions . Technical information and
cost comparison are inc luded. PPG Industries, Inc.
Circle 155 on reader service card
Compactor. An eight-page brochure on the Pollution Packer
on-site solid waste and refuse control systems and accessories for commercial and industrial applications is available
from The Tony Team, Inc.
Circle 156 on reader service card
Modular panels, curtain wall . Working to designs, colors, insulations and fastening systems created by the architect or
designer, this maker produces panels with clad interiors
and / or exterior surfaces in paint , ename l, plastics, agg regate,
wood grains, weathering and galvanized stee ls . Panels can
also be used as non load-bearing movable walls within a building. Brochure. Lusterlite Corporation .
Circle 157 on reader service card

THE

110\/
ARTICULATE

PAT. #3. 735 ,020 & others pending .

ARCHITECTURAL DIMMER

INCANDESCENT
600 / 1000 Watts

INCANDESCENT
1500/ 2000 Watts

FLUORESCENT
10 Lamps

FLUORESCENT
20 / 30 Lamps

TAMPER PROOF
All NOVA dimmers availab le in
TAMPERPROOF models to prevent vandalism of faceplate and
slide control.
SWITCHES
NOVA switches prov ide decorative coordination with NOVA dimmers. Single pole , 3-way , 4-way.

Ill

COLORS
Besides standard white, faceplates availab le in black, brown,
beige, go l d and woodgrain.
Colors matched upon request.
Engraving, too!

LUTRON®
COOPERSBURG PA 18036
IN CANADA RENFREW ELECTR IC CO . LTD

Circle reader service card No. 403 for complete NOVA catalogue.
Circle reader service card No. 404 for more information on LUTRON'S Custom Dimming Systems and over 350 other dimmer models.

When in the coµrse of contract events,
a new NaumhydC is born, there shall be
color, long life 3nd freedom to spread your wing
Herein lies our
PIRIT
F
7/i

a color-spangled new
Lgahyde vinyl fabric.
b_ more unfurled than
reds, whites and
:s you'd expect.
In our Spirit of '76
'11 find the greens
Gulf Coast summer.
ert browns and
itones. Splashing
)WS and flame-oranges
b.e climbing dawn.
Yet there's more
i color to this fabric's
racter. The Spirit of '76

is born into the con tract world with a hearty,
robust constitution.
It meets the antiflame, oil and mildew
requirements of Federal
Government Specification
CCC-A-680a, the Boston
Fire Code, FAR 25.853,
Port of New York
Authority Upholstery
Materials Specification
and Federal Motor
Vehicle Standard 302.
What's more, in the
true Naugahyde tradi-

tion, its beauty will long
endure.
It's also priced
competitively. And available now in every color
you see here ... 76 in all.
Got a revolutionary
idea of your own?
Consider upholstering
it in this bright new
idea from Naugahyde ...
the Spirit of '76. You'll
get a new freedom of
color choice. And a
chance to cover your
work with glory.
1

Ask your Uniroyal
representative for details.
Or write Uniroyal Coated
Fabrics, Mishawaka,
Indiana 46544.

Nau~~e
Bran<I Fabric
help you
do it wiih Style.

We

Circle No. 386, on Reader Service Card

Books

Your secretary
can move 3 tons
of storage••.

With finger-tip ease!

The secret is: MEG's Turn-Glide,
.the Roll-Shelf with Glide Control
. . . a new engi neering feature ·
that moves shelving easier,
quieter, smoother.

MEG Turn-Glide makes
storage handling a cinch!
Shelves glide effortlessly and
adjust to any he ight. You
increase your storage capac ity
up to 80%. Interiors take on
a new look. You select from
end panels in wood-grain or
decorator colors. And, MEG
has nationwide planning
and service facilities ready
to serve you .

MEG Roll-Shelf with Turn Glide

Circle No. 360, on Reader Service Card
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RETRACKING
AMERICA
A Theory of Transactive Planning
John Friedmann

Retracking America: A theory of trans~
live planning by John Friedman. Garde
City; Anchor Press / Doubleday, 1973, 2
pp., $7.95, $2.95 paperbound.
Reviewed by Michael and Susan Sot
worth, partners in a Boston city and regional design firm.
John Friedman wants to retrack Ame
with transactive planning, an approach
that gives central importance to interpersonal relations in planning. It hash <
certain vogue in the U .S., reaching a hi
point of rel igious fervor in 1970 beyonc
watershed of group therapy, sensitivity
training and Eric Berne. In reacting ag <
curren t planning practices, which the<
th or considers to be too static, cerebra
and uninvolved, he attempts to lay t he
foundations for a new " societal guidan
system" that would theoretically allow
citizens to spend most of their lives par
pating in planning.

The new structure is based on task-c
ented working groups-small cells of
twelve people at most-that organize s1
taneously across the nation around an
sue . Assemblies of groups organized a
corporate and supra-corporate levels~
legitimacy and formal authority to indi11
ual wo rking groups. The lowest level a:
sembly is composed of all members of
eight working groups. Ten of these me
bers are elected to a higher assembly ,
ten of those to a higher one, and so on
"until the entire corporate structure is
hausted. " Exhausted, indeed! Delegat•
[continu ed on p 182]

PRICE PFISTER
Manufacturers of Plumbing Brass
Subsidia ry of Norris Industries
13500 Paxton Street
Paco ima, California 91331

Circ le No. 374 . on RP.>'lrlP.r SP.rvirP. r.Mrl

For non-stop selection, travel all the way with Price Pfister. Ridi ng
upfront is our vast assortment of kitchen and bath fittings - in bri lliant chrome, or special finishes, topped by matching acrylic. Tracking solidly and durably behind are hundreds of meticulously
engineered rough brass items. Make the right connections eve rytime. Specify Price Pfister - up and down the line!

Following three special issues
on the subjects of Lighting,
Parkitecture, and Interiors, the
editors of P/A will wind up 1973
with a diversified issue covering
points all the way from Morocco
to Texas.

Progressive Architecture
600 Summer Street, Stamford , Conn . 06904

Low-rise high-density housing:
New York State 's Urban Development Corporation, in search of an
alternative to high-rise family
housing in densely populated
areas, commissioned the Institute
for Architecture and Urban Studies
to develop a low-rise prototype ,
which is now under construction in
Brooklyn and in Staten Island .

Rudolph rebuilds a church: The
stone tower and charred front wall
of a burned-out church in Boston's
Back Bay are integrated into one
of Paul Rudolph's most intriguing
spatial compositions - reflecting
a new kind of church-community
rela.tionship.

Dust-to-dust architecture:
Through perceptive photograph
and commentary, architect Rich
Bender shows the natural recycl
system of traditional Moroccan
construction .

Texas goes international: The
newly dedicated Dallas-Fort Wo
Airport, aside from being merely
colossal, is described locally as
planned for the year 2001.

P/ A annual business survey: Tl
highly respected forecast is bas
on reports from architects themselves about their own anticipat1
projects.

Coming in January 1974: the publishing event of the year, for 21 years,
the annual P/A Awards Issue.

Circle No . 321, on Reader Servi1

nso®Nylon's five year carpet guarantee.
It passes the school test with flying colors.
First one building. Th en the second . Now the third
build ing of thi s Educati onal Park for the Elkhart Commu nity Schoo l System has Whi pcord II ca rpet by Mohawk.
It comes to more than 25 ,000 ya rd s, al I told.
Proo f eno ugh th at thi s sc hoo l co m m unity gi ves
straight A's to A N SO ny lo n. A nd to G uarante9t h - th e
guarantee with teeth. Allied Chemica l's assurance th at the
ca rpet w ill not wea r more th an 10% in five yea rs, or we' ll
repl ace it, insta ll ati on included.
Al lied ca n make thi s promi se because we test every

carpet made of AN SO nylon - the seco nd-generati on soi 1hid ing nylon- ten diffe rent w ays to be sure it w ill stand up.
So look fo r the label w ith the fi erce litt le animal who
symboli zes our Guarantesth . An d get the ca rpet with the
five yea r wea r guarantee.
For your free copy of our Contract Ca rpet M anual,
w rite to: Alli ed Chemica l Corporati on, Fi bers D ivision,
c.o ntact Dept. PA, O ne
§ M_
Times Sq. , N .Y. 10036 .
> ·c;:~icol
Phone: (21 2) 736-7000.
z l'==::::J

Ml• I

our
cover
tory is
even
better
this year.
180
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1g mysterious about it,
Now you have a choice
standard Milcor access
roof hatches, skylights,
. smoke vents, floor
and sidewalk doors-up
m our last report
made improvements,
jded automatic closers
· fire rated access doors.
sed the light penetration
four skylights. Moved
rings on our popular

3' x 2'6" roof hatch so the
opening is completely clear.
And according to intel li gence
dispatches, other new
developments are in the works .
Milcor standard units come in
such a wide range of sizes that
they'll cover almost any
rectang\Jlar opening you might
have. Most are readily
available from a stocking point
near you. (On the off chance
that none of the 222 meet your

Jo. 356. nn RP.<'HiP.r SP.rvir.P r.Rrrl

needs, our long experience in
designing special units may
accomplish your mission.)
For a dossier on Milcor access
doors, see Sweet's 8.12/lnl
or write for Catalog 33-1.
Milcor roof hatches and floor
doors are in Sweet's 7.7/ln,
or Cataiog 34-1 . Your contact
is: Mi lcor Division, InlandRyerson Construction Products
Co., K4069 West Burnham St.,
Milwaukee, Wis. 53201.

INLllD*

BYEBIDN

Gene ra l Offices: Chicago . Illin ois
A memb e r of the . . .,,. steel family

Books continued from page 176

from corporate assemblies wou ld then participate in the activities of supra-corporate
assemb lies that would tie into policy-making bod ies at central government levels.
Professor Friedmann's proposal is
somewhat similar to that of citizens electing city council members who elect state
representatives, who elect national representatives, who elect the president and
vice president. If one fourth of the U.S. participated in this system there would be
about 60 million di fferent groups organized
into a pyramid of 11 hierarchial levels.

On top of these multitudinous layers
there would be a technical secretariat with
incredible powers. "In addition to the specific services they perform for workinggroup assemblies .. . they also engage in
policy analysis, program monitoring, the
measurement of system states, program
evaluation, short-term forecasting, experimental system design and testing and
technical assistance, system-wide integ ration and the balancing of working group
efforts." Pure research agencies would
also exist and be independent of any external control. As proposed by this book,
planners would have far more power than
they do in America today, and there would

New edition
now ready!
The most complete, authoritative guide for stripping:
weather, sound an(:! light-as well as thresholds.

Zero's latest
catalog shows many new
products; contains 190 drawings.
Write today for your copy.

•

i\lli

Zero Weather Stripping Co., Inc.
415 Concord.Avenue, New York, N.Y.10455 · (212) LU 5-3230
1924-1974... 50 years of opening the door to progress
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be little external control over them.
We recognize that the proposed tran
tive guidance concept is embryonic, bL
we cannot ignore the inherent problem
How will a system which depends upon
spontaneous organization come about
society as seemingly satisfied and com
cent as ours? Moreover, experience ha
shown that groups needing representa
the most are often those least likely to c
ganize and to participate. How could o
assure the representation of minority c
cerns through this complex hierarchy,
ery step of which offers the opportunit~
majority control? How are conflicts witt
and between groups resolved? How is
tinuity achieved? How are resources al
cated? Once the elaborate communica
tions network is established, it could
become an instrument for coercing as
ety to conform to tyrannical goals.
How does the author reach such a p
tion? He assumes modern planning to
an outgrowth of human engineering-t
assignment of human bodies to wo rk
items-which is applied to such things
production quotas. But this model doe
not fit environmental planning, and he
tends to apply it to all branches of plan
ning. However, while Professor Friedm
cautions that this style of planning is d
rived from a scarcity situation, he is co
vinced that the U.S. does not experien
scarcity as a nation. But how many Am
cans have an abundance of energy fuE
urbanity, clean air or meat?
Many will view this book as old-fashioned in that it assumes a traditional eJ
pertness which has been entirely discarded by radical members of architec
and planning. Nevertheless, there are
eral worthwhile elements of the book.
does attempt to find an alternative to ti
current railroading of our nation into p
ti ons which offer our citizens no choic
transportation , housing or life style. W
should take seriously the autho r' s criti
analysis of our nation-wide journey tm
" a monitoring system of social indicat•
. .. whose repository of quantitative m
els spews out appropriate answers." l
section of the book is highly recomme
to those in awe of the computer mode
social planners or housing experts.
Professor Friedmann concludes tha
quality of a society ultimately depends
upon the character of its individuals, a
that social change should therefore bE
rooted in the individual. This is an ana
truth repellent to many, but then no pr
cess for human engagement guarante
liveable results, at least thus far.

Open invitation
to gracious living.
The richly carved wood panels and hand-cast
grilles of these Valencia style doors express her tasteher lifestyle. They add the character and individuality
she looks for in a home. And she's the decision
maker.
The elegance and quality of these carved
wood panel doors are great persuaders to
house-hunters. Valencia is only one of the
many styles in our line of solid quality doors of
exotic Malaysian Meranti, old-growth, vertical
grain Douglas Fir and West Coast Hemlock-

machined and assembled by skilled artisans. Many
styles are available to fulfill your special design requirements and your clients' taste. These impressive doors
open the way to years of cl ient satisfaction.
To see ou r complete line of distinctive
doors-that heighten the appeal of your
home-send for our new color catalog of
interior and exterior wood panel doors. Write:
Lumber, Plywood and Door Division , St. Regis
Paper Company, P.O. Box 1593, Tacoma,
Washington 98401.
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Progressive Architecture

know of this advertisement. Reply to Box
#1 361 ·595, Progressive Architecture.

Job mart

Architect / draftsman: Progressive architec·
tural firm has positions available for experi·
enced architect/draftsman. Excellent
working conditions and benefit programs.
Located near Gila National Forest and Wilder·
ness Area in southwest New Mexico . Salary
commensurate with education and experi·
ence. Send resume and salary history to:
Jay Hill Associates, Ltd ., P.O. Box 342,
Silver City, New Mexico 88061.

Situations open
Architect: Thoroughly qualified as archi·
tectural specifications writer, for open ing
with a top design firm . Experience in
construction management helpful but not
ma ndatory. Send confidential resume and
ea rnin gs history. Reply to Box # 1361-563,
Progressive Architecture.
Architect /d irector: New York architectural
firm providing arch/engr/interior design
services seeks qualified registered architect
(10 years exp.) to d irect established branch
office in Washington , D.C. Applicant must be
inte rested in all aspects of th e profession including business development. Our employees

Announcing
Westinghouse ASD
Group's new Los
Angeles Showroom
in the heart of
Century City, 10100
Santa Monica
Boulevard . Phone :
213 556-1296
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Architect/land planner: Major national de·
velopment corporation headquartered in
Dallas has an opening for an architect-land
planner. This senior position offers an un·
usual grow opportun ity for the executive

Fo rmal Opening:
Decembe r 5 and 6.
A warm welcome
awaits you.
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Architect /i nstructor: Community college with
rapidly expanding architectural program offer·
ing diverse courses is seeking an individual
to teach in the areas of architectural graphics
and design . Professional degree required;
teach ing and practical experience preferred.
Please send resume stat ing education and
experience to : Professor John Sant osuosso,
Chairman, Department of Engineering and
Architecture, Mercer County Community
College, 1200 Old Trenton Rd ., Trenton,
N.J. 08609. An Equal Opportunity/Affirma·
tive Action Em ployer.

wit h the right attitude. Applicants must be
university graduates, have N.C.A.R.B. regi!
tration, must have proven experience in la
planning, and be a member of the Americc
Institute of Planners. Only qualified pro·
fessionals need apply. Staff advised about
this ad . Centex Homes Corporation, a sub
sidiary of Centex Corporation . Please send
samples of freehand sketches of work to·
gether with resume. Reply to Box # 1361·!:
Progressive Architecture.
Architects for Peace Corps/Vista-Action:
Volunteer overseas and U. S. Low income
housing projects, design of schools, hospi
tals, community centers, etc. Most openin
-singles; some couples. Information: BrL
Mazzie, Action, OCP Box A·2, Washi ngton,
D.C. 20525.
Architectural /director of construction adn
istration: Prominent AUanta architects see
an experienced professional to direct the
Construction Administration responsibiliti1
of their dynamic, rapidly expanding 50·m<
fi rm. The position demands experience in
large and small construction projects, kno
edge of construction contract procedu res
and administration of staff and sched ules .
A career opportunity with growth potential
and cha llenge in a design-oriented firm. M
be regist ered architect or engineer. Send
[cont inued on page 186 ]

An excellent opportunity is available in Baltimore
as Chief Architect for the General Consultant on
the Rapid Transit Project. The Architect will
supervise and coordinate the Architectural Program for the General Consultant with final design
consultants and will be responsible for the presentation of the program to the client, the public
and public agencies. The position requires comprehensive admi nistrative and design capabi lities. Background and supervisory experience
with large multi-discipline A-E projects is preferred. Please make all inquiries in confidence to:
Mr. James Francomacaro, Project Manager
DANIEL, MANN, JOHNSON, & MENDENHALL
Suite 1610, 2 Hopkins Plaza, Baltimore, Md. 21201
Phone:301/837-5127
An Equal Opportunity Employer

'

Polymarble
p_assedthe
school board's
exam.
The requirements were very demanding.
"Give us durability, light weight, attractive
design, and accent color at a cost comparable
to ordinary cast iron fountains."
Haws had the answer with polymarble.
Offering color at no extra cost. Color that
won't chalk, fade or yellow. Color that runs
through the entire material thickness.
The enduring quality of polymarble helped
win final approval. Today many polymarble
models are excelling in practical application.

For further details on highly rated
Model 1070, in a ch oice of five colors or white,
write Haws Drinking Faucet Co., 1441 Fourth St.,
Berkeley, California 94710.

DRINKING FOUNTAINS
Haws offers the world's best drink.
Circle No. 353, on Reader Service Card
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resume to: Java/Daniels/Busby, 100 Colony
Square, Atlanta, Geo rgia, 30309.
Architectural mfg. rep. wanted: Call on architects, designers, cont ractors, galleries,
museums, showrooms, etc., to sell· new,
dynamic, never seen before, patented Rotational Lighting System . New territories. High
commissions . Write: R. L. Systems Co., P.O .
Box 646, Forest Hills, N.Y. 11375.
Architecture/construction/administration: A
prestige resort community builder has openings in project management with excellent
compensation and benefits for individuals
with five or more yea rs of arch itectural, construction and/or project management experience. Applicants with a technical college
degree (architecture, construction, civil engi neering, etc) plus a graduate business degree

Advertising Rates
Standard charge for each unit is Fifteen Dollars, with a maximum of
50 words. In counti ng words your complete address (any address)
counts as five words, a box number as three words. Two units may
be purchased for thirty dollars, with a maximum of 100 words.
ChecX: or money order should accompany advertisement and be
mailed to Job Mart c l o Progressive Architecture , 600 Summer
Street, Stamford, Conn. 06904. Insertions will be accepted not later
than the 1st of the month preceding month of publication. Box
number replies should be addressed as noted above with the box
number placed in lower left hand corner of envelope.

o r its equivalent in management experience
w ill be preferred . If qualified, reply with resume, salary history and personal references,
in confidence to: Leslie J . Austin, Vice President, Residential and Facilities Department,
Sea Pines Plantation Co., P.O. Box 5608,
Hitlon Head Island, S.C. 29928. An Equal
opportunity employer.
Project architect: Innovative Dal las design
firm seeks store pl·a nn ing or store fi xt ure
experience for corporate level position . Starting salary $14,000-$18,000. Search fee paid
by employer. Design Personnel Consultants,
One Lemmon Park North, 3700 McKinney,
Dal las, Texas, 75204 (214) 521-2636.
Specification writer: Expanding 200 man AEP
firm seeking talented ex perienced spec writer
interested in compute rized specs . Challenging
opportunity to develop skills mastering the
use of our in-house computer spec system .
(System generates a page of completed specs
in 7 seconds). Send complete resume, references, salary requirements, and date of
ava ilab ility to: Samborn, Steketee, Otis and
Evans, Inc. 600 LOF Building, Toledo, Ohio
43624 (419)-248-6271). An Equal Opportunity Ma le/Female Employer.
Specification writer: To supervise materials
research and specification preparation for
50-man interdisciplinary design team . 3-5

years meaningful experience in specificatic
writing based in CSI format. Knowledge of
computer systems desired to fully utilize
present automated system. Career opportt
ty for in dividual with demonstratable leade
ship capability. Full benefit package. Outstanding community and university enviror
ment. Submit complete resume in confide1
to Hansen Lind Meyer, 116 South Linn
Street, Iowa City, Iowa 52240. An equal
opportunity employer.
Wanted: Apprentice architect. Country stuc
of leading resident ial firm. Good graph ic
skills. Field work and drafting. Salary plus
room and board. Write: P.O. Box 171,
Bridgehampton , New Yo rk 11932.

Situations wanted
Architect : Seeking special opportunity t o
earn or purchase partnership in a sma M es·
lished firm or larger firm with additional
potentia l. Presently office manager and ch
architect for medium size A-E office. Anxio
to demonstrate design ability. Experience,
financial and management responsibi lity.
Enjoy client rapport. 38, 3 child ren. Reply
Box # 1361-597, Progressive Architecture.
Arch it ect : NCARB, AIA. Currently officer, p
ect architect and administrator in 100 mar

[continued on page 188]

At last! A wall system
that can match your imagination!

Solid hardwood
prefinished wall planks

j

Random width, random length genuine solid
hardwood wall planks, loving ly prefinished, in
a choice o f 13 woods with the full natural
beauty and richness that no imitation can
match . Send today for Designer's Sample Kit ·
contain ing 13 full-size sample species, textures and finishes.

~--

~

_TownsenY;TM-.~H!lg
P. O. Box 916, Stuttgart, Arkansas 72160

is my check for $3 to cove r
D Enclosed
cost of my sample kit.
D Please send additional literature.
Firm _ _ _ __ __ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _
Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ _ __
Street No._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City ________ State _ _ _ __ .Z ip _ _ _ __
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Knoll In ternational

Cooperating with architects,
desig ners and specifiers of new
furniture for corporate headquarters
and national installations; specializing,
also, in rooms of distinction for private
homes and offices.
88 Broad Street, New York, N.Y. 10004

Ci rcle No . 421 , on Reade r ServicE
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firm wit h 200 m ill io n present work load.
Seeki ng relocation in Southwest or So utheast
with medium sized aggressive firm as project
arch itect or production ch ief with partnership
or ownersh ip potential. Reply to Box #1361·
598, Progressive Architecture.
Arch itect/planner: AIA, NCARB, 37, 11 years
experi ence in all phases of practice and education. B.Arch ., M.Arch. Five years as head
designer responsibile for planning and design
for a new town, CBD revitalization plans, indust rial and comme rcial biuldings. Seeking
versat ile opportunity with progressive organization. Reply to Box # 1361 -599, Progressive
Architect ure.
Architectural design consultant: European
educat ion , AIA, NCARB, registered in N.Y.,
N.J., Tenn ., 12 years of design experience
with all building types is offering freela nce
services of project designer/ planner / interior
designer to architectural firms, developers
and corporations. Resume, references and
samples of wo rk on request. Reply to Box
# 1361 -600, Progressive Architecture.
Architectural engineer: 43 , twenty years international experience in N. & M. East, Europe
and USA i7 design and building supervision:
school s, c inema's, condomi nium housing, &

industrial buildings and teaching architectural
design seeks position with progressive firm .
For resume contact: B. E. Labib c/o A. Wirth ,
658 Craig, Chapel Hill , N.C. 27514.
Architectural graduate: 29, single - M. Arch .
2 11z years office experience, desire permanent
challenging position in design firm. Reply to
Box #1361-601 , Progressive Architecture.
Executive: Registered architect, 34, willing
to re-locate for right leadersh ip position with
des ign, development, or construction firm,
st arting time can be immediately. Has extensive experience in design-build administration
and management, including construction
document preparation , construction buying,
cl ient contacts and relationships , sales, cash flow, contracts. Can make decisions and motivate people, likes to work. Individual has very
good professional experience and pe rsonal
qualifications for responsible position with
right firm . Salary open. Reply to Box # 1361602, Progressive Architecture.
International consultant architect-planner:
Experience in 45 countries, most U.S. and
international agencies. Assist you in problem
identification from cu lture to currency, as
coordinator of total project development. Will
work in country, my office or yours. NCARB.
Who 's Who in Ame rica . Michael M. Kane AIA,
43B King St., Ch ri st iansted , St. Croix, U.S.
Virgin Islands, 00820, phone (809) 773-0371.

Interior designer: B. S. Interior Design . Arc
tectural experience includes varied project
types: restaurants , universities, condom in·
iums, office build ings and medical clin ics .
Responsible for: interiors conception & lay
graphics & color schedules, f urnishings sp
cifications & bid documents and client cor
su ltations & presentations. Presently employed but seeking change. Reply to Box
# 1361-603, Progressive Architecture.
Project architect: 24 yrs. exp. ; last 14 with
same firm. Major respons ibil·ities; incl udin.
project and office management. Respo nsit
ty for design to completion for variety of
building types ; inc luding GSA systems bu il
ing and phased construction for major pro
ects. Reply to Box # 1361-604, Progressive
Architecture.
Senior professor: A & E background , struc·
tures, mechan ics, mathematics, graph ics,
sciences and arts, design and constructior
all levels, creative and versatile, publicatio
broad academ ic and consulting backgroun
seeks new responsible pos ition. Reply t o E
# 1361-605, Progressive Architecture.

Architectural services
Affiliation: Small New York City progressiv1
architect ural fi rm seeks joint venture with
out-of-town arch itectural or engineering fi r
[continued on page 190]
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Will provide necessary services and act as
representative in New York. Reply t o Box
#1361-606, Progressive Architecture.
Architects: Our agency has a complete range
of architectural openings . Complete confidence is maintained at all times. We are
retained by the companies-all positions are
100% fee paid. Send resumes to American
Professionals, 10730 Pacific Street , Omaha,
Nebr. 68114.
Architectural/construction division of Roddy
& Associates Personnel Services: Working
throughout the nation and especially the
large growth area of the South and Southwest. Our professional placement directors
are trained architects who can staff and
recruit for every discipline of the Architectural/Construction/and Engineering office.
We speak your language. All fees are
assumed by our client companies. Let us
show you our expertise_ Send resumes to
2001 Kirby Drive, Suite 400, Houston,
Texas 77019, or phone 713/526-8261.
Architectural illustrat ors: We are available to
work in your office per diem in preparation
· of major presentations, delineations, etc. We
can provide highly qualified experience and
ability, thus relieving you of retaining "inhouse" specialists. We continue to provide
cust om delineation f rom ou r studio. Jack B.

Thompson, Architectural Illustrators, 115
Mayhurst Avenue, Colorado Springs, Colorado
80906. 303-633-2270.
Interior design: Save overhead . Young progressive interior designers will help architects
with projects on a freelance basis. Experienced in all phases of interior des ign. Reply
to Box #1361-607, Progressive Architecture.
International consultant architect-planner:
Experience in 45 countries, most U.S. and
international agencies. Assist you in problem
identification from culture to currency, as coordinator of total project development. Will
work in country, my office or yours. NCARB,
Who 's Who In America. Michael M. Kane AIA,
43B King St., Christiansted, St. Croix, U.S.
Virgin Islands 00820, phone (809) 733-0371.
Career Builders, Inc., Agency: Ruth Hirsch
has specialized in Architectural placement
for fifteen years, serving architects, corporations, planners, developers and interior firms.
She reviews portfolios, professionally
interviews designers, project architects,
managers and juniors for available openings. Executive searches and personnel consultations are available to employers. Career
Builders, Inc. (Agency), 501 Madison Ave.,
N.Y., N.Y. 10022 (212) 752-7640.
Charrette/Vis·l·Blocks: Pressure sensitive
repetitively used images like office title
blocks, architectural stamps-repetitive de-

Editor
News Editor for national
magazine in the architectural field,
offices in New York area.
Seasoned writer, preferably with
experience in fields of
architecture, construction, or
urban affairs. Must be capable of
establishing contacts, generating
leads, and participating in overall
direction of magazine.
Opportunity to take over a vital
portion of magazine, and develop
a personal interpretation of events
for an influential audience. Submit
resume in confidence (our
employees know of this open ing) .
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Edwards & Shepard Agency: We are a desig
and architectural placement service un iquE
equipped to locate and appraise the qualifi
cations, experience and effectiveness of
architectural and interior designers, urban
planners, systems and space planners, cor
struction specialists, exhibit, lighting and
environmental designers. We know (1) wh<
positions are available (2) who the best
prospects are (3) the right approach (4) h<
to break negotiating gaps (5) how to save
money, time and effort (6) how to simplify
procedures and appointments (7) the day
to day state of the market. Contact Bill
Shepard at (212) 725-1280. Interviews by
appointment in our "dome on the roof" at
1170 Broadway, N. Y. C., N. Y. 10001.
RitaSue Siegel Agency: Ms. Woody Gibson
introduces people with superior skills in ar
tecture, i nterior, landscape, urban design,
planning, programming and management 1
our consultant and corporate clients seeki1
genuine problem solvers throughout the
U. S. A. RitaSue Siegel identifies and evalu
ates industrial and graphic designers. You
invited to submit resumes in confidence. C
cl ients pay all fees. 60 W. 55th St., N. Y. C.
10019, (212) 586-4750.
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